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1. ABSTRACT  

 

This PhD thesis dealt with the extraction of cellulose and cellulose nanocrystals (CNCs) from 

three different lignocellulosic agro-waste feedstocks, that is, corncob, giant cane cut-up and 

garlic stalk through a customized and standardized chemical procedure. In particular, for giant 

cane cut-up original biomass, a process optimization was performed aimed both to reduce the 

impact of the usage of organic solvents and to make the extractive conditions more 

‘environmental-friendly’ in both cellulose and CNCs extractions. Moreover, the extracted 

cellulose and CNCs from giant cane cut-up were subsequently compared with bacterial 

cellulose (BC) and bacterial CNCs (BCNCs), produced by acetic acid bacteria, which represent 

the pure counterparts. Therefore, a comparison between the structural features of both the 

extracted plant-based cellulose and BC by means of 13C Cross-Polarization Magic Angle 

Spinning Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (13C CP MAS NMR), Fourier Transform Infrared 

Spectroscopy (FT-IR) and by optical microscopy analyses, was performed. As same, the top-

down approaches of the agro-waste-derived cellulose in the production of cellulose 

nanocrystals, involved the use of both chemical and enzymatic methods. Nowadays, cellulose 

nanocrystals are one of the most promising alternatives to syntetic fillers, while representing 

an important field of investigation within numerous research groups due to its attractive 

properties such as high crystallinity, purity, non-toxicity, dimensional and origin. The most 

commonly employed method for the extraction of CNCs, is represented by the chemical 

hydrolysis (by means of concentrated acids solution, such as HCl, H2SO4 and HF), but 

enzymatic hydrolysis by using e.g. cellulase and endoglucanase, represents today a 

sustainable and more environmental-friendly approach than chemical procedures. As for giant 

cane-derived cellulose, a characterization of the extracted CNCs was performed, as well as a 

detailed comparison with the bacterial counterpart, mainly in terms of size distribution, 

morphology and yield of the extraction process. Moreover, because the enzymatic hydrolysis 

is time-consuming, in order to investigate the possibility to introduce a ‘booster’ during the 

enzymatic process, an expansin-like cerato-platanin (CP) protein as a pre-treatment for the 

enzymatic hydrolysis of BC was used. Up to now, the pre-treatment was performed only on 

cellulose from bacterial origin (which represents the pure counterpart) but, according to the 

literature, the testing of CP protein on giant cane cut-up-derived cellulose will represent an 

upcoming priority. CNCs were used as organic nanofiller to form a bionanocomposite coating 

deposited on plastics (polyethylene terephthalate – PET and biaxially oriented polypropylene 

– BOPP) and bioplastics (polylactic acid – PLA and starch-based compound – Mater-Bi) 

intended for food packaging applications, where the main biopolymer phase is represented by 

both polysaccharides and proteins (i.e., chitosan, pullulan and gelatin). The final coated 
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packaging films exhibited enhanced oxygen barrier, surface and optical properties, which can 

expand the use of plastics and bioplastics for food packaging applications. Due to the 

pronounced difference in size distribution and morphological features between giant-cane 

derived CNCs and BCNCs, both the characterization and the overall performance evaluation 

of a cellulose nanocrystals/pullulan-based nanocomposite coating on PET, were discussed. 
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2. INTRODUCTION and LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

2.1. General Background 

 

2.1.1. State-of-the-art of the green approaches available in the transformation 

(chemical) industry 

In the last years, more ‘environmental-friendly’ policies and approaches have been spread 

quickly around the World and in particular, sustainability, circular economy, bioeconomy and 

green chemistry concepts have been extensively used in our dictionary today. Therefore, it is 

of utmost importance to introduce these topics properly. 

Circular economy represents one of the most crucial pillars of the ‘green transition’, as ‘an 

economic model mainly based on sharing, leasing, reuse, repair, restructuring and recycling, 

in an (almost) closed circuit, which aims to maintain the maximum usefulness and value of 

products, components and materials at all times’ (EU, 2016). Circularity differs from the linear 

approach based on the ‘take, make use, dispose’ scheme. The main critical issues related to 

the linear economy model are related to the growing demand for raw materials and energy. 

The supply of these limited input is dramatically affected by the World growing population as 

well as by the pollution that increased from the production of new products and the disposal of 

old ones, which are no longer reused, finally causing pollution in the ecosystem (Wubben, 

2000). The consequence of the overpopulation leads human activities to a continuous pressure 

on the natural ecosystem, which is strictly related to the climate change, and generates a series 

of irreparable environmental damages that undermine the health of the population and its 

prosperity over the following years (Schneider et al., 2001). 

As far as the attribution of a "date of birth" of the circular economy is concerned, it is difficult 

to establish this, also because the theory of this thought cannot be traced back to a single 

author. However, circular economy could be placed between the '60s and '70s, with the 

introduction of the "cradle to cradle" (from cradle to cradle) concept. We can consider the article 

‘The economics of the coming spaceship Earth’ published in 1966 by Kenneth E. Boulding as 

the foundation of the circular economy. In this article, the author compares two types of 

economies by associating them to a cowboy and to an astronaut: ‘Albeit in a picturesque way 

I will call the open economy 'cowboy economy'; the cowboy is the symbol of the endless plains, 

of the tireless, romantic, violent and robbery behavior that is characteristic of open societies. 

The closed economy of the future will instead have to resemble the astronaut's economy: the 

Earth must be considered a spaceship, in which the availability of anything has a limit, as 

regards both the possibility of use and the ability to accommodate waste, and in which 

therefore it is necessary to behave as in a closed ecological system capable of continuously 
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regenerating materials, using only an external supply of energy’ (Boulding, 1966). Regarding 

the latest European (EU) guidelines, the objectives of the new directives include both the 

recycling by 2025 for, at least, 55% of municipal waste (60% by 2030 and 65% by 2035) and, 

at the same time, the disposal in landfills up to a maximum of 10% by 2035. In a similar way: 

- the 65% of the packaging will have to be recycled by 2025, and 70% by 2030; 

- the textile waste and household hazardous waste (such as paints, pesticides, oils and 

solvents) will have to be collected separately from 2025;  

- from 2025, biodegradable waste will have to be collected separately or recycled at home 

through composting (COM, 2020).  

During the 2020s, the EU commission launched the Next Generation EU Plan, that is a deal 

aimed to promote a recovery of the economy in the Member States, by taking the green 

transition of the Member States between the six-years program (2021-2027), as a strategic 

priority (Violano et al., 2021). 

As previously mentioned, the circular economy is a model that aims to extend the end-of-life 

cycle of products and minimizing waste, and trying to reinsert the various materials within the 

economic cycle, generating additional value (Donner et al., 2020; Salem et al., 2021). 

Following the circular economy principles, bioeconomy represents an economy that uses 

terrestrial and marine biological resources, as well as wastes as inputs for food, industrial 

production and energy (Schmin et al., 2012). Unlike circular economy, the bioeconomy sees 

as a founding father, Nicholas Georgescu-Roegen who, around the 1970s, developed an 

economic theory based on the biophysical growth limit of the Earth, and applied it in a 

thermodynamically closed context (our planet). He starts from a thermodynamic approach to 

get to the ecological question: ‘taking into account the second law of thermodynamics, we can 

say that any process that derives from human activities decreases the availability of energy in 

the future and therefore the future possibility of producing anything. It must also be taken into 

account that in the process each material used degrades, ends up in the subsoil and can only 

be recovered at a high price and used to a lesser extent’ (Georgescu-Roegen, 1970). In the 

model proposed by Nicholas Georgescu-Roegen, the consumer abandons necessities with a 

high environmental impact and turns to those goods that positively affect the quality of life, as 

described by Bonaccorso and Bañoz Ruiz in 2019 (Bonaccorso and Bañoz Ruiz, 2019). From 

this theory, other definitions were then born, which presented a common point, namely the 

ability to reuse biological matter in a valid economic model. The main pillar of the bioeconomy 

is represented by the use of biomass, i.e., materials of biological origin excluding material 

formed in geological eras or transformed into fossil form, according to the European 

Commission (2012) (COM, 2012). Therefore, the biomass includes agricultural by-products 

(e.g., cereal straw, corn cob, pruning residues), wastes from the processing and agro-food 

industry (e.g., sawdust, spent pomace, chaff and husk), wood and charcoal from wood, animal 
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waste (slaughterhouse waste such as blood), as well as organic waste fractions and cellulosic 

waste, could be eventually reused. As cited before, the goal of the bioeconomy is the transition 

to a more sustainable system based on the use of biological resources, exploiting the 

agricultural sector, animal husbandry, aquaculture, fishing, forests, the food industry, the bio-

based chemical industry and fuels from renewable sources. As described by the European 

Commission in an update of the bioeconomy strategy at European level, the objectives for the 

promotion and maintenance of the bioeconomy are:  

i) ensuring food and nutritional security;  

ii) managing resources in a more sustainable way;  

iii) reducing the dependence on non-renewable and unsustainable resources;  

iv) mitigating and adapting to climate changes;  

v) strengthening the European competitiveness; 

vi) increasing the jobs opportunities (COM, 2018).  

The European Commission also suggested that, to promote the initiatives aimed to improve 

the development of biorefineries, the creation of specific brands and environmental impact 

assessment standards for more transparent communication with countries, stakeholders and 

consumers, could be necessary. The construction and implementation of the indicators that 

measure the performance of the bioeconomy is a complex aspect, since in the context of the 

circular economy, it is necessary to take into account, for example, the treatment of a wide 

range of raw materials, products and materials and above all, the evolving economy. The 

indicators can be selected based on the availability of data: a series of key performance 

indicators (KPIs) have been identified at European level to monitor developments in the 

bioeconomy. These indicators are based on Eurostat and national data (Giuntoli et al., 2020). 

As reported by Anastas in 2010, green chemistry is defined as the ‘design of chemical products 

and processes to reduce or eliminate the use and generation of hazardous substances’ 

(Anastas and Eghbali, 2010). Born in 1990s, ‘green chemistry’ represents a model where the 

concept of design is the most important aspect. Due to its interdisciplinary behavior, green 

chemistry could be successfully applied in fields other than chemistry, for example in 

aerospace, energy and automotive industries (Anastas and Eghbali, 2010). Green chemistry 

is based on twelve pillars and principles, as introduced in 1998s by Paul Anastas and John 

Warner, as reported in Figure 1. These principles are based on the design of new chemical 

products and processes applied to all aspects of the process life-cycle, from the raw materials 

to the efficiency and safety of the transformation, the toxicity and biodegradability of products 

and reagents. Moreover, the development of safer chemicals can reduce and prevent 

environmental by minimizing the use of hazardous chemicals involved (Anastas and Eghbali, 

2010; Tundo et al., 2000). Moreover, it has been shown that green chemistry, through 

innovation companies, can be an economically profitable, ‘environmental friendly’ and  efficient 
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approach. Similarly, as reported by Marion et al. (2017) and Chen et al. (2020), ‘sustainable 

chemistry can be defined as a chemical-developing system in which safer and more 

environmental-friendly chemistry was applied to address the concern associated with the 

economic and social impacts of chemicals over their entire life-cycle’ (Chen et al., 2020; Marion 

et al., 2017). 

 

 

Figure 1: The twelve principles of green chemistry (Anastas and Eghbali, 2010). 
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2.1.2. Food wastes, food losses and agrowastes 

‘Circular economy’, ‘bioeconomy’, ‘green chemistry’ and ‘sustainability’ concepts are intimately 

linked by some ‘shared features’ that concern the reduction of the amount of waste produced 

by using the same waste and by-products as a starting fraction to produce a ‘new class’ of 

value- added products (e.g., new materials) and energy. The legal (Italian) definition of ‘waste’ 

is as follows: ‘any substance or object that the holder discards or intends or is obliged to 

discard’ while, according to EU definition, ‘food waste’ is defined as ‘the set of products 

discarded from the agri-food chain, which - for economic, aesthetic reasons or the proximity of 

the expiry date, although still edible and therefore potentially intended for human consumption 

- are intended to be eliminated or disposed of’ (Sanchez Lopez et al., 2020). To date, food 

waste contributes to the emission of greenhouse gases in the amount of 6%, and the 

dispersion of drinking water in agriculture of 253 km3 and 1.4 million hectares of land are 

cultivated to produce food that will never be eaten (Slowfood, 2021). According to the Food 

and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO), there is no common definition in 

literature for ‘food waste’ and 'food losses’ concepts. Rather, there are several definitions in 

the literature (FAO, IFAD, UNICEF, WFP and WHO, 2020). Conceptually speaking, food loss 

– the result of decisions and actions by suppliers – affects the supply of food: if food losses 

are reduced, the supply of food into the food supply chain increases. Strictly speaking, food 

loss therefore concerns all stages of the food supply chain up to, but excluding, the point where 

there is interaction with the final consumer and thus excludes retail, food service providers and 

consumers. Food waste is the result of purchasing decisions by consumers, or decisions by 

retailers and food service providers that affect consumer behavior. From a policy point of view, 

the distinction between food loss and food waste is highly relevant, as the types of interventions 

that can affect the consumer behavior (food demand) are different from those that encourage 

suppliers to reduce food losses (food supply) (FAO, IFAD, UNICEF, WFP and WHO, 2020). 

As reported by Ramírez-García et al. (2019), agricultural waste or agro-waste is defined as 

‘unwanted waste produced as a result of agricultural activities (i.e., manure, oil, silage plastics, 

fertilizer, pesticides and herbicides). Those, prove to be suitable the subsequent valorization 

process in the high value-added molecules generation, depending also on the original 

composition of the selected waste’ (Ramírez-García et al., 2019). When an agricultural waste 

is used, it is important to take into consideration some aspects, such as the way of the 

production of the value-added products from agro-waste and by-products. Thus, in many 

cases, it follows that the economic feasibility is affected by the low market prices of the 

products, the low quantities and seasonality (e.g. geographic distribution), the thigh 

transportation costs and the water content that could be taken into account (Bedoić et al., 

2019). 
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2.2. The importance of solid organic and lignocellulosic waste feedstocks: source and 

economical value 

In the last decades, the management of agro-waste feedstocks become a relevant issue, and 

the importance of its end-life options has increased tremendously. As reported by Sims in 

2003, lignocellulosic waste and solid organic waste include a large fraction of municipal solid 

waste, crop residues, animal manures, sewage sludge, food and kitchen waste, agricultural 

wastes, animal wastes, woodlot arisings, forest residues and dedicated energy crops 

(McKendry, 2002; Sims, 2003;). In 2020, as reported by Chen et al. (2020), the World 

population was around 7.6 billion, and it will probably reach 8.6 billion in 2030 and 9.8 billion 

in 2050, in which the majority of population increase will take place in developing countries, 

like India, Pakistan and Indonesia, with demands for better living standards (Chen et al., 2020; 

Singh et al., 2019). It follows that the management of the cited wastes should be well organized 

and managed, due also to the increasing volumes of the derived waste over the following years 

and thus, for avoiding environmental issues. For example, worldwide, the wastes could 

increase up to 3.4 billion tons in 2050 (from 2 billion tons in 2016), with countries in Asia and 

Africa being the major contributors (Karim et al., 2019). The amounts of municipal wastes that 

are generated by Asian urban cities per day are expected from 760,000 tons in 2016 to 1.8 

million tons by 2025, as reported by van Huis and Oonincx (2017) (van Huis and Oonincx, 

2017). Today, these wastes are disposed in a conventional way, such as landfill and 

incineration. However, these strategies are not sustainable, due both to the limited space 

(Slater and Frederickson, 2017; Soobhany, 2018) and the environmental impacts (Ilgen et al., 

2008; Lou and Nair, 2009; Suthar, 2008), which may cause an increase of the greenhouse gas 

emission and the leaching of heavy metals and other contaminants (Chen et al., 2020). The 

consequence of these end-of-life treatments represent a huge problem related mainly to the 

soil and ground water pollution. Actually, lignocellulosic biomasses are the most available 

feedstock for developing a sustainable chemical and energy industry worldwide (Liguoria and 

Faraco, 2016). Focusing on lignocellulosic crop residues, a varying amount of cellulose, 

hemicellulose, lignin and several inorganic compounds can be potentially extracted from the 

original biomass (Sjöström, 1993). In generals, as reported by McKendry in 2002, numerous 

crops have been proposed or tested for commercial energy farming. Potential energy crops 

include woody crops and grasses/herbaceous plants (all perennial crops), starch and sugar 

crops and oilseeds. The ‘ideal’ crop for energy and conversion purposes should possess these 

characteristics: i) high yield (maximum production of dry matter per hectare), ii) low energy 

input, iii) low cost, iv) composition with the least contaminants and v) low nutrient requirements. 

Desired characteristics will also depend on geographical location of the crop, as well as to the 

soil conditions. Moreover, water consumption represents a constraint in many areas of the 
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World, thus representing an important factor in the final decision on the usage of a defined 

species (McKendry, 2002). 

Regarding the cost-benefit analysis when an agro-waste is used, as reported by Mahawar et 

al. (2015), it is important to take into account the following socio-economic benefits, that is the 

energy production, the greater reliability of reclaimed resources for agriculture and other 

activities, the product development, the employment, and the reduction in environmental and 

health costs (Mahawar et al., 2015). Moreover, some practical issues are necessary to be 

addressed when a cost-benefit analysis is conducted in the final acceptance of the project. 

These practical issues include the evaluation of costs and benefits, based on the ‘opportunity 

cost’ concept and the ‘willingness to pay’ of the people and the determination of the opportunity 

costs of the project’s founds (Paul and Sahni, 2019). 

With regard to the subsequent positioning in the market of the products developed from 

agricultural wastes, sometimes those products are sold as high added-value molecules (e.g., 

antioxidants and fibers), which possess a high commercial value but, at the same time, are 

very difficult to find in the market. These molecules are actually used also for the production of 

biomaterials and bioenergy, but also finally regenerated and recovered in the form of food, 

feed or nutrients for the soil. According to Santagata et al. (2020), the main potential sectors 

for the valorization of the agri-food waste are (Santagata et al., 2021):  

i) food and feed for animals;  

ii) biofuels;  

iii) electricity;  

iv) chemical compounds;  

v) biopolymers and  

vi) materials.  

To carry out the transformation from agri-food waste to reusable products, pre-treatments 

followed by further conversion treatments are necessary, as reported in Figure 2. 

As an example, the production of biofuels includes the conversion and the subsequent 

production of biodiesel (produced from fatty fractions of oil biomass, such as coconut palm, 

sunflower), bioethanol and biobutanol (produced by the alcoholic fermentation of sugars) and 

bio-oil (produced by a thermochemical conversion). Electricity can be produced using biogas, 

produced by anaerobic digestion from the large amount of primary production waste as a 

starting substrate. Moreover, the chemical compounds that can be obtained from the use of 

agricultural waste are many, such as, colored pigments and nutraceutical compounds for 

cosmetic applications, while the proanthocyanidin (in the pomace) can be successfully used 

to counteract the skin aging. In a same way, biopolymers that can be obtained are the 

polyhydroxyalkanoates (PHAs), a family of polyesters produced by many ubiquitous bacteria 

that find application in the production of furniture, objects and packaging (Sirohi et al., 2020). 
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Figure 2: Pathways of the possible uses of agro-food waste (Santagata et al., 2020). 

 

2.2.1. Domestic waste 

As reported by Yau in 2010, domestic waste has represented one of the key determinants of 

the environmental sustainability of a city (or a Nation) (Yau, 2010). Due to the high-rate 

generation of domestic wastes by people and households, an increasing to an alarming level 

of by-products and wastes is going to be reached all around the World. For example, in 2008, 

the per-capita disposal rate of domestic waste was 0.87 kg per day in Hong Kong, while 1.17 

kg per day was generated in Malaysia in 2020 (Mahayuddin et al., 2020; Yau, 2010). Therefore, 

the strategic waste management is necessary to achieve a high level of resource efficiency 

(Kollikkathara et al., 2009; Tanaka, 2007), whereby, in the waste management hierarchy, 

waste reduction is usually placed at the top, followed by reusing and recycling (Wilson, 1996). 
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Mahayuddin et al. (2020) explained that the participation of people in domestic solid waste 

separation, reuse and recycling, is extremely important to reduce the waste disposal or 

increase the amount of waste diverted from landfill (Mahayuddin et al., 2020). In parallel, a 

dissemination activity oriented to the population in both school and public spaces related to 

the good operating practices in waste management (i.e., disposal and sorting), is useful to 

sensitize the population. According to the circular economy principles, the re-use of domestic 

waste represents a way to enhance its ‘second life’-usage, by converting waste into an organic 

substate suitable for the subsequent conversion and valorization process. For example, both 

skin and stalk of garlic and onion can represent an important source of pure cellulose, which 

in turn can be converted/modified for a number of applications in different fields (Moreno et al., 

2020). Similarly, pectin can be successfully extracted from different sources (e.g., citrus and 

apple pomace) for several uses in the food sector (e.g., as a thickening agent and rheology 

modifier additive) (Kumar and Ghanshyam, 2010).  

 

2.2.2. Agronomic field waste 

A further ‘waste category’ is represented by the agronomic field wastes, produced mainly by 

farmers, winemakers and within the sugar sector. Although the quantity of waste pertaining to 

the agricultural sector is estimated only marginally, in general, both volumes and the availability 

of the agronomic field waste are considerable. Consequently, to define with a reasonable 

accuracy the quantities of the rejects (i.e., the waste), it is necessary to resort to the estimation 

methods, which are based on the relationship between the main productions quantity and the 

areas invested. For example, for energy and industrial transformation usage, the waste-

derived materials are often sent to landfills mainly for an economic and logistical nature 

reasons (ANPA, 2001). In general, two main categories of agronomic field wastes are reported 

in literature, depending on both the cultivated area (i.e., hectare of the cultivated surface) and 

the waste’s availability (difficulty to recover): 

1) herbaceous crops (e.g., soft and hard wheat, barley, rice, grain maize, soy, sorghum and 

sunflower) 

2) arboreal crops (e.g., vine, olive, citrus, peach, apricot, plum, apple, pear, cherry, kiwi and 

almond) (ANPA, 2001). It is important also to consider and emphasize that the relation between 

by-product and product represents one of the key-point parameter of the whole estimation 

process in the agronomic field waste valorization. The ratio’s value between by-product and 

product varies also in relation to multiple factors, such as the variety, cultivation technique, 

pedoclimatic conditions, harvesting, and post-harvesting techniques of the addressed crop. 

For example, the sugar sector has represented one of the most interesting agro-food industry 
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processes in terms of disposal of the processing residues. Thus, the amount of the processed 

beets over the course of the season by sugar factories results in the order of hundreds of 

thousands of tons, and just over a tenth of the cited quantity is transformed into sugar. 

Therefore, for the remaining residual by-product, the problem related to the disposal and the 

waste’s management arises, becoming a primary importance aspect for the economy of the 

process, also due to the restrictions imposed by the agricultural policy of the European Union. 

The shared feature of the agronomic field wastes is the lignocellulosic fraction, which is the 

principal component of the plant cell wall, and where the estimated availability as annual 

production lies in the amount of 10–50×1012 kg (Classen et al., 1999; Sathesh-Prabu and 

Murugesan, 2011). As reported by Sathesh-Prabu and Murugesan (2011), sorghum stover, 

which is the non-edible part of the plant left in the field after harvest, is produced in the ratio 

(straw/grain) of 1.5 (Lal, 1995; Sathesh-Prabu and Murugesan, 2011). In particular, India is the 

second largest producer of sorghum (10–11 million ton/yr) worldwide, generating 15 tons 

stover per hectare (Sathesh-Prabu and Murugesan, 2011). In this work, the authors used the 

sorghum stover to produce ethanol in high yield by means of S. cerevisiae and P. tannophilus 

fermentative metabolism for the generation of an eco-friendly liquid fuel. Similarly, maize 

corncob represents a suitable agronomic field waste for the fermentation of bio-ethanol or fat 

by oleaginous yeasts, thanks to its high cellulose and sugars content in the original fraction 

(Pointner et al., 2014). 

 

2.2.3. ‘Infesting’ lignocellulosic plants for energy and high value-added molecules 

generation 

In the last years, lignocellulosic crops and plants that grows spontaneously in soil have 

increasingly attracted the scientific community for their subsequent usage and valorization 

process. In particular, one of the main advantages of these plants comes from to their ability 

to grow spontaneously in marginal lands, in ‘poor’ and un-fertilized soil, as well as the amount 

of biomass that is generated yearly. With this regard, Arundo Donax L. (or commonly ‘giant 

cane’) is a non-food crop that is widely spread in Europe and where, among the reeds, is the 

largest ones, reaching from 6 to 10 meters in height in the best conditions (Corno et al., 2014). 

Today, Arundo Donax L. is widespread all over the World, but its origin seems to be the south-

east part of Asia. In Italy, it is found mostly in the central-southern regions, where it also 

assumes an invasive behavior. Besides, it can be found on the sides of roads or/and highways, 

and close to canals where water accumulates. As reported by Corno et al. in 2014, due to the 

high biomass yields, low agronomic input and low production costs, A. donax finds application 

in the production of bioenergy/biofuels, through the production of biogas (Ragaglini et al., 
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2014), bio-ethanol (Jaradat et al., 2010), direct biomass combustion (Dahl and Obernberger, 

2004), as well as in the extraction of chemical compounds (Tracy and DeLoach, 1998). On the 

contrary, due to its invasive and fast growth behavior, A. donax creates many problems in 

America, mainly related to the ecosystem damaging and the fire risk issues. Similarly, as 

reported by Hu et al. (2014), bamboo is one of the fastest-growing plants in the World, with 

reported a growth rates up to 100 cm in 24 h (Farrelly, 1996; Hu et al., 2014). Worldwide, it is 

estimated 20 million tons of annual production (Amada et al., 1996; Choy et al., 2005; Hu et 

al., 2014). Every year, an enormous quantity of bamboo raw material is lost, mainly due to the 

damage from insect borers (Santhoshkumar, 2005). The bamboo agrowaste mainly consists 

of cellulose, lignin, hemicellulose and other molecules like tannins, fatty acids, etc. (Sun et al., 

2009), that could be eventually extracted to produce cellulose and its derivates (CNCs and 

carboxylated cellulose) (Hu et al., 2014) or used for composite applications (Yeh and Yang, 

2020). 

 

2.3. Extraction of high added-value molecules from lignocellulosic agrowastes 

When agronomic wastes are used, it is at first necessary to define the original composition to 

identify the amount of the selected molecule to be extracted. Focusing on lignocellulosic crop 

residues, a varying amount of cellulose, hemicellulose, lignin, inorganic and organic 

compounds are contained in the original biomass (Sjöström, 1993). Generally cellulose, a 

glucose homopolymer, consists of a linear chain of (1,4)–D-glucopyranose units linked 

together with 1–4 β-glycosidic bond, and represents frequently the largest fraction in 

lignocellulosic wastes, varying from 40% to 50% of the biomass by weight (Figure 3). In 

contrast, hemicellulose and lignin cover a pivotal role in wastes’ composition, and the 

proportion of each above-mentioned biopolymer depends on the source of the crops 

(McKendry, 2002). Briefly, hemicellulose, a heterogeneous branched polysaccharide, consists 

of primarily xylose and other five-carbon monosaccharide and represent usually from 20% to 

40% of the biomass by weight, while lignin belongs to an amorphous, enzymatic-recalcitrant 

and high molecular-weight phenylpropanes macromolecule. The relative proportions (i.e., by 

weight or percent) between cellulose, hemicellulose and lignin, as well as to the agro-waste 

feedstocks volume availability (tons/year) and the correlated economical value, are the main 

key factors to define the suitability in the usage of a plant species for the subsequent 

valorization process as lignocellulosic substrate. According to a circular economy perspective, 

cellulose from lignocellulosic agro-waste feedstocks can be possibly used for many different 

applications including energy, water treatment, biomedical, packaging and food additives 

industries (Abdul Khalil, 2020; Azeredo et al, 2019; Ganguly et al., 2020). Cellulose can also 
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be used for composite applications in its native form (Jayaramudu et al., 2013; Mondal et al., 

2015; Moreno et al., 2020; Reddy and Rhim, 2018) or in its derivative forms, such as micro-

fibrillated cellulose (MFC) and cellulose nanocrystals (CNCs) (Chen et al., 2012; Rahman and 

Netraval, 2016). 

 

 

Figure 3: Chemical structure of 1,4–D-glucopyranose units linked together with 1–4 β-

glycosidic bond repetition to form cellulose molecule (Siqueira et al., 2010). 

 

2.3.1. Cellulose 

 

2.3.1.1. Chemical and structural features 

As previously mentioned, cellulose represent one of the most important (bio)polymer on the 

Eearth, and yearly, 1015 kg di cellulose has been produced both by plats and bacteria (Brett, 

2000). From cellulose (C6H12O5)n it is possible to obtain the monomer glucose (C6H12O6), and 

the dimer cellobiose (C6H12O6)2, which derives from the condensation of two glucose units 

(therefore called anhydrocellobiose) (Figure 3) (Gurunathan et al., 2015). According to 

Siqueira et al. (2010), the degree of polymerization (DP) depends on the cellulosic material 

used, where it can be varying from 10,000 glucose units up to 20,000 units repetition (in 

cotton), and depending also on the areas in which the analysis has been carried out. The linear 

configuration is guaranteed by the presence of the hydrogen atom in the chain between the 

hydroxyl groups (-OH) and the oxygen atoms of the two adjacent chains (Siqueira et al., 2010). 

The hydrophilic nature of cellulose is attributed by the presence of the hydroxyl groups, leading 

to the formation of inter and intramolecular hydrogen bonds that also can be generated with 

polar structures. The hydrogen bonds (together with Van der Waals forces) are also involved 

in the stacking of cellulose fibers: during the synthesis, cellulose chains are forced to the 

formation of fibrils (or nanofibrils). As reported by Siqueira et al. (2010), six glucose chains are 

arranged to form a "rosette" structure, thus forming a high number of crystalline regions and a 

low number of amorphous domains (Siqueira et al., 2010). The individual fibrils then connect 

together to form microfibrils, wrapped in hemicelluloses and lignins. The high degree of 
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crystallinity makes the structure both compact and recalcitrant, as different forms of cellulose 

crystallinity, which depend also on the conditions of biosynthesis, are addressed. In literature, 

six different forms of crystalline polymorphism, indicated as cellulose I, II, IIII, IIIII, IVI and IVII 

are attributes, and depends on the establishment of the inter-chain hydrogen bonds, as well 

as to the type of organism that produces cellulose. The most present form is that of cellulose 

I, which in turn has two crystalline forms, Iα and Iβ, where the first, triclinic, is produced by 

bacteria and algae, the second, monoclinic, is produced by plants. The conversion mechanism 

from the form Iα to Iβ, involve the use of a heat treatment, while the other forms can be obtained 

from cellulose I through the chemical treatments (Kim et al., 2013; Matthews et al., 2012). 

 

2.3.1.2. Comparison between plant and bacterial cellulose 

As reported by Rovera et al. (2018), although bacterial cellulose (BC) has the same chemical 

composition as plant-derived cellulose, differences in the biosynthesis process lead to distinct 

structural properties. The high purity of BC dramatically affects the hierarchical assembly 

pattern of β-1,4-glucan chains in cellulose I allomorph, as well as to the highly-ordered 

alignment and stacking by glucan chain sheets in crystal units (Dufresne, 2013; Rovera et al., 

2018). Gram-negative, acetic acid bacteria belonging to the Komagataeibacter xylinus, 

Gluconacetobacter hansenii, Acetobacter pasteurianus and Komagataeibacter 

sucrofermentans families, are the main strains able to synthesize bacterial cellulose in high 

yield. Unlike plant cellulose, BC does not contain collateral biogenic compounds such as 

lignins, hemicelluloses, organic compounds, and pectins (Yao et al., 2017). Therefore, together 

with high mechanical strength and high-water retention ability, a high inherent crystallinity of 

native BC (up to 84–89%) over the plant-derived counterpart (from 40 to 60%) have been found 

(Czaja et al., 2004; Gilkes et al., 1992). As reported by Rovera et al. (2021), plant cellulose 

and bacterial cellulose lightly differs in its chemical structures. Although some differences when 

BC was compared with a plant-based cellulosic substrate (Whatman grade 3MM filter paper) 

were attributed, as far as their structural properties are concerned by means of a 2D WAXS 

analysis, the two substrates used shares some similarities, such as water insoluble and having 

high purity, high crystallinity, and the same chemical composition. Nevertheless, the two 

polymorphs of cellulose I have two varying lattice structures and different hydrogen bonding 

patterns, which governs the stability and properties of these polymorphs. This structural 

difference, could be reflected on the further treatments and modification on cellulose 

structures: for example, the authors of the study underlined that the difference in structural 

features might have played a role in the lack of activity and mechanism of action of an 

expansin-like protein in the presence of BC, probably due to lack of affinity of the protein for 
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the BC binding sites, on the contrary with what append using plant-based cellulose as cellulosic 

substrate (Rovera et al., 2021). As described by Lin et al. (2013), since White and Brown 

(1989) first evaluated the properties of microbial cellulose as they apply to commercialization, 

several remarkable industrial applications of bacterial cellulose were reported (Keshk, 2014; 

Lin et al., 2013; White and Brown, 1989). Taking the advantage of the high degree of purity, 

acoustic transducer diaphragm, paper and pharmaceutical manufacturing, filtration systems, 

food additives and electronic devices applications, are the main designated uses of BC 

(Campano et al., 2016; Lin et al., 2013), as for plant cellulose usage. 

 

2.3.1.3. Nanocellulose 

During the extraction process, cellulose can be extracted in different sizes by means of 

different top-down approaches, depending also on the final application. Microcellulose and 

nanocellulose are the common-used sized of cellulose for industrial applications. 

Nanocellulose is divided into three categories, that is i) nanofibrillated cellulose (NFCs), also 

known as nanofibrils, ii) nanocrystalline cellulose (NCC or CNCs, cellulose nanocrystals), and 

iii) bacterial nanocellulose (BNCs), also known as microbial cellulose or biocellulose (Omran 

et al., 2021). The nanofibrillated and the nanocrystalline celluloses are obtained starting from 

the lignocellulosic biomass, while the bacterial nanocellulose is obtained from the fermentation 

of polysaccharides and secreted by the bacteria themselves as an extracellular product (Gupta 

et al., 2020). The difference between microfibrillated cellulose and nanocrystalline cellulose lie 

in the fiber size distribution, wider in microfibrillated cellulose and narrow or much shorter in 

nano crystalline cellulose. In particular, NFCs have a diameter between 5 and 60 nm and a 

few microns in length, while CNCs have a diameter that is about 5 nm and a length that goes 

from 20 to 1000 nm; the BNCs instead has a size of 20-100 nm and a couple of microns in 

length (Gupta et al., 2020). 

 

2.3.2. Cellulose nanocrystals (CNCs) 

Because of the top-down of cellulose, CNCs represent the crystalline part of the molecule. The 

peculiarities of the CNCs are the total biodegradation, low density, excellent mechanical 

performance, high surface area and aspect ratio, biocompatibility and natural abundance, as 

well as the easier modification of their surfaces in order to improve their compatibility with other 

polymers, thanks to the presence of abundant hydroxyl groups. Nanocellulose-based materials 

are non-toxic, recyclable, sustainable and with zero emissions. Moreover, CNCs have 

demonstrated many different advanced applications, including the automotive industry, 
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optically clear materials, drug supply, functional coating, biomimetic materials, sensors, three-

dimensional (3D) printing, rheology modifiers, energy collectors, filtration and membranes, 

textiles, printed and flexible electronics, composites, paper and cardboard, packaging, oil and 

gas, medicine and healthcare (Omran et al., 2021). Although several top-down approaches 

are available in literature, acid hydrolysis represent the most commonly employed method for 

obtain nanocrystals (Habibi et al., 2010; Rovera et al., 2018). In particular, sulfuric and 

hydrochloric acids have been extensively used for CNCs preparation (Habibi et al., 2010; 

Huang et al., 2014). Thus, acids promote the removal of paracrystalline regions among 

cellulosic backbone, whereas crystalline regions that have a higher resistance to acid attack 

remain intact (Huang et al., 2014). Based on the literature, bacterial CNCs are also produced 

by means of enzymatic and physics methods. In particular, as reported by Rovera et al. (2018 

and 2020a), enzymatic hydrolysis approach could theoretically be employed as an approach 

with low environmental impact in the top-down reduction of cellulose to nanocrystals, by using 

enzymes like cellulases or endo-1,4-β-glucanases (EGs) (Rovera et al., 2018; Rovera et al., 

2020a). Differently, stand-alone or hybrid physical approaches like ultrasonicator and 

sonochemistry were used too in order to produced nanocrystals. CNCs are intended as a 

viable alternative to inorganic/mineral based reinforcing nanobuilding blocks (NBBs), for the 

generation of polymer nanocomposites with superior performance (e.g., mechanical, gas 

barrier, and thermal performance).  

 

2.3.2.1. Top-down process and strategies to obtain CNCs 

 

2.3.2.1.1. Chemical methods 

As previously mentioned, acid methods represent the most common employed method for the 

CNCs generation. In particular, sulfuric and hydrochloric acids have been used for such 

purposes. The hydrolytic process by means of sulfuric acid 'dissolves' the disordered (i.e. the 

amorphous regions) domain in the cellulosic fibrils, while the crystalline portions are not 

affected. Usually, as reported in literature, sulfuric acid is used in a final concentration of 64% 

(v/v), at from 45 °C to 60 °C up to 120 minutes (Habibi et al., 2010; Nagarajan et al., 2021). As 

a result, the cellulose fibrils are transversely cleaved, producing rod-shaped CNCs with a width 

up to 60 nm and 100–500 nm length, with relatively high crystallinity and excellent mechanical 

properties. The hydroxyl groups present on the surface of the CNCs are replaced on the C6 of 

the glucose by sulphate groups (SO4
-2) and thus, charging negatively the molecule which 

provide a more stable colloidal suspension over time (through electrostatic repulsion, the 

isolation of the nanocrystals is maintained). However, the CNCs obtained in this way, have a 
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relatively low thermal stability due to the presence of the sulfate group on the surface 

(Nagarajan et al., 2021). On the other hand, hydrochloric acid has been extensively used for 

the preparation of the ‘native’ form of CNCs, which is where the hydroxyl groups are available 

for the subsequent functionalization reactions. The yield of the hydrochloric acid mediated 

CNCs becomes more efficient if the acid concentration is maintained in the range between 2.5 

M and 6.0 M, at 60-105 °C and from 2 to 4 hours of hydrolytic time. As reported by Nagarajan 

K.J. et al. (2021), acid hydrolysis mediated by HCl produces rod-shaped CNCs with a 10-12 

nm diameter and ~ 300 nm length. Due to the lack of negative charges on the surface of the 

isolated CNCs, these aggregate easily in solvents or polymers: therefore, a strong intra and 

intermolecular hydrogen bond interaction is formed due to the presence of a large quality of 

surface hydroxyl groups. However, the thermal stability of the CNCs obtained from the 

hydrolysis of HCl is higher than CNCs from sulfuric acid, due to the absence of the sulfate 

groups in C6 of the glucose molecules minutes (Habibi et al., 2010; Nagarajan et al., 2021). 

 

2.3.2.1.2. Enzymatic methods 

The degradation of cellulose by enzymes has unique advantages such as high selectivity, low 

energy density and high environmental compatibility. Therefore, enzymatic treatment is 

generally considered the most sustainable technology for cellulose degradation for the 

subsequently preparation of nanocellulose. However, the enzymatic treatment for cellulose 

hydrolysis is a complex process, carried out through the synergistic action of various enzymes, 

including endoglucanase, β-glucosidase, cellobiohydrolase (that forms cellulases) (Rovera et 

al., 2018). The enzymatic hydrolysis acts mainly on the glycosidic bonds located both in the 

amorphous and crystalline regions of cellulose, but at different kinetics rate: the hydrolytic 

process results faster in the amorphous domain, while required more time in the crystalline 

part, due to the extend presence of hydrogen bonds within the crystalline phase. When 

compared to acid hydrolysis, the process conditions of the enzymatic hydrolysis results milder 

(mainly for temperature and pH), more specific and more sustainable and ‘environmental 

friendly’. Furthermore, enzymatic hydrolysis has lower energy consumption and does not 

corrode equipment (Li et al., 2021). Moreover, by modulating the process parameters (for 

example, the concentration of enzyme), it is possible to obtain CNCs with different size 

distribution, in relation to the intensity of the hydrolytic process, as well as the reduction of the 

timing (Rovera et al., 2018). 
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2.3.2.1.3. Physical, mechanical and ‘hybrid’ methods 

Sonication is a high-energy mechanical process in which sound energy is used to develop a 

hydrodynamic force able to isolates the CNCs. Nowadays, sonication is used mainly for break 

down CNCs aggregates or reduce its size. As reported in literature, after stabilizing the pH, the 

nanocellulose suspension (CNCs or CNFs) is subjected to a sonication process for about 10-

15 minutes with an amplitude of 65-70% in order to break down the aggregates. In order to 

avoid overheating, CNCs suspension is always left in an ice bath at 18 °C during the sonication 

process (Nagarajan et al., 2021). Moreover, ultrasound treatment could become an effective 

mechanical approach for the large-scale production of CNFs from pre-treated fibers: the high-

intensity ultrasonic waves are used to produce acoustic cavitation, thus causing the formation 

and the implosive collapse of bubbles in liquids. This process produces from 10 to 100 kJ × 

mol-1 of energy, which correspond to the energy required to break the hydrogen bonds between 

the amorphous substance and the CNFs. The micro bubbles formed, ‘interact’ with each other 

and then collide on the surface of the cellulose, thus causing erosion and the separation from 

the surface. The resulting separation causes fibrillation and the resulting formation of CNFs. 

As mentioned before, it is important to point out that acid hydrolysis conditions such as 

hydrolytic time, acid concentration and temperature affect the properties of the CNCs. To this 

regard, CNCs can be extracted from the pre-treated fibers by means of ultrasound-assisted 

acid hydrolysis, in a 'hybrid' process defined by sonochemistry. During ultrasonic treatment, 

short duration assisted acid hydrolysis and acid molecules diffuse rapidly in the amorphous 

regions of cellulosic aggregates, resulting in a high yield of CNCs with a short length and 

narrow size distribution compared to the usage of stand-alone acid hydrolysis (Nagarajan et 

al., 2021; Wardhono et al., 2018). 

 

2.4. Application of CNCs as organic nanofiller in the nanocomposite generation for 

food packaging purposes: state-of-the-art 

As reported by Rovera et al. (2020b), cellulose and its derivatives (e.g., cellulose nanofibrils 

and cellulose nanocrystals) have been extensively used as organic NBBs to develop high 

oxygen barrier coatings for food packaging applications, as demonstrated also by the relevant 

numbers of publications (Cherpinski et al., 2018; Chowdhury et al., 2019; d’Eon et al., 2017; 

Fotie et al., 2017; Fujisawa et al., 2011; Fukuzumi et al., 2009; Herrera et al., 2016; Mascheroni 

et al., 2016; Rampazzo et al., 2017; Rodionova et al., 2012; Rovera et al., 2020b; Vartiainen 

et al., 2018; Tyagi et al., 2019). The reason for this increasing interest lies in both the 

outstanding functional properties (i.e., mechanical and optical performances) and the natural 

origin of this biopolymer, which well fits with the rising need for green approaches and 
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biodegradable and compostable materials intended for the food sector (Rovera et al., 2018; 

Rovera et al., 2020a). In particular, CNCs were used as ‘stand-alone’ organic filler, or in 

combination with chitosan or soy protein as main biopolymeric phases, and then laid on a 

polyethylene terephthalate (PET) or polypropylene (PP) food packaging films by means of a 

layer-by-layer (LbL), roll, cast and spin technologies (Li et al., 2013; Tyagia et al., 2019). For 

example, as reported by Li et al. (2013), the use of chitosan/cellulose nanocrystals (CN/CNCs) 

nanocomposites realized by Layer-by-Layer approach for oxygen barrier generation, the 

oxygen permeability coefficient of CN/CNCs nanocomposites results as low as 0.043 cm3 × 

m−2 24 h−1 kPa−1 when laid on a PET film, thus results close to Ethylene Vinyl Alcohol (EVOH) 

co-polymers performances, under dry conditions (Li et al., 2013). In this study, the authors also 

explained that the production processes for chitosan and cellulose nanocrystals 

nanocomposite coating was both low-energy consuming, especially compared to 

microfibrillated cellulose (MFC) produced by mechanical processes and inexpensive, due to 

the use of cotton linters might lead to further promising practical applications (Isogai et al., 

2011). Therefore, based on the advantages of the technology outlined above, the LbL 

CS/CNCs nanocomposite represents a promising oxygen barrier component in transparent 

flexible packaging materials and semi rigid tridimensional objects (e.g., for bottles, trays, 

boxes, etc.). Similar results were also obtained by Rampazzo et al. (2017), where the CNCs 

produced by means of ammonium persulfate (APS) that were easily obtained from the 

hardwood-derived cellulose and, when laid on a PET film, a surprisingly high oxygen and 

carbon dioxide barrier performances were detected, and which was just slightly affected by the 

temperature increase, at 0% of relative humidity (Rampazzo et al., 2017).  

 

2.4.1. Nanocomposite coatings and UE regulation 

With regard to the safety issues and European legal framework on the use of ‘nano’ 

compounds (e.g., CNCs-based nanocomposite) in the food packaging sector, the toxicological 

risk for humans associated with ‘nano’ packaging materials (such as nanocomposite coatings) 

strictly depends on two main factors: i) the potential migration of the nanoparticles into food 

and ii) the toxicological effect of the nanoparticles on humans' health. As reported by Rovera 

et al. (2020b), from a legal point of view the EU Commission defined nanomaterial “a natural, 

incidental or manufactured material containing particles, in an unbound state or as an 

aggregate or as an agglomerate and where, for 50% or more of the particles in the number 

size distribution, one or more external dimensions is in the size range 1 nm–100 nm” 

(Recommendation 2011/696/EU) (EU, 2011a; Rovera et al., 2020b). According to the authors, 

the definition of ‘nanomaterial’ in EU legislation accounts solely for the size of the particles, 
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with no regard to hazard or risk. As reported by Rovera et al. (2020b), ‘the use of nanoparticles 

for food contact applications is specifically addressed by EU Regulation n. 10/2011 (EU, 2011), 

which refers generally to ‘substances in nanoform’. It is clarified that substances in nanoform 

may only be used if explicitly authorized and mentioned in the specifications in Annex I of the 

Plastics Regulation. The rationale behind this precautionary approach lies in the fact that 

nanoparticles may have different physico-chemical properties and therefore different 

toxicological profiles than larger structured substances. In any case, the use of ‘nano-sized’ 

molecules is only envisaged if a risk assessment of nanoparticles is performed on a case-by-

case basis’ (Rovera et al., 2020b). As underlined by Störmer and co-workers, until today no 

toxicologically derived thresholds of no concern have been established for nanomaterials, 

similarly to the threshold of toxicological concern concept for molecular substances (Störmer 

et al., 2017). In spite of the restrictive and precautionary approach adopted, several studies 

have demonstrated that nanoparticles that are completely encapsulated in the host polymer 

matrix do not have a potential to migrate into food (Bott and Franz, 2018; Störmer et al., 2017). 

Thus, consumers will not be exposed to nanoparticles from food contact polymers as long as 

the particles are completely embedded in the polymers. In literature, it has been demonstrated 

that, under normal conditions, the migration of conventional nanoparticles from food packaging 

materials is negligible and increases with decreasing polymer dynamic viscosity and 

nanoparticle size (Naseer et al., 2018). It has also been pointed out that a critical aspect in 

migration estimation is linked to the limitations of the analytical techniques, as well as to the 

absence of accredited protocols aimed to an accurate quantification of nanoparticles 

(Bumbudsanpharoke and Ko, 2015). This is because functionalities of the nanomaterials can 

change in different food matrices, depending on compounds and thermodynamic conditions 

(Huang et al., 2015). The risk associated to nanoparticles accounts for their unique physical 

properties, such as surface area, size and shape, atomic composition, charge distribution, and 

state of agglomeration. According to EU regulation, an applicative case of nanocomposite on 

plastic materials intended to come into contact with food (specifically Reg. 10/2011) clearly 

states that the use of nanomaterials is restricted to case-by-case assessments, i.e., provided 

that no migration is unambiguously demonstrated by the business operator by an appropriate 

documentation. That documentation must contain the conditions and results of testing; 

calculations, including modelling; other analyses; and evidence on the safety or reasoning 

demonstrating compliance. In fact, not all coating manufacturers can afford such a heavy path, 

especially from an economic perspective (Rovera et al., 2020b). 
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2.4.2. Current application of CNCs-based nanocomposite coatings in the food 

packaging field 

As reported before, in the last decades, an increasing interest in bacterial and/or plant CNCs-

based nanocomposite coating developed for food packaging application, has been noticed. As 

reported by Rovera et al. (2020b), organic and inorganic fillers (e.g., cellulose nanocrystals) 

could act as nanobuilding blocks (NBBs) in the manufacturing process of new materials with 

unprecedented performance (Rovera et al., 2020b). In a circular economy point of view, 

organic NBBs could eventually be extracted from waste and by-products, or produced by 

bacteria by using ‘environmental friendly’ methods, answering to the rising need for green 

approaches and biodegradable materials by the food sector. In this scenario, the coating 

technology represents one of the most efficient and affordable solutions, also in terms of costs, 

in order to improve the performance of the coated film, when NBBs were used to obtain 

nanocomposites. Both bacterial and plant CNCs-based nanocomposite coating were 

successfully applied today in the generation of high oxygen barrier coating formulation, as 

demonstrated by the increasing number of scientific publications. For example, as reported by 

Rovera et al. (2020a), the selective usage of endoglucanase (EGs) enzyme in the top-down 

approach of cellulose, allowed for the achievement of a less extensive degradation of the 

cellulose backbone (as demonstrated by the absence of glucose after hydrolysis) as the non-

selective hydrolysis mediated by cellulase produced. This selective process, produced an 

increasing in the final yield of BCNCs, as also confirmed by the absence of glucose after 

hydrolysis. When the extracted BCNCs were applied as reinforcing agent (i.e., organic filler) in 

combination with pullulan and subsequently laid on a PET substrate as nanocomposite 

coating, the performances of the oxygen transmission rate (OTR) decrease of more than two 

order of magnitude (OTR < 1 [cm3 × (m2 × day)-1]) when compared with the bare PET film. 

Thus, the application of these nanofillers can emerge as a green solution for the design of 

high-performing materials, due also to the small quantity of organic filler that is needed (Rovera 

et al., 2020a). In 2020, Rollini et al. produced an active packaging system based on the 

conjugates bacteriocinins Sakacin-A and BCNCs, in the final development of an active 

packaging system. Their application in active packaging may represent a promising solution 

to enhance food safety in ready-to-eat products and to control food spoilage, fulfilling the 

consumers request for minimally processed food containing natural additives. In particular, the 

effectiveness of the antimicrobial packaging has been proven both in vitro and in real food 

intentionally inoculated with Listeria, demonstrating the valid approach of limiting the risk of L. 

monocytogenes outbreaks in foodstuff. With regard to the economic feasibility of the process, 

even if under a cost-benefit viewpoint conjugation of the bacteriocin with BCNCs may appear 

as a process not providing an additional value to the product, compared to the use of the sole 
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Sakacin-A, conjugates are plenty of promising, still unexplored properties. In detail, authors 

explained that, in addition to the widely studied and well-known effects of BCNCs on specific 

properties of the packaging (e.g. oxygen and water permeability), the results suggest that 

conjugation could modulate the kinetic of the antimicrobial molecule release from the 

packaging to the food. The addition of Sakacin-A/BCNCs conjugates to food packaging indeed, 

represents a promising strategy to maximize the cost-performance ratio intrinsically connected 

with the application of this kind of expensive compound, fully exploiting their functional 

properties. Moreover, in this work, both Sakacin-A and BCNCs were produced starting from a 

cheap by-products, such as cheese way permeate, as characterized by high disposal costs 

and environmental impact, as substrate for producing the molecules involved in the active 

packaging. Furthermore, the approach proposed, adds the value of carrying out a practical 

example of a circular economy production procedure by using a food industry by-product to 

produce antimicrobials and bacterial cellulose for food preservation (Rollini et al., 2020). In 

2016, Mascheroni et al. compared the advantage of using CNCs derived from APS and from 

sulfuric acid for improving the performance of common food-packaging materials (i.e., 

polyethylene terephthalate) in order also to prove their possible sustainability. However, due 

to its intrinsic nature the hydrophilic coating, a very sensitive to moisture and a thermoplastic 

nor thermo-sealable behavior, was detected. As synthetic barrier polymers, such as polyvinyl 

alcohol (PVOH) or EVOH copolymers, the coating layer should be protected by means of a 

hydrophobic and sealable polymeric layer when applied for food packaging application. 

Moreover, due to the fact that the CNCs-based coating showed oxygen permeability 

coefficients which were lower than the synthetic resins, they could be a viable alternative, 

having increased gas barrier properties, while reducing the dependency on oil-based 

derivatives (Mascheroni et al., 2016). Ghaderi et al. (2014) used CNCs from sugarcane 

bagasse by-product in the generation of a nanocomposite film intended for food packaging 

applications. In particular, the authors demonstrated that using a valueless agricultural waste 

product, in combination with a cheap and fast method, it can be converted to a high-

performance nanocomposite, which possess a tensile strength in the amount of 140 MPa. 

Based on this study, it is also predictable that CNCs has potential for the development of barrier 

and protective film in food packaging industries, as also the tensile properties of the CNCs-

based film are at least comparable to better than those of other biodegradable or non-

biodegradable films (Ghaderi et al., 2014). 
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2.5. Current strategies for food packaging improvement and ‘ennoblement’ 

 

2.5.1. Coating technology 

As reported in literature, the coating process can be defined as ‘the application of a slurry on 

a porous surface, so that the solid content is converted into a film that has good adhesion to 

the underlying material; the liquid suspension can be partially absorbed into the underlying 

material and the rest is usually evaporated directly’ (Hubbe et al., 2017). Moreover, an ideal 

coating should have great adhesion capacity, effective to microbial protection, adequate gas 

and moisture transfer properties, good aesthetic appearance, be tasteless as well as 

reasonably priced (Kouhi et al., 2020). In general, the thicknesses of the coatings vary between 

0.5 and 15 μm, and must satisfy three conditions, that is: ‘i) it must be possible to spread the 

lacquer at high speed on automated systems, without producing foam; ii) high adhesion forces 

must be established between the substrate and the coating at the end of the process of 

evaporation of the solvent or solidification of the melt; iii) high performance at low thicknesses 

must be guaranteed’. Depending on the substrate used, when necessary, an adhesion 

promoter solution (i.e., a primer), can be eventually used in order to promote the adhesion of 

the lacquer on the substrate, especially when two 'incompatible' surfaces were used 

(Piergiovanni and Limbo, 2010). Depending on the final thickness to achieve, two different 

techniques were used, as reported in literature: i) for a thinner thickness, the lacquers can be 

dissolved in water or organic solvents are used, while ii) for a greater thickness, extrusion 

coating were used, where polymers are in molten state. In order to obtain a coating with a thin 

thickness, the transfer on the surface and the evaporation of the solvent are fundamental, 

which depend both on the dry solids content of the coating solution and the material on which 

the coating itself is applied. Besides, the factors to be taken in consideration are the wettability  
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Figure 4: Rotogravure (a) and off-set (b) systems as the main deposition techniques used at 

industrial level to produce coatings (pictures kindy provided by General Converting Machines 

srl). 

 

of the surface, the ‘continuity’ and the homogeneity of the coating lacquered, as well as the 

resistance of the applied layer. At an industrial level, the main techniques used to produce 

coatings starting from biopolymers are rotogravure, off-set, ‘flexo’ and ‘semiflexo’ systems, as 

shown in Figure 4. Regarding to the biopolymers used in the manufacturing of the coating 

lacquers, they can be divided into three families that is, hydrocolloids (polysaccharides and 

proteins), lipids (fatty acids and waxes) and composites. Briefly, polysaccharides are widely 

available and affordable compounds, with numerous polar groups (i.e., hydroxyl group) that 

are able to create hydrogen bonds and useful for filming process. The mechanism of formation 

of the polysaccharide-based film involves the breaking of the polymer chains and the 

subsequent reformation through hydrophilic and hydrogen bonds and/or electrolytic and ionic 

crosslinking (Dehgani et al., 2018). The film-forming mechanism of protein-based materials 

mainly involves denaturation of proteins due to heat, solvent, acid or base treatment and pH 

changes, followed by the new intermolecular interactions between peptide chains and disulfide 

bridges, hydrogen and non-ionic bonds. A reported by Dehgani et al. (2018), the protein 

structure can be adapted to regulate film properties, through thermal denaturation, pressure, 

irradiation, mechanical, acid / base, hydrolysis or enzymatic treatments, salt addition or 

chemical crosslinking (Dehgani et al., 2018). In general, both polysaccharides and proteins 

have a good ability to generate films together with excellent barrier characteristics to oxygen, 

aroma and lipids at low relative and intermediate humidity. However, due to their hydrophilic 

nature, they showed poor moisture barrier properties at high relative humidity (Kouhi et al., 

2020). On the other hand, lipids exhibit a better water vapor barrier functionality than 

polysaccharides and proteins due to the hydrophobic nature but, on the contrary, exhibited a 

weakness in film forming ability. Also, for some lipids that are solid at room temperature, 

solvents or elevated temperatures are often required for casting, which makes the process 

more complicated. Therefore, in order to obtain films with the extraordinary features, 

polysaccharide, protein and lipid components are usually combined together to produce 

composite films (Kouhi et al., 2020). The improvement of the permeability and the mechanical 

properties, as well as the introduction of specific functionality are the main motivation for the 

development of composite films. Moreover, the efficiency of the composite films and the 

coating process, are influenced both by the nature and the structural characteristics of the 

molecules involved (i.e., chemical functional groups, hydrophobicity, interaction of lipids with 
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hydrocolloids and other components). As reported in Table 1, when these solutions are applied 

to packed foods, a relative extension of the shelf-life are detected (Table 1). 

 

Table 1: Shelf-life extension studies related to both edible and coating films on food (Kouhi et 

al., 2020). 

 

 

Figure 5: The ‘random’ behavior of nanocellulose when added as reinforcing agent on 

packaging substrate (Hubble et al., 2017).  
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As reported by Hubbe et al. (2017), in this scenario, in order to further improve the barrier 

performances against gases (especially for oxygen) and vapors, as previously mentioned, 

CNCs can be successfully used for such purpose, and which are arranged in a ‘random’ and 

irregular manner, as shown in Figure 5 (Hubbe et al., 2017). Thanks to the presence of 

hydroxyl groups between cellulose nanocrystals and biopolymers, the permeation of oxygen 

from the outside to the inside of the package results more difficult. Theoretically, the ideal 

condition would be an organization that presents the CNCs in a perpendicular direction to the 

gas-path, in order to ensure the slowest permeation of oxygen. 

 

2.5.2. Co-extrusion molding and lamination technologies 

Plastic packages obtained coupling materials of different properties (by, e.g., lamination or co-

extrusion) have represented a versatile solution for several applications over the past years, 

achieving both multifunctionality and a relatively low cost of the final package at the same time. 

As reported before, although these approaches possess a high environmental impact in terms 

of ‘packaging eco-design’, until now, these materials are widely spread within the food 

packaging market. In particular, the lamination process involved the coupling of different 

materials (such as paper, plastic and aluminum), which allows to obtain thin multilayer 

structures by combining it flat materials through the adhesion technique. A classic example of 

a flexible composite material is TetraPak, made up of paper, polyethylene (PE) and aluminum 

(Piergiovanni and Limbo, 2010). Another example, as reported in Figure 6, consists in the 

usage of different plastic-based materials laminated together. In particular, the configuration 

made with a printed PET layer is ‘merged’ with a co-extruded PE-EVOH-PE as a high gas 

barrier configuration by means of a polyurethane-based tie, is widely used today (Figure 6). 

Regarding to the co-extrusion process, briefly, polymers in pellet form are first melted and 

subsequently screwed using an extruder (Kouhi et al., 2020). The screwed material, is finally 

subjected to a filming treatment and a cooling process. As example, polyethylene (PE) is often 

extruded with Ethilen Vinil Alcohol (EVOH), which is placed in a ‘sandwich conformation’ (i.e., 

PE/EVOH/PE), in order to produce a high oxygen and water vapor barrier material.  
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Figure 6: A petrol-based multilayered structure commonly used in food packaging sector. 

 

2.5.3. Metallization 

Today, in order to guarantee specific performances related to food packaging materials and in 

particular, to provide a physical barrier against gases and vapors, as well as to improve the 

mechanical proprieties, metallization technique is widely used for packed foods. Metallizing is 

the process of adding a thin film of aluminum to a material. In principle, the process calls for 

the evaporation of the material inside a vacuum chamber, after which it condenses onto a web 

of substrate as it passes through. As reported by Rovera et al. (2020b), metallization consists 

in a physical vapor deposition technique that foresees the deposition of a very thin (a few 

tenths of Å) layer of aluminum on a plastic web by evaporation of solid aluminum wires under 

high vacuum (Rovera et al., 2020b). Although almost totally impermeable to oxygen (besides 

other vapors and gases), metallization, which has partially replaced the use of aluminum foil, 

is increasingly questioned by companies, especially due to the rising demand from companies 

for transparent packaging films. Paper and film metallizing is currently utilized in the packaging 

and decorative (e.g., printing treatment) market segments. The barrier and decorative markets 

are noted for their wide variety of products from beer labels to chip bags. Moreover, the high 

vacuum metallization aims to cover a flat material with a thin metallic layer (aluminum) in order 

to make it more effective against gasses and increase its opacity to light at the same time. 

Recently, the advent of the so-called transparent metallization (which involves the deposition 

of oxidized aluminum as an AlOx transparent coating) seems to have addressed the limitations 
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of the conventional metallization, though a more complex process (PECVD, physical enhanced 

chemical vapor deposition) and high-cost equipment still hinder the wide use of this technique. 

Also, due to their thin-layer behavior, to resistance to mechanical stress (e.g., cracking) results 

limited and fragile and thus, producing the total losses of e.g. gas barrier performances of the 

material.  

 

2.6. Plastic and bioplastic substrates involved in the food packaging sector: main 

advantages and limitations 

Unlike aluminum and glass materials, which are still today used in food packaging field, plastics 

materials have a petrochemical origin from non-renewable sources. After the extraction of the 

mineral oil, the material is fragmented and then subjected into various processes (i.e., 

cracking), that final lead to the production of plastic polymers (e.g., polyethylene, 

polypropylene, polyamide, etc.). The polymerization that leads to the production of plastic 

materials involves addition or condensation. The typical addition products are polyolefins (from 

ethylene to polyethylene), while polyamides and polyesters are obtained by condensation 

(Piergiovanni and Limbo, 2010). All these polymers are synthetic because they need a 

chemical synthesis to be used and transformed: the petrochemical industry supplies its 

polymers in various sectors and, specifically, the food industry possess a specific value. When 

only one monomer is used to produce polymer, it is called, that is, a single fundamental unit 

that is repeated along the macromolecular chains. Otherwise, the term copolymers are used 

instead when they have been obtained by jointly polymerizing two or more different monomers 

(called comonomers). The most commonly used polymers in food packaging, which are 

polyolefins, are often available in the form of copolymers. For example, the copolymer 

polypropylene (PP) is produced with a mixture of propylene and ethylene. Today, the petrol-

based food packaging materials are extensively used all over the Word, mainly because they 

represent the right balance between the overall performances and costs of production of the 

food packaging materials. For example, polyolefins (such as polyethylene and polypropylene) 

are excellent barrier against water vapor, but poor barrier against oxygen. To this regard, in 

order to overlap this performance limitation, a matching of the cited materials with others, are 

required. As above-reported, plastic-based packages obtained coupling materials of different 

properties by means of different technique, such as lamination and/or coextrusion, have 

represented a versatile solution for several applications, achieving multifunctionality at a 

relatively low cost (Rovera et al., 2020b). For example, in order to protect the package food 

and for shelf-life extension purposes, polypropylene is usually coupled with aluminum foil or 

treated with aluminum oxide (AlOx) or silica oxide (SiOx). Moreover, the production of a 
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packaging configuration with different petrol-based plastic materials (by, e.g., polyethylene and 

polyethylene terephthalate) is needed for reaching the target parameters. However, this 

approach requires the manufacturing of ‘heavy’ configurations, which include several layers 

(up to 15 layers in some circumstances), with a high environmental impact. To this sense, the 

coating technology has represented the most efficient and affordable solution to achieve, for 

example, the high oxygen barrier performance while using light packaging materials, especially 

in the case of polyolefins (e.g., polyethylene and polypropylene), which are very poor barriers 

against oxygen (Siddiqui et al., 2018). On the contrary, bio-based plastics or bioplastics, come 

from non-fossil and plant-based sources such as starch (trade name: Mater-Bi), cellulose, 

wheat gluten, polylactide (PLA), and polyhydroxyalkanoates (PHAs). However, as reported by 

Jariyasakoolroj et al. (2018), all bio-based plastics are not necessarily biodegradable such as 

bio-based-polyethylene (Bio-PE), bio-based-polypropylene (Bio-PP), and bio-based-

poly(ethylene terephthalate) (Bio-PET) (Figure 7), which are made by converting renewable 

resources (e.g. sugarcane, sugar beet, corn, and cassava) into building blocks in order to 

produce e.g., PET. Moreover, the performances of the ‘regular’ bioplastics (i.e., both bio-based 

and biodegradable), do not still achieve the ‘target’ performances in terms of both mechanical 

and gas barrier proprieties, that is required for food packaging applications (Jariyasakoolroj et 

al., 2020).  Nowaday, the use of bioplastics for packaging purposes is limited almost 

exclusively to polylactic acid (PLA). This material, although already developed and used on 

large scale, owns a considerable performance limitations, such as the poor gas and vapor 

barrier properties, the bad thermal properties, the surface recalcitrance, and the cost. Other 

materials of "bio" origin, not commercially available but already developed at laboratory or 

prototype level, have similar characteristics, which strongly limit any market penetration. 

Because the development of new materials of natural origin performing alike petroleum-based 

plastics is a medium-long term objective in the food packaging sector, it is necessary to define 

readily-available "transitory" strategies able to guide this progressive (though ineluctable) 

"handover". Also, despite these biopolymers are produced starting from non-petrol-based 

compounds, the issue related to the ‘land grabbing’ phenomena does not to be underestimate. 

Indeed, as reported by Wen et al. (2019), one of the basic criticisms of bioeconomy is that 

bioeconomy would promote ‘land grabbing’ and threaten world food security (Wen et al., 2019). 

In this scenario, as reported by the authors, the biochemical products (e.g., bioplastics) that 

are already produced globally, they consume about 4.5% of the biomass that is used for energy 

and biochemical processes (Rohrbeck et al., 2013) and where, in 2018, the market for 

bioplastics reached 6.73 million tons (European BioPlastics, 2014). As such, according to 

European Bioplastics, in 2018, the continents with the largest capacity for bioplastics 

production were Asia (75.8%), followed by South America (12.2%) and Europe (7.6%). Thus, 
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the production capacity of biodegradable bioplastics will continue to grow in the next decades, 

and steal food-soil dedicated for human consumption (European BioPlastics, 2014). 

 

Figure 7: The four main classes regard to the bio-based, fossil-based, non-biodegradable 

and biodegradable materials used in food packaging sector (from european-bioplastics.org). 

 

2.6.1. Recyclability, compostability and biodegradability of food packaging 

substrates 

Recently, Wal-Mart has introduced the ‘7 R’s’ pillars for a sustainable packaging design, 

including remove, reduce, reuse, renewable, recyclable, revenue and read packaging’s 

features, that should be eventually addressed during the packaging planning phase (Boye and 

Arcand, 2013; Wal-Mart, 2008). As reported by Nordin and Selke in 2010, the knowledge and 

perception about the role of packaging in sustainable development, and the connection of its 

consumption trends and lifestyle, should be also essential from the consumers’ point of view 

(Nordin and Selke, 2010). Today, new materials and new solutions are being sought to be 

applied to food packaging sector, in order to achieve the right compromise between 

functionality, recyclability, compostability, biodegradability and shelf-life extension of the 

packed food, depending also on the substrate used. For example, in addition to the ‘chemical 

nature’ of the polymers (or biopolymers) used, that determine both the recyclability, 

compostability, and biodegradability assessment of the material, it is nowadays important also 
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to develop a packaging configuration that is used the eco-design thinking approach and in 

particular, related to the quantity of the material used (i.e., packaging weight). To this regard, 

the two conditions that are defined as "underpackaging" and "overpackaging", related to the 

quantity of the materials used, and the resulting environmental impact, proved to be crucial 

also due to the EU regulations related to the growing circular economy approaches. The cited 

concept, has been true both for plastic-based and bioplastic-based food packaging materials. 

Regard to the plastic-based package, the market is still looking for new materials and new 

solutions to be applied in food packaging sector, aimed to achieve the right compromise 

between both performances and recyclability of the material used, and looking for an 

improvement in recyclability attributes. In this respect, the EU goal of increasing the amount of 

recycled packaging materials up to 65% in 2025 and 75% in 2030 (nowadays the recycling 

rate for plastics in of approximately 30%) (Fritsche et al., 2021). For example, in the last two 

years, an ‘eco-design’ approach of the plastic-based food packaging materials, has been 

boosted. In particular, the development of a monomaterial-based package, as well as the 

reduction of the overall thickness of the plastic package, has represent an important pillar of 

the companies’ research & development. These improvements, are enabled thanks to the 

introduction of new technologies, for example, the development of high gas barrier and anti-

UV light coatings. On the opposite, in the last decade, bioplastics have represented the ‘true 

alternative’ of the plastic-based package. In particular, as cited above, bioplastics such as PLA 

and PHAs are nowadays extensively used in food packaging sector. These, possess both 

biodegradability and compostability attributes, depending on the type of the material used. As 

reported by Kale et al. (2007), not all the biodegradable materials possess compostability 

attributes, but not vice versa (ASTM D6400-04. 2004; Kale et al., 2007). Therefore, only 

materials that biodegrade in composting environments and match the composting period of 

known compostable materials can be considered as ‘compostable’. The compostability 

attribute also depends both on the type of biopolymer used, as well as from the microorganism 

population present in the compost environment (i.e., the soil) during the aerobic transformation 

process of the organic substance, and having no negative effects on the final product (i.e., 

compost). For example, in food packaging field, a compostable material disintegrates in less 

than 3 months. Although these materials seem to be extremely promising in relation to the end-

of-life options of the final package, the overall performances of such materials are not in line 

with the fossil-based materials, as well as the sorting issue from the consumer point of view. 

As a ‘regular’ material (i.e., without any material’s treatment or improvement), all bioplastics 

possess the same behavior of plastic-based materials, both in terms of oxygen and water vapor 

transmission rate. As for plastics, due to the low barrier proprieties in both oxygen and water 

vapor permeations, also for bioplastics it is possible to use the lamination (e.g., aluminum foil, 

AlOx treatment) or the coupling (e.g., coating) techniques in order to improve the overall 
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performances of the material. However, as reported by Korte et al. in 2021, the market price 

of fossil-based plastics is lower than bio-based materials (e.g., €/kg of material). Therefore, 

bio-based materials are currently more expensive due both to the low commercial availability 

and the lack of efficient industrial production processes. Besides, in the future, it is expected 

that the prices of fossil resources will be increase due to limited availability, and vice versa, the 

costs of bioplastics could be decrease due to the improvement of the efficiency of the 

production process. In additions to the similar performance of the bulk materials cited before, 

the pricing evolution has represented the reason why today is preferred to use of plastic 

materials, characterized by the high recyclability, rather than bio-based materials (Korte et al., 

2021). Moreover, both mechanical (e.g., resistance to cracking) and optical (e.g., haze) 

attributes of bioplastics result not applicable or difficult to applied for food packaging 

applications to date.  

 

2.6.2. Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) studies 

 

Nowadays, the evaluation of the impact in the sustainability studies from both the scientific 

communities and private corporations, pass through the use of the Life Cycle Assessment 

(LCA) tool (e.g., SimaPro software). Briefly, LCA is an analytical and systematic methodology 

that evaluates the environmental footprint of a product or service, along its entire life cycle. 

This tool, is used mainly for the determination of the environmental impact in terms of, for 

example, carbon footprint and the water consumption, among all the manufacture’s steps of 

the sold product. This, includes the extraction of the raw materials constituting the product, to 

its production, its distribution, use and its final disposal, returning the environmental impact 

values associated with its life cycle. As reported by Gomes et al. in 2019, the first LCA study 

was performed in 1969 for the Coca-Cola Company, who investigated the use of PET for 

packaging soft drinks. In this study, the plastic bottles reveals less environmental impact than 

their glass counterparts (Gomes at al., 2019; Saleh, 2016). Over years, several technical 

improvements in PET bottles have been developed, including barrier properties, wall thickness 

and design (Detrois and Steinbauer, 2012). In this contest, LCA studies have been carried out 

using different programs, databases and methods in order to determine the impact of the cited 

materials used (Laurin, 2017). As reported by Gomes and co-authors, since 1997, studies have 

adhered to the general principles and framework contained in ISO 14.040:2006 (ISO, 2006) 

and ISO 14044:2006 (ISO, 2006), which provide general guidance on how to perform LCA 

reliably and transparently. The main purpose is to evaluate the environmental aspects of a 

product or a process that quantifies the environmental impact of every life stage (Leejarkpai, 

et al., 2016). When a LCA analysis is performed, four main phases are required. In particular, 
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i) the definition of the goal and scope, ii) the life cycle inventory analysis (LCI), iii) the life cycle 

impact assessment (LCIA) and iv) the life cycle interpretation should be analyzed (Gomes et 

al., 2019; Hunkeler, 2016). For example, as reported by Accorsi et al. (2015), in the olive oil 

supply chain, a single-layer plastic-based recyclable packaging solution (i.e., PET) may 

represent a viable alternative to glass-based packaging material in term of Life Cycle 

Assessment (LCA) evaluation, due to the potential in reducing the environmental impact of 

olive oil within the supply chains (Accorsi et al., 2015). Nevertheless, ‘bare plastics’ offer an 

inadequate protection against oxygen, light and chemical migration (i.e., absorptive and 

desorptive interactions between plastics and olive oil) and flavor scalping over time, especially 

when compared to steel and glass (Kanavouras et al., 2006). As such, the commercialized 

flexible packaging material includes a multilayers plastic-based conformation merged with 

aluminum foil. In particular, a tree-layers plastic-based packaging conformation i.e., 

polyethylene (PE), aluminum and PET is commonly used for olive oil package (Giovenzana et 

al., 2019). Moreover, the benefits arising to the use of flexible packaging configuration become 

better in term of LCA, especially when bioplastics are used. To this sense, the use of polylactic 

acid (PLA) treated with metallization, and bio-polyethylene (Bio-PE) instead of petrol-based 

solutions (i.e., PET), has increased the performances in the human health impact categories 

(e.g. in climate change). As reported by Farris et al. (2021), the use of a flexible packaging 

material instead of glass-based configuration for packaging and distribution of extra-virgin olive 

oil, demonstrated that a flexible packaging material with outstanding oxygen barrier 

performance can be effectively used for extra-virgin olive oil package and thus, outperforming 

with conventional glass as indicated by the most relevant quality parameters. In this work, the 

authors explained that the awareness of sustainability imposes a careful attention toward the 

selection of packaging materials with less overall environmental impact. According to this 

perspective, considering new materials other than glass bottles seems to be a trend that will 

not relent in the years ahead, especially as far as emerging markets are concerned (Farris et 

al. 2021). 
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3. AIMS and OBJECTIVES 

 

Human pressure on the environment has reached alarming levels in recent years due, for 

example, to the greenhouse gases emission, the growing deforestation of green areas, and 

the dumping of toxic and / or non-degradable waste. In this context, to counteract this 

apparently irreversible trend, an increasing number of countries are adopting restrictive 

policies regarding the use of fossil-based plastics. In a circular economy thinking approach, 

the aim of this PhD project is to generate a new family of bionanocomposite materials in the 

form of cellulose nanocrystals-based coatings, that were obtained starting from lignocellulosic 

agro-waste sources. As reported in the literature, the use of lignocellulosic agro-waste 

feedstocks as a source of cellulose and cellulose nanocrystals (CNCs) aimed to generate 

bionanocomposite materials that, in the last years, have triggered a tremendous attention by 

the scientific communities. The main objective of this thesis, at first, was the production of pure 

cellulose and CNCs from lignocellulosic agro-waste feedstocks, as well as from infesting 

plants. In particular, the impact of the process was evaluated in terms of yield and quality of 

the molecules extracted, as well as ‘green strategies’ were also explored and eventually used 

in order to make the extractive process more sustainable. Moreover, the second main objective 

of the PhD thesis was to apply the CNCs produced as organic nanofiller intended for 

bionanocomposite coating formulation. To this regard, cellulose nanocrystals, as well as other 

nanofillers, can be used to obtaining bionanocomposite materials, namely materials consisting 

of a main biopolymeric phase and an organic or inorganic phase of nanometric size dispersed 

in it. Among the various materials, bionanocomposite coatings represent the most interesting 

application in the world of food packaging as they allow an outstanding performance to be 

achieved in spite of the very low thickness (from 200 nm up to 1 μm) of the final coating. In the 

case of CNCs, the improvement of the properties of the final material is due to two main effects, 

that is: i) interface effect (the high exposed surface determines an extensive interaction 

between biopolymer phase and nanofiller, reducing the degrees of freedom of the biopolymer 

chains or, technically speaking, reducing the so-called segmental mobility) and ii) “tile” effect 

(the single crystalline domains represent impermeable regions, thus determining an increase 

in the diffusion coefficient of gas, light and other permeates). The development of 

bionanocomposite coatings with a high technological content (high performance contained in 

a very reduced thickness) has been conceived with the main goal of boosting a more massive 

use of plastics and bioplastics in the food sector, ensuring a high performance, and without 

compromising the attributes of both biodegradability or compostability and recyclability. 

In the food packaging industry, in order to improve the performance of the materials used, one 

of the main technologies rest in the “wet” coating technologies, i.e. in the presence of an 
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organic solvent in which one (or more) petroleum-based molecules is dispersed. In recent 

years, thanks to the continuous efforts to make industrial processes greener and more 

‘environmentally friendly’, the replacement of these synthetic molecules of fossil origin with 

molecules with lower environmental impact, has become a priority. Among these molecules, 

biopolymers (obtained from microorganisms or directly extracted from biomass) represent an 

excellent opportunity because of a number of functional properties and their great potential. 

Many biopolymers, such as gelatin, pullulan, gelatin and chitosan, act as excellent gas barrier 

(O2 and CO2) while having excellent optical and surface properties. However, coatings made 

of these biopolymers have a high sensitivity to the environmental humidity, which restricts their 

application to dry food and dry storage conditions. To overcome this limitation, several 

strategies have been proposed. Among others, the use of fillers (e.g. cellulose nanocrystals) 

has been demonstrated to be a valid approach.  

The improvement of the final physicochemical properties of the bionanocomposite material is 

eventually reflected in a better performance especially in terms of mechanical properties, 

barrier (gas, vapor, light), and thermal properties. Nevertheless, to expand the use of cellulose 

nanocrystals-based biopolymer coatings on both plastics and bioplastics, a further step by the 

supply chains is necessary i.e., the costs of production, the ‘go-to-market’ from the industrial 

application and commercialization, as well as the current EU regulation (specifically Reg. 

10/2011), that clearly states that the use of nanomaterials is restricted to case-by-case 

assessment.  
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4. RESULTS 

 

4.1. Chapter 1: Cellulose extraction from maize corncob, garlic stalk and giant 

cane cut-up agrowaste feedstocks 

 

 

4.1.1. Abstract 

In this chapter, pure cellulose was extracted from the cellulose-rich corn cob, giant cane cut 

up and garlic stalk agro-waste feedstocks. Cellulose was extracted from the original biomass 

through an optimized and standardized ‘step-by-step’ soft chemical procedure, aimed to 

remove molecules other than cellulose. The quality of the final cellulose content was 

determined by means of 13C CP MAS NMR and by Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy 

(FT-IR), while optical microscopy and thermogravimetric analyses (TGA) were performed in 

order to calculate the morphological features of the extracted cellulose and the overall process 

yields. Both NMR and FT-IR analyses clearly exhibited a high-purity grade and high crystallinity 

index of cellulose extracted from all lignocellulosic agro-wastes, when compared with the ultra-

pure cellulose fiber counterparts (i.e., bacterial cellulose). On the other hand, morphological 

characterizations of the extracted cellulose exhibited the typical conformation and hierarchical 

organization model in fibers and fibrils of the cellulosic backbone. 
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4.1.2. Introduction 

In the last decades, the management of agro-waste feedstocks become a relevant issue, and 

the importance of its end-life options has increased tremendously. As reported by Sims in 

2003, lignocellulosic wastes include a large fraction of municipal solid waste, crop residues, 

animal manures, woodlot arisings, forest residues and dedicated energy crops (McKendry, 

2002; Sims, 2003). Actually, lignocellulosic biomasses are the most available feedstock for 

developing a sustainable chemical and energy industry worldwide (Liguoria and Faraco, 2016). 

Focusing on lignocellulosic crop residues, a varying amount of cellulose, hemicellulose, lignin 

and several inorganic compounds are contained in the original biomass (Sjöström, 1993). 

Generally cellulose, a glucose homopolymer, consists of a linear chain of (1,4)–D-

glucopyranose units linked together with 1–4 β-glycosidic bond, and it represents frequently 

the largest fraction in lignocellulosic wastes, which varying from 40% to 50% of the biomass 

by weight. In contrast, hemicellulose and lignin cover an important role in wastes’ composition, 

and the proportion of each above-mentioned biopolymer depends on the source of the crops 

(McKendry, 2002). Briefly hemicellulose, a heterogeneous branched polysaccharide, consists 

of primarily xylose and other five-carbon monosaccharide, while lignin belongs to an 

amorphous, recalcitrant and high molecular-weight phenylpropanes macromolecule. The 

relative proportions (i.e., by weight or percent) between cellulose, hemicellulose and lignin, as 

well as to the agro-waste feedstocks volume availability (tons/year) and the correlated 

economical value, are the main key factors to define the suitability in the usage of a plant 

species for the subsequent valorization process as lignocellulosic substrate. In order to fulfill 

the circular economy principle, cellulose from agro-waste feedstocks could be suitable for 

many different applications including energy, water treatment, biomedical, packaging and food 

additives industries (Abdul Khalil et al., 2020; Azeredo et al., 2019; Ganguly et al., 2020), but 

also for composite applications, in its native form (Mondal et al., 2015; Moreno et al., 2020; 

Jayaramudu et al., 2013; Reddy and Rhim, 2018) or in its derivative forms, such as micro-

fibrillated cellulose (MFC) (Rahman et al., 2016) and cellulose nanocrystals (CNCs) (Chen et 

al., 2016). As reported recently by the scientific community, agricultural wastes and by-

products, deriving from domestic or field-crop residue agro-wastes, exhibited an high potential 

for the development of new sources of natural fibers, i.e. cellulose (Reddy and Yang, 2005). 

Garlic (Allium sativum), is currently the second most important species of the Allium genus 

worldwide, followed by onion, and has a planted surface area of 1.5 million ha (Moreno et al., 

2020). Usually, stalk and skill of garlic are discarded after harvest or processing, causing soil 

pollution and waste problems. As reported by Reddy and Rhim (2018), garlic’s stalk and skill 

crop are composed mainly of cellulose (41–50%), hemicelluloses (16–26%), and lignin (26–

39%), indicating a great potential for value-added generation (Reddy and Rhim, 2018). 
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However, lignocellulosic agro-wastes from cereal crops (e.g., Zea Maize L.) are the most 

representative globally in terms of volume per year (tons/year) (Shiferaw et al., 2011). In 2015, 

United States’ corn production was more than 250 million tons (Méndez-Hernández et al., 

2019), and for every 100 kg of corn grain obtained, approximately 18 kg of corn cobs is 

produced, most of which remain unused as lignocellulosic waste (Lau et al., 2019; Torre et al., 

2008). As reported before, great effort in corn cob valorization for the production of bioethanol 

[18], bio-oil and bio-char (Mullen et al., 2010), solid biofuel (Ioannidou et al., 2013), 

xylooligosaccharides (Yang et al., 2005) and nanocomposites (Silvério et al., 2013), was given. 

Recently, also lignocellulosic feedstocks which do not compete with the food sector, were used 

as energy-dedicated crop. In some cases, due to the intrinsic crops’ propriety, the ability to 

grow in marginal lands open innovative perspectives, e.g. the possibility of valorizing the entire 

aerial biomass’ area (Calvo et al., 2018; Cherubini and Jungmeier, 2010; Thomsen, 2005). 

Arundo donax L., commonly ‘giant cane’ or ‘giant reed’, is a non-food crop, belonging to the 

Poaceae family. It is a perennial herbaceous, hydrophyte plant able to grow with extreme 

situations of water availability and in all types of soils, ranging from heavy clay to lose sands 

and graveling soil (Ceotto and Di Candilo, 2010). It also tolerates high salinity, but prefers soil 

rich in water, especially near channels, rivers, lakes, ponds and marshes, where it shows the 

maximum biomass yields. A. donax also grows spontaneously in different kinds of marginal 

environments, and that it is widespread in temperate and hot zones all over the world (Corno 

et al., 2014). The limited investment and the low maintenance costs deriving from agronomic 

interventions, low water, and fertilizer requirements (Corno et al., 2016), makes this crop a 

suitable candidate for high added-value molecules generations (Calvo et al., 2018). In 

literature, several protocols intended for cellulose extraction from lignocellulosic agro-waste 

feedstock and by-product, were reported. To date, jacket reactor, soxhlet apparatus and 

büchner filtration systems are commonly involved during the extraction process of cellulose-

derivate molecules (Hafemann et al., 2019; Reddy and Rhim, 2018; Silvério et al., 2013). The 

shared features between the extractive methods cited, are the high-concentrated chemicals 

usage within the process, as well as the time-dependance and cogent-type processes. Hence, 

the development of a fast, straightforward and soft-chemicals-required extractive process for 

cellulose extraction from lignocellulosic agro-waste, represent a priority today. Although in 

literature the extraction of cellulose from lignocellulosic agro-waste feedstocks was widely 

reviewed, here, we hypothize to extend and develop a ‘standardable protocol’ for all the 

lignocellulosic agro-wastes sources, which shares similarities in its original composition. The 

objective of the first chapter of the PhD thesis, is the extraction of pure cellulose from the 

cellulose-rich agro-waste feedstocks selected by means of a ‘step-by-step’ soft chemical 

extraction process. In particular, three representative lignocellulosic biomasses, i.e. maize 

(Zea Maize L.) corn cob, garlic (Allium sativum) stalk and giant cane (Arundo donax L.) cut up 
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were used, due to their high-cellulose content in the starting fraction. The purity, as well as the 

crystallinity index of the final cellulose content, was determined and characterized by means 

of 13C CP MAS NMR, and by Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FT-IR). 

Thermogravimetric and optical microscopy analyses were also performed in order to calculate 

the overall process yields and morphological features of the putative extracted cellulose. In 

order to demonstrate the high-purity grade of the wastes’ derived cellulose, a comparison 

between bacterial cellulose counterpart, was performed.  

 

4.1.3. Experimental Plan 

 

4.1.3.1. Raw materials and chemicals 

Maize corn cob (Zea Maize L.) and giant cane cut up (Arundo donax L.) were cultivated and 

harvested (air-dried at 60 °C) at the experimental farm ‘A. Menozzi’ of the University of Milan 

(Landriano, Italy) (Calvo et al., 2018), while garlic stalk (Allium sativum) was kindly provided 

by the Universidad Complutense de Madrid (Madrid, Spain), desiccated and without any 

pretreatment. Before grinding process, all lignocellulosic agro-wastes were stored at 23.0±0.5 

°C in a desiccator for 2 days. Dry grinding process was performed using a M 20 Universal mill 

(IKA®-Werke GmbH & Co., Staufen, Germany) provided with double-walled grinding chamber 

for internal cooling, at fixed speed of 20,000 rpm for 10 min. In order to select smaller fractions 

of milled’ agro-wastes, a mesh-70 metal sieve was used (particle size retention: >210 µm). 

Before cellulose extraction process, dry-sieved powder was kept at 23.0±0.5 °C in a desiccator 

for 2 days. All chemicals (VWR International S.r.l., Milan) used were of reagent grade and used 

without further purification. For each lignocellulosic feedstock, the theoretical composition in 

cellulose, hemicellulose, lignin, extracts and ash were reported in Table 1.  

 

Table 1: Composition in cellulose, hemicellulose, lignin, extracts and ash of the original 

lignocellulosic agro-waste feedstocks used in this work. 

 

Substrate 

Agro-wastes’ fibre content 

Reference 

Cellulose (%) Hemicellulose (%) Lignin (%) Extracts and Ash (%) 

Garlic stalk 49.80±1.80 17.50±0.90 28.60±0.70 2.50±0.10 Reddy et al., 2018 

Corn cob 38.80±2.50 41.40±5.20 11.90±2.30 2.88± 0.11 Pointner et al., 2014 

Giant cane cut-up 39.60 14.50 24.30 5.3 Corno et al., 2014 
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4.1.3.2. Production of macro-sized bacterial cellulose (BC) as pure counterpart 

The production of BC followed the same procedure used by Rovera et al. (2018) (Rovera et 

al., 2018). Briefly, BC was produced by static fermentation (7 days at 30 °C in a Hestrin and 

Schramm culture medium) using Komagataeibacter sucrofermentans DSM 15973 strain 

(Leibniz Institute DSMZ-German Collection of Microorganisms and Cell Cultures, 

Braunschweig Germany). BC pellicles were washed with deionized water and boiled in an 

alkaline solution (NaOH 1M) for 30 min to remove the residual bacterial cells. After washing 

several times with distilled water, the cellulosic material was homogenized for 15 min with an 

Ultra-turrax® T25 Basic homogenizer (Ika-Werke, Stanfen, Germany) at 12,000 rpm and finally 

freeze-dried at -55 °C and 0.63 mbar for 24 h using an ALPHA 1-2 LDplus freeze dryer (Martin 

Christ, Osterode am Harz, Germany). 

 

4.1.3.3. ‘Step-by-step’ soft chemical extraction of cellulose from lignocellulosic agro-

wastes 

The extractive process of cellulose from lignocellulosic agro-wastes, followed a similar 

procedure used by Mondal et al. (2007 and 2015) (Mondal et al., 2015) with some 

modifications, derived from several protocol optimization and standardization for each 

lignocellulosic substrate. In particular, 2 g of powdered lignocellulosic agro-wastes was treated 

with 20% NaOH solution for 120 min for garlic stalks and giant cane cut up samples, and 180 

min for corn cob sample, in a dry-solid to liquor ratio (S/L) of 1:100 at room temperature and 

300 rpm. The residue was separated from exhausted by means of büchner filtration system 

using a Whatman® filter, Grade 230 (particles retention: 20-30 µm, Merck KGaA, Darmstadt, 

Germany) and then washed thoroughly with 2% v/v acetic acid and hot distilled water at 70 °C, 

until the effluent remained limpid. For all samples, organic compound removal was performed 

using pure xylene (S/L 1:25) for 20 min, at room temperature and 500 rpm, followed by washing 

with technical-grade ethanol. After filtration, hydrolysis of lignin was done using 1% NaClO2 

solution (S/L 1:50), buffered at pH 4, at 90–95 °C for 90 min for garlic stalks and giant cane 

cut up samples, and 60 min for corn cob sample, at 500 rpm. The final, white cellulose was 

separated by filtering and washing as reported before, using technical-grade ethanol and 

distilled water, and then dried at 60 °C overnight before characterization (Figure 1). 
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Figure 1: Sketch of the cellulose extraction procedure from agro-wastes feedstock. 

 

4.1.3.3.1 Process optimization in cellulose extraction on giant cane original biomass  

Following the same ‘step-by-step’ chemical procedure above-reported in cellulose extraction 

from lignocellulosic agro-wastes, in order to reduce the impact of the usage of organic solvents 

involved, as well as to make the extractive conditions more ‘environmental-friendly’, a process 

optimization in cellulose extraction on giant cane cut-up, was performed. As reported in Table 

2, the optimization of the process was aimed to reduce both the impact of the chemicals (e.g., 

its grade) and time variables, while keeping fixed the operating temperature. This process was 

also aimed to increase the overall quality and yield of the extracted cellulose. 
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Table 2: Process optimization in cellulose extraction starting from giant cane cut-up. 

 

# RUN 
Conditions 

Extractive process involved 
Reagent 

 

Time (min.) 

 

Grade (%) 

 
RUN_1 NaOH 30 20 hydrolysis of hemicelluloses 

RUN_2 NaOH 120 10 hydrolysis of hemicelluloses 

RUN_3 Xylene / organic compound and ash removal 

RUN_4 NaClO2 90 0.1 hydrolysis of lignins 

RUN_5 NaClO2 45 1 hydrolysis of lignins 

RUN_6 NaClO2 20 1 hydrolysis of lignins 

 

4.1.3.4. Analyses 

For all the samples, the yield in cellulose extraction was determined gravimetrically by means 

of HS43S-MC halogen-lamp moisture-content analyzer (Mettler Toledo, Greifensee, 

Switzerland) set to 105 °C. In particular, for all samples, the difference in weight between dry 

original biomass and final celluloses achieved, was calculated. As same, Solid-state 13C Cross-

Polarization Magic Angle Spinning (CP-MAS) spectra were collected at 125.76 MHz on a 

Avance 500 MHz Bruker BioSpin Italia NMR Spectrometer, operating at a magnetic field of 

11.7 T and equipped with a 4 mm MAS probe, spinning the sample at the magic angle at 

speeds up to 15 kHz that, with the addition of high power 1H decoupling capability, allows to 

decrease or eliminate homo and heteronuclear anisotropies. The chemical shifts were 

recorded relative to glycine standard, previously acquired (C=O signal: 176.03 ppm, relative to 

tetramethylsilane reference). All the samples were prepared by packing them in Zirconia (ZrO2) 

rotors, closed with Kel-F caps (50 μL internal volume) and the Magic Angle Spinning (MAS) 

rate was optimized to 10 kHz, after running some experiments in the range of 2−15 kHz. Cross-

polarization (CP) spectra, under Hartmann−Hahn conditions, were recorded with a variable 

spin-lock sequence (ramp CP-MAS) and a Contact time (CT) of 1 ms, optimized into a range 

between 1-5 ms and the following acquisition conditions were also applied: repetition time (d1) 

= 2 s, 1H 90° pulse length (p1) = 3.4 µs, spectral width (sw) = 240 ppm (30303.03 Hz) and 

acquisition Time (AQ) = 46 ms (Vismara et al., 2009). According to Focher et al. method, the 

“crystallinity index” (Cr.I.) related to the percentage of crystalline domains existing in the 

cellulose fibrils of different cellulose-based samples, was calculated considering the region of 

the C4 13C CPMAS signals associated to the carbon C4 of the glucose units of the cellulose 

polymer chain, comparing area of C4 peak, in the range 86-92 ppm (crystalline domain) with 

area of the up-filed C4 signal, in the range 80-86 ppm, related to the less ordered (amorphous) 
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domains in the cellulose fibrils (Focher et al., 2001; Vismara et al., 2009). The software used 

for the areas comparison was “MestReNova 14.1.2”, of Mestrelab Research S.r.l., using the 

Global Spectral Deconvolution (GSD) analysis algorithm, able to apply an automatic multiplet 

deconvolution to the whole spectrum and fully characterize each fit peak (chemical shift, peak 

width, area, intensity, etc.). The final evaluation of the Cr.I (%), was calculated using the 

following equation (eq. 1): 

 

 

where ‘x’ represents the C4 crystalline area below the curve, while ‘x+y’ represents the sum 

between the C4 crystalline area (‘x’) and the C4 para-crystalline area (‘y’) (Figure 2). 

Solid state Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FT-IR) analysis was performed using a 

Spectrum 100 instrument (Perkin Elmer Inc., Waltham, MA), equipped with Attenuated Total 

Reflectance (ATR) accessory and a spherical Ge crystal, fixed at an incident angle of 45°. All 

spectra were collected at a spectrum resolution of 4 cm−1, with 180 scans and recorded, in 

transmittance mode, over the wavenumber range between 4000 cm−1 and 800 cm−1. A 

background scan of clean Ge crystal was acquired before each scanning. All the FT-IR spectra 

were collected using a Spectrum 10 software. Information about the morphological features of 

cellulose was performed using a Nikon Eclipse ME600 Inspection Microscope optical 

microscope (Nikon Instruments, Sesto Fiorentino, Italy) equipped with a Nikon DS-Fi3 digital 

camera (Nikon Instruments, Sesto Fiorentino, Italy) using both at ×10, ×20 and ×50 of 

magnification. Images were captured by NIS-Element software (Nikon Instruments, Sesto 

Fiorentino, Italy).  

 

Figure 2: Evaluation of Cr.I. from 13C CP MAS NMR analysis by means of GDS algorithm 

(Focher et al., 2001). 

 

Cr.I. (%) =  
𝑥

𝑥+𝑦
 𝑥 100  
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4.1.3.4.1. Data Analysis 

Data were analyzed using Statgraphics Plus 4.0 software (STSC, Rockville, MD, USA), and a 

one-way analysis of variance was used to check for differences among samples. The 

significance level (p) was fixed at 0.05. Unless otherwise stated, all the analyses were 

performed in triplicate. 

 

4.1.4. Results and Discussion 

 

4.1.4.1. Extraction process engineering: physicochemical characterization and yield 

of the cellulose extracted 

Cellulose was extracted from the original biomass through a ‘step-by-step’ soft chemical 

procedure, aimed to remove the molecules other than cellulose (Figure 1). For each 

lignocellulosic substrate, several protocol optimizations in cellulose extractionwere performed. 

In this way, it was possible to optimize the process yield and consequently, optimally remove 

the molecules other than cellulose (i.e., hemicellulose, lignin, ash, and organic compounds). 

The ultimate yields calculated by TGA analysis were as high as 37.15%±2.75, 39.10%±1.69 

and 35.73%±0.95 for corn cob, giant cane cut up and garlic stalk, respectively. These results 

demonstrated the possibility to extract high cellulose yield by a simple and fast chemistry 

approach, considering the initial amount of cellulose in each original agro-wastes feedstock 

(Table 1). In order to demonstrate the high-purity of cellulose, both FT-IR and 13C CP MAS 

NMR analyses on garlic stalk, giant cane cut-up and maize corncob -derived cellulose were 

performed, with the goal of elucidating the chemical structure of the extracted biomass. 

Information about the functional groups of the molecules is reported in Figure 3. 
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Figure 3: FT-IR/ATR spectrum of lignocellulosic agro-wastes-derived cellulose (2, 3 and 4), 

compared with the pure cellulose bendings (1). 

 

Solid state FT-IR/ATR analysis exhibited a good plot-similarity with the pure counterpart (BC) 

in both the characteristic peaks and bending of all the waste-derived celluloses. As reported in 

literature by Atykyan et al. (2020) and Halib et al. (2012), the characteristic peaks of cellulose 

were the absorption peaks at ~3400 cm-1 and ~2900 cm-1, that were attributed to the O-H and 

C-H stretching vibrations, respectively. The peak absorption at 1650 cm-1 was reported as the 

O-H deformational vibration of the absorbed water. The peak for C-H and C-O vibrations 

contained in the polysaccharide rings of cellulose is centered between 1300 cm-1 and 1400 

cm-1, whereas the peak at 1460 cm-1 corresponds to the CH2 bending, while the vibration of C-

O-C in pyranose ring is indicated by the absorption peak at 1060 cm-1 (Atykyam et al., 2020; 

Halib et al., 2012). Moreover, the subtle peak at ~900cm−1, was attributed to the β-1,4 bonds 

vibrations. Thus, in all the agro-wastes-derived cellulosic samples, the above-mentioned 

characteristic peaks of cellulose were always detected. Nevertheless, a slight difference from 

the reference could be associated with the presence of other molecules than cellulose (i.e., 

lignin, hemicellulose and organic compounds). In particular, a peak absorption at 1670 cm-1 

represents the C=O stretching vibration of the carbonyl and acetyl groups of xylan component 

of hemicelluloses (Fiore et al., 2014).  

To prove the high-purity of the extracted cellulose, a 13C CP MAS NMR analysis was performed 

(Figure 4). In particular, as reported in literature by Park et al. in 2009, an extraordinary plot-

similarity with pure cellulose in C4 and C6 crystalline regions, in para-crystalline C4 and in 
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C2,3,5 fractions especially in corncob and giant cane cut-up agro-wastes, were detected. On 

the contrary, the presence of 175.70 ppm peak in garlic stalk-derived cellulose may indicate 

the presence of organic compounds that were still present in the extracted cellulose (Park et 

al., 2009). However, in all the agro-wastes-derived extracted celluloses, the 13C CP MAS NMR 

spectrum clearly showed the high-purity grade of the extracted cellulose from lignocellulosic 

agro-wastes used, due mainly to the absence of unpredictable signals coming from 

contaminant molecules (i.e. hemicellulose, lignin, ash, and organic compounds). For example, 

as reported by Huang et al. (2017), in lignin sample, the characteristic peaks related to the 

presence of lignin molecule was ascribed to the presence of massive peaks in the aromatic 

region (160−103 ppm) and in the oxygenated and nonoxygenated regions (86−50 ppm).  As 

reported by Zheng et al. (2015), in hemicellulosic samples, different patterns with a single 

sharped peak in the region of 100−60 ppm, was observed (Huang et al., 2017; Zheng et al., 

2015). Moreover, such regions were characterized by the presence of an up-field wing which 

is due to the presence of less ordered domains in the cellulose fibrils, as reported by Vismara 

et al. (2009) (Vismara et al. 2009). 

 

 

 

Figure 4: 13C CP MAS solid state NMR spectra of garlic stalk (1), giant cane (2) and corncob 

(3) -derived celluloses (a) compared with the pure counterpart (b), as reported by Park et al. 

(2009) (Park et al., 2009). 
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Furthermore, by 13C CP MAS information, it was possible to calculate the “crystallinity index” 

(Cr.I.) related to the percentage of crystalline domains existing in the cellulose fibrils. According 

to Focher et al. (2001) method, Cr.I. (%) was calculated as the area below the C4 peak (86-92 

ppm) in the cellulose fibrils by means of GSD algorithm. Through the eq. 1 above-reported, it 

was possible to calculate the Cr.I. (%) of the samples. The agro-wastes derived cellulose 

exhibited high level in crystalline domain. In particular, 73.84%, 82.82% and 75.04% for garlic 

stalk, corncob and giant cane cut-up, respectively, were observed (Figure 5). The results 

obtained were in line with what is reported in literature. For example, as reported by Watanabe 

et al. (1998), the Cr.I. of bacterial cellulose was in the amount of 71% (Watanabe et al., 1998), 

while Vazquez et al. (2013) reported a Cr.I. from ~70% to ~80%, by varying the carbon sources 

used for the bacterial growth (Vazquez et al., 2013). Morphological characterization of the 

extracted agro-waste-derived celluloses, was performed by using an optical microscope, at 

10×, 20× and 50× magnification. As reported in Figure 6 a, b and c, cellulose from maize 

corncob, garlic stalk and giant cane cut-up agro-wastes, exhibited the typical conformation and 

hierarchical organization model in fibers and fibrils of the cellulosic backbone (Figure 6 a and 

b). According to Vanderghem et al. (2012), the overall length of the cellulose fibers was up to 

1 mm with a width varying from ~10 to ~15 micrometers, while, in all the cellulosic samples, it 

was possible to appreciate the same morphological features in relation to what is reported in 

literature (Arantes et al., 2017; Luan et al., 2012; Vanderghem et al., 2012; Wu and Cheng, 

2017). 

 

Figure 5: Cr.I. analysis of the agro-wastes-derived cellulose extracted. 
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Figure 6: Optical microscope images of corncob (a), giant cane cut-up (b) and garlic stalk 

(c), at ×10 of magnification.  

 

4.1.4.2. Optimization in terms of quality and chemical usage in giant cane cut-up 

extracted cellulose 

To optimize both the chemicals involved and the timing of the extractive process, as well as to 

make the extractive conditions more ‘environmental-friendly’, an optimization in cellulose 

extraction starting from giant cane cut-up agro-waste feedstock was performed. According to 

Table 2, six different extractive conditions were tested. In particular, a drastic reduction (and 

removal) of NaOH, NaClO2 and xylene solvents was evaluated, as well as a significant 

reduction in timing for each extractive steps. As reported in Figure 7, all the 13C CP MAS solid 

state NMR spectra exhibited the same absorption peaks obtained from cellulose extracted 

from giant cane cut-up using the original protocol, as reported in Figure 4. In spite of the 

substantial reduction of both NaOH (from 20 wt.% to 10 wt.%) and xylene (absence) as 

solvents, and considering the less time used for each step involved in the process, the overall 

quality of the cellulose extracted seemed not to be affected (Figure 7 – panel a–f). 

Nevertheless, as reported in Figure 7 – panel d, when the lignin removal step was performed 

by means of a mild condition (i.e., by using 0.1 wt.% NaClO2), it was possible to appreciate 

three additional peaks of the putative extracted cellulose, associated to the region of aromatic 

carbon (113–160 ppm), O-alkyl-C (47–113 ppm) and alkyl-C (0–47 ppm) (Corno et al., 2015) 
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of the lignin molecule, which clearly indicates that lignin is still present in the final extracted 

product. In particular, this specific extractive run (run 4) was related to the reduction in 

concentration from 1 wt.% to 0.1wt.% of NaClO2, for the ultimatel purpose of hydrolyzing lignin 

in a less impacting way. Unfortunately, the results showed that lignin was still present in final 

extract. In fact, as reported by Corno et al. (2015), in the original giant cane biomass 

composition, the presence of a pack at ~35 ppm can  indicate the presence of aliphatic carbon 

from e.g., waxes, the presence of a peak at ~56 ppm corresponded to carbon atoms 

substituted by amino groups, i.e., in peptides and amino acids, but also it indicated the –OCH3 

of both lignin and hemicelluloses, while the presence of a peak at ~155 ppm was represented 

by the aromatic-C-area by lignin and lignin-derived molecules (Corno et al., 2015). On the 

contrary, the modification of the extractive conditions affected the final crystallinity index, as 

reported in Figure 8 and Table 3. As reported before, the Cr.I. was calculated by means of 

GSD algorithm, analyzing the area related to the C4 peak, in the range 86-92 ppm (crystalline 

domain), with area of the up-filed C4 signal, in the range 80-86 ppm, related to the less ordered 

(amorphous) domains. The results exhibited an increase in Cr.I. in all the celluloses extracted 

(i.e., runs), except in the ‘run 4’ (usage of 0.1 wt.% of NaClO2). In particular, it was possible to 

appreciate a trend related to the Cr.I. values: in general, the values in Cr.I. mainly increased 

when both the chemicals and a shorter process time of the treatments in cellulose extraction 

were used, and where the Cr.I. values moved from 75.04% to >81% (see Figure 8, panel a1 

and b1, e1 and f1). Therefore, these results were probably ascribed by the ‘deleterious’ effect 

of both time and harsh chemicals grade when the extraction conditions were applied. On the 

contrary, Cr.I. decreased in the ‘run 4’ (usage of 0.1 wt.% of NaClO2) (Figure 7, panel d), which 

is associated with the lignin extraction step. Here, the decrement in the value was probably 

associated to the presence of lignin, waxes and hemicelluloses molecules that were still inside 

the cellulosic material. 

With regard to the yield of the process, the relevant variation in the increase of the dry cellulose 

content at the end of the extractive process was obtained when mild extractive conditions were 

applied, as reported in Table 2 and Table 3. In particular, especially for the ‘run 4’ sample, the 

final yield of the process reached a value of  ~ 50%, and this was probably due to the fact that 

molecules other than cellulose (e.g., lignin and hemicellulose) were still present inside the 

cellulosic sample. Moreover, the other values obtained were in line with the original protocol, 

with values that ranged from ~37% to ~40% dry. 
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Table 3: Cr.I (%) and dry yield (%) results of the cellulose extracted from giant cane cut-up 

lignocellulosic agro-wastes. The results are expressed as mean values (standard deviations). 

The superscripts refer to statistically significant differences within and between groups (p < 

0.05). The dry yield of the process is also displayed. 

 

# RUN Cr.I. (%) Yield (%) 

RUN_1 (panel a1) 77.10% 34.41±1.17a 

RUN_2 (panel b1) 81.63% 37.19±1.10b 

RUN_3 (panel c1) 82.61% 40.56±0.70c 

RUN_4 (panel d1) 67.76% 49.71±1.11d 

RUN_5 (panel e1) 83.49% 37.95±3.40b 

RUN_6 (panel f1) 88.58% 40.50±1.14c 
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Figure 7: 13C CP MAS solid state NMR spectra of giant cane-derived celluloses after the 

optimization in cellulose extraction under run 1 (a), run 2 (b), run 3 (c), run 4 (d), run 5 (e) and 

run 6 (f) conditions (see Table 2 for detail). 
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Figure 8: Global Spectral Deconvolution (GSD) analysis algorithm for Cr.I. evaluation in giant-

cane derived cellulose during the optimization process step. 
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4.1.5. Conclusions 

In the present chapter, the lignocellulosic agro-wastes corncob and garlic stalk, as well as the 

invasive species giant cane (Arundo donax L.), were initially used for cellulose extraction 

purposes. Over years, lignocellulosic wastes exhibited a great potential for high added-value 

molecules generation e.g., for cellulose extraction (Jayaramudu et al., 2013; Reddy et al., 

2018; Moreno et al., 2019; Mondal et al., 2015). Due to its outstanding proprieties, cellulose 

could be used in many different applications, such as nanocomposite, biomedical, cosmetic, 

aerospace, packaging and food additives industries. To this regard, a straightforward and soft-

chemical extractive procedure was developed for the subsequent valorization into high-value 

added cellulose molecule (i.e., cellulose). Due to the high cellulose content in all the original 

biomasses used, it was possible to achieve an overall extraction dry yields greater than 35 

wt.% in all the samples that were tested. Moreover, in order to verify the purity and the grade 

of the extracted cellulose, a 13C CP MAS NMR, Cr.I. and ATR/FT-IR analyses were performed. 

In particular, the achievement of an extraordinary high-quality grade cellulose, was 

successfully demonstrated in Figure 3 and Figure 4, while all the analyses underlined a high 

similarity on the chemical structure between agro-waste-derived cellulose and bacterial 

cellulose (BC), as pure cellulose counterparts. Furthermore, on giant cane cut-up agro-waste 

feedstock, six different extractive conditions were tested as a process optimization aimed to 

enhance the usage of both the chemicals involved and the timing of the extractive process, as 

reported in Table 2. The results demonstrated the feasibility to increase the ‘environmental-

friendly’ behavior of the process in cellulose extraction from the original lignocellulosic agro-

waste, by reducing the impact on each steps (Table 3). However, both the final quality and 

grade of the extracted cellulose have not been affected. 
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4.2. Chapter 2: Cellulose nanocrystals (CNCs) extraction from the agro-wastes 

derived cellulose 

 

4.2.1. Abstract 

Cellulose obtained from the previously mentioned garlic stalk, corncob and giant cane cut-up 

agro-waste feedstocks, was used in order to produce cellulose nanocrystals (CNCs) as organic 

nanofiller. By means of both chemical and enzymatic top-down approaches, it was possible to 

produce a whiskers-like CNCs. In particular, sulfuric and hydrochloric acids were extensively 

used in all the agro-wastes-derived cellulose, as a ‘traditional’ hydrolyzing agent while, a 

process optimization in CNCs extraction on giant cane cut-up derived cellulose, was 

performed. Moreover, cellulase enzyme was used in order to make the hydrolytic process on 

giant cane cut-up derived cellulose more ‘environmental-friendly’ than acids. In all the 

extracted CNCs, thermogravimetric (TGA) and ζ-potential were evaluated, as well as a 

morphological features by means of Dynamic Light Scattering (DLS) and Atomic Force 

Microscopy (AFM), were performed. Therefore, the physiochemical features of giant cane-

derived CNCs with pure bacterial CNCs as counterpart, was deeply compared. 
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4.2.2. Introduction 

As reported in literature, cellulose from lignocellulosic agro-wastes feedstocks and by-

products, could be used in different application, such as energy, nanocomposite, papermaking 

and high value-added molecules generation fields (Azizi Samir et al., 2004; Corno et al., 2014; 

Hafemann et al., 2019; Lau et al., 2019; Moreno et al., 2020). In order to extract high value-

added molecules from lignocellulosic agro-wastes, by isolating the crystalline phase from the 

amorphous domains of cellulosic backbone, it is possible to extract cellulose nanocrystals 

(CNCs). Today, cellulose nanocrystals represent one of the most fascinating material due to 

their renewable nature and for its easily productions, as well as for their extraordinary structural 

features (George et al., 2011). By isolating the crystalline phase from the amorphous domains, 

CNCs are intended as a viable alternative to inorganic/mineral based reinforcing nanobuilding 

blocks (NBBs), for the generation of polymer nanocomposites with superior performance (e.g., 

mechanical, gas barrier, and thermal performance) (Rampazzo et al., 2017). Although several 

top-down approaches are available in literature, acid hydrolysis represent the most commonly 

employed method for obtain nanocrystals (Habibi et al., 2010; Rovera et al., 2018). In 

particular, sulfuric and hydrochloric acids have been extensively used for CNCs preparation 

(Habibi et al., 2010; Huang et al., 2014), but phosphoric and hydrobromic acids have also been 

reported for such purposes (Habibi et al., 2010). Thus, acids promote the removal of 

paracrystalline regions among cellulosic backbone, whereas crystalline regions that have a 

higher resistance to acid attack, remain intact (Habibi et al., 2010; Huang et al., 2014). Acid 

hydrolysis provides a rod-like nanocrystals morphology and highly stable aqueous suspension, 

especially when sulfuric acid was used (Azizi Samir et al., 2004). Nevertheless, the use of 

concentrated acid solution produced some drawbacks during the extractive process, such as 

the management of the exhaust acids, as well as the use of dedicated lab. instruments and 

filtration systems. For this reason, finding more sustainable and ‘environmental-friendly’ 

process in CNCs extraction, represent an important priority. As reported by Rovera et al. (2018 

and 2020a), the use of hydrolytic enzymes, i.e. cellulase from Trichoderma reesei and endo-

1,4-β-glucanases (EGs) from Thermobifida halotolerans, may represent a viable alternative in 

the CNCs production (Rovera et al., 2018; Rovera et al., 2020a). In fact, at the enzymes’ 

optimum conditions, the production of CNCs had been demonstrated extremely efficient. To 

this regard, as reported by Rovera et al. (2018), by modifying the setting of the reaction (i.e., 

enzyme concentration), it was possible to reduce the temporal windows of the hydrolysis and 

achieving, at the same time, a final yield value comparable with the chemical-based methods, 

while maintaining the final rod-shaped morphology of nanocrystals. 

Cellulose nanocrystals could be also produced starting from bacterial cellulose (BC), produced 

by acetic acid bacteria (e.g., by Komagataeibacter sucrofermentans). As described by Lin et 
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al. (2013), since White and Brown (1989) first evaluated the properties of microbial cellulose 

as they apply to commercialization, also for bacterial cellulose several remarkable industrial 

applications of bacterial cellulose have been reported (Keshk, 2014; Lin et al., 2013; White 

and Brown, 1989). In particular, acoustic transducer diaphragm, paper and pharmaceutical 

manufacturing, filtration systems, food additives and electronic devices applications, are the 

main designated uses of BC (Campano et al., 2016; Lin et al., 2013). Unlike plant cellulose, 

BC does not contain collateral biogenic compounds such as lignin, hemicelluloses, organic 

compounds, and pectin (Yao et al., 2017). Therefore, together with high mechanical strength 

and high-water retention ability, a high inherent crystallinity index of native BC (up to 84–89%) 

than plant-based cellulose, have been found (Cheng et al., 2009; Czaja et al., 2004; Gilkes et 

al., 1992). While maintaining all the structural features of plant-based derived CNCs, also 

BCNCs represent a viable solution in the generation of nanocomposite or as ‘active filler’ in 

the generation of active packaging solution (Rollini et al., 2020). 

The aim this chapter is to evaluate the possibility to produce CNCs from lignocellulosic agro-

waste feedstocks, intended for nanocomposite application as organic nanofiller. Although in 

literature the CNCs production starting from wastes or by-products by means of chemical 

method were widely reported (Borges de Oliveira et al., 2016; Brinchia et al., 2013; Kallela et 

al., 2016), here we also compared the structural features of both agro-wastes derived CNCs 

and BCNCs obtained from both acid and enzymatic methods, also in terms of yield of the 

process and ζ-potential evaluation. With the hypothesis to improve both the yield and modulate 

the size distribution of newly formed CNCs during the acid hydrolysis, a process optimization 

on giant cane cut-up-derived cellulose was performed, also reducing the impact (e.g., the 

usage of the chemicals involved) of the process. To this regard, sulfuric and hydrochloric acids 

were used in all the agro-wastes-derived cellulose as chemical hydrolysis while, in order to 

optimize the chemical extraction, a process optimization by means of sulfuric acid in CNCs 

extraction on giant cane cut-up derived cellulose, was performed. Moreover, cellulase from 

Trichoderma reesei was used in order to replace the acids process on giant cane cut-up 

derived cellulose, as more ‘environmental friendly’ than acids. In all the extracted CNCs, both 

TGA analysis and ζ-potential were evaluated, as well as the morphological features by means 

of Dynamic Light Scattering (DLS) and Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM), were analyzed. 

Moreover, a High-Performance Liquid Chromatography (HPLC) analysis was performed in 

giant cane-derived CNCs, obtained by using the enzymatic approach, in order to quantify 

eventually the presence of both glucose and cellobiose molecules at the end of the hydrolytic 

enzymatic reaction. The morphological features of giant cane-derived CNCs with pure bacterial 

counterpart, was deeply compared also in terms of yield and glucose/cellobiose content at the 

end of the process. 
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4.2.3. Experimental Plan 

 

4.2.3.1. Production of CNCs from agro-wastes -derived cellulose by means of acid 

hydrolysis using sulfuric acid and hydrochloric acid 

The top-down process of all the agro-wastes -derived cellulose was carried out by means of 

sulfuric and hydrochloric acids. In particular, agro-wastes derived CNCs was prepared by 

adding 12 g of freeze-dried BC in 88 mL of distilled water. Then, 1 g of the stock dispersion 

was added in 15 g of sulfuric acid (H2SO4), 58 vol% reagent grade (Sigma-Aldrich, Milan, Italy), 

or in 15 g of hydrochloric acid (HCl), 33 vol% reagent grade (Sigma-Aldrich, Milan, Italy). In 

order to promote the penetration of the acid inside the cellulosic structure, cellulose-based 

dispersion was mixed by means of an Ultra-turrax® T25 basic (Ika-Werke, Stanfen, Germany) 

at 8,000 rpm for 5 min before hydrolysis. The chemical hydrolytic process with sulfuric acid, 

was performed under gentle magnetic stirring at 55±1 °C, for 2 h, while the hydrolytic process 

by means of hydrochloric acid, was performed under gentle magnetic stirring at 60±1 °C, for 4 

h. The extraction was terminated by adding 14 mL cold distilled water and centrifuged at 10,000 

rpm (12,298 rcf or g-force) for 15 min, four times. Between each centrifugation cycles, cellulose 

nanocrystals were collected at the bottom of the centrifuge tubes, as a pellet: the acidic 

supernatant was removed and replaced with fresh distilled water, followed by pellet 

redispersion using an Ultra-turrax® T25 basic (Ika-Werke, Stanfen, Germany) as high-shear 

mixer, 3,000 rpm for 3 min. Finally, a further purification was performed by using a dialysis 

tube against deionized water, until the effluent remained at neutral pH (Molecular Weight cut 

off 12,000) (Sigma-Aldrich, Milan, Italy). 

 

4.2.3.2. Process optimization in CNCs chemical extraction from cellulose coming from 

giant cane original biomass and enzymatic hydrolysis  

Following the same procedure in CNCs extraction from lignocellulosic agro-wastes above-

reported, performed by using sulfuric acid, in order to reduce the impact of the usage of organic 

solvents involved, as well as to make the extractive conditions more ‘environmental-friendly’, 

a process optimization in CNCs production from giant cane cut-up, was performed. As reported 

in Table 1, the optimization of the process was aimed to reduce both the impact of the 

chemicals (e.g., its grade), temperature and the temporal windows of the process. The 

optimization process was also aimed to increase the overall quality and yield of the extracted 

CNCs. Moreover, an enzymatic hydrolysis was performed by means of cellulases from 

Trichoderma reesei. In particular, following the same procedure developed by Rovera et al. 

(2018), a stock dispersion of giant cane-derived cellulose was prepared by adding 12 g of 
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freeze-dried BC to 88 g of distilled water. Then, 2 g of the stock dispersion was added to 40 g 

of sodium acetate buffer solution (0.1 M, pH 5). The dispersion was homogenized using an 

Ultraturrax T25 Basic homogenizer (Ika-Werke, Stanfen, Germany) at 8000 rpm for 5 min and 

then kept in an incubator at 55±1 °C overnight to facilitate the solvent’s diffusion into the 

cellulose material and thus promote an even degradation of the amorphous parts upon adding 

the enzymatic mixture. The enzymatic hydrolysis was performed using cellulase from 

Trichoderma reesei (ATCC26921) in the form of lyophilized powder stock (Sigma-Aldrich, 

Milano, enzymatic activity ∼6.5 U/mg solid). A stock solution of the enzyme in water (5 mg/mL) 

was prepared to obtain various enzyme/giant cane-derived cellulose mixtures (listed in Table 

2). The enzymatic hydrolysis was conducted for a minimum of 2 h and a maximum of 75 h, all 

at 55±1 °C. The evolution of the enzymatic hydrolysis was monitored at 2 h intervals in turbidity 

experiments over a temporal window of 75 h. Spectrophotometric measurements were 

performed using a Lambda 25 spectrophotometer (PerkinElmer, Waltham, MA) at wavelengths 

between 380 and 800 nm in transmittance mode. For each sample, the area under the 

transmittance spectrum was calculated by means of PerkinElmer UV WinLab software (version 

6.0.4.0738) and plotted over time (Rovera et al., 2018). 

 

Table 1: Process optimization and yield of the process in CNCs extraction by means of sulfuric 

acid, starting from giant cane cut up-derived cellulose. The results are expressed as mean 

values (standard deviations). The superscripts refer to statistically significant differences within 

and between groups (p < 0.05). The dry yield of the process is also displayed. 

 

# RUN 
Conditions 

Yield (%) 
Reagent Time (min.) Grade (%) Temperature (°C) 

RUN_1 H2SO4 60 65 55 52.28±1.66c 

RUN_2 H2SO4 120 50 55 71.09±2.76d 

RUN_3 H2SO4 120 35 55 78.05±1.98d 

RUN_4 H2SO4 120 50 40 75.87±2.20d 

RUN_5 H2SO4 120 50 70 48.43±1.54c 

RUN_6 H2SO4 120 65 55 40.87±2.27b 

RUN_7 H2SO4 240 65 55 30.46±2.01a 

RUN_8 H2SO4 240 58 55 39.06±1.57b 
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Table 2: Cellulase/giant cane-derived cellulose (cellulase/cellulose) mixtures with the related 

amount (g) of cellulase in water solution and enzymatic units (U). 

 

Cellulasea/Celluloseb Cellulasea (g) Enzyme Unit (U) 

1:4 0.5 16.25 

1:3 0.66 21.45 

1:2 1 32.50 

1:1 2 65 

2:1 4 130 
aAqueous solution (5 mg/g; see main text for details). bAqueous dispersion (12% by weight; 

see main text for details). 

 

4.2.3.3. Production of bacterial cellulose nanocrystals as pure counterpart 

BCNCs were prepared starting from bacterial cellulose produced by static fermentation using 

Komagataeibacter sucrofermentans DSM 15973 strain. The procedure of the production of BC 

follows what has been reported in chapter 1 (Materials & Methods). As same, the production 

of BCNCs reflects what has been done for the extraction of CNCs from lignocellulosic agro-

wastes (section 2.1 of this chapter). 

 

4.2.3.4. Analyses 

For all the agro-waste derived CNCs and BCNCs analyzed in this chapter, the yield of 

hydrolytic processes was determined gravimetrically at the end of the chemical reaction using 

an halogen-lamp moisture content analyzer HS43S-MC (Mettler Toledo, Greifensee, 

Switzerland) set at 105 °C. More specifically, (B)CNCs pellets were centrifuged at 4,000 rpm 

(2,630 rcf or g-force) × 20 min using a Rotofix 32 A centrifuge (Hettich GmbH & Co. KG, 

Tuttlingen, Germany) before the gravimetric analysis. Information about the size distribution of 

(B)CNCs was obtained by photon correlation spectroscopy experiments using a dynamic light 

scattering (DLS) Nanotrac Flex In-situ Analyzer (MicroTrac GmbH, Krefeld, German). 

Analyses were carried out at 25 °C, with a stabilization time of 60 s, using viscosity (0.8872 

cP) and refractive index (n=1.330) of water. The software used the nonnegative least squares 

algorithm to calculate the size distribution. Morphological and size features of CNCs was 

determined by using a ToscaTM 400 Atomic Force Microscopy (Anton Paar, Graz, Austria) 

instrument, in non-contact mode and after dropping ~100 µl of diluted CNCs water dispersion 
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(~0.1 mg/mL) onto a mica disc substrate (Ted Pella Inc., Redding, California). The images 

were collected with a resolution of 4488 × 3543 pixels with silicon tips (force constant 40 N/m, 

resonance frequency 300 kHz). Dimensional calculations and images editing were conducted 

using Tosca Analysis Software (version 7.30, Anton Paar, Graz, Austria). The mean values 

reported for each CNCs dimensions, were calculated over several images. ζ-potential analysis 

was investigated by electrophoretic light scattering (ELS) using a LitesizerTM 500 (Anton Paar, 

Rivoli, Italy) system at neutral pH. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images of BCNCs 

were captured using a LEO 912 AB energy-filtering transmission electron microscope 

(EFTEM) (Carl Zeiss, Oberkochen, Germany) operating at 80 kV. Digital images were 

recorded with a ProScan 1K Slow-Scan CCD camera (Proscan, Scheuring, Germany). 

Samples for TEM analyses were prepared by drop-casting a few millilitres of dispersion onto 

Formvar-coated Cu grids (400-mesh) and letting the samples to rest for 24 h at room 

temperature to allow water evaporation. 

4.2.3.4.1. Data Analysis 

Data were analyzed using Statgraphics Plus 4.0 software (STSC, Rockville, MD, USA), and a 

one-way analysis of variance was used to check for differences among samples. The 

significance level (p) was fixed at 0.05. Unless otherwise stated, all the analyses were 

performed in triplicate. 

 

4.2.4. Results and Discussion 

 

4.2.4.1. Production of CNCs from agro-wastes-derived cellulose by means of acid 

hydrolysis using sulfuric and hydrochloric acids 

By using a 58 vol% of sulfuric acid as hydrolyzing agent, the ultimate yields calculated by TGA 

analysis were as high as 40.87%±3.15, 42.50%±0.81 and 41.98%±2.65 for corn cob, giant 

cane cut up and garlic stalk-derived cellulose nanocrystals, respectively. Instead, using a 35 

vol% hydrochloric acid solution, a yield of 49.73%±1.45, 53.24%±2.65 and 50.56%±3.10 for 

corn cob, giant cane cut up and garlic stalk-derived cellulose nanocrystals process, 

respectively, was obtained. Therefore, our findings were in agreement with the results reported 

by Silvério et al. in 2013, where the dry mass yield in cellulose extraction from corncob was in 

of 41%, while 46% for cellulose nanocrystals by using sulfuric acid for 90 minutes (Silvério, et 

al., 2013). Reddy and Rhim (2014) reported an overall process yield in CNCs in the amount of 

39.5% from garlic skin by means of sulfuric acid (Reddy and Rhim, 2014). 

To measure the stability of the water-based CNCs-rich systems, a ζ-potential analysis was 

performed. Thus, in all the agro-wastes-derived cellulose, a mean value > –30 mV for sulfuric 
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acid-derived CNCs and < –15 mV for hydrochloric acid-derived CNCs aqueous suspension, 

were measured. As reported in literature, ζ-potential values of > ±30 mV are deemed the 

minimum requirement to produce a stable colloidal dispersion (Clogston and Patri, 2011). Due 

to the modification on the cellulosic backbone by the sulfuric acid, which induced the 

esterification of the hydroxyl groups on the C6 to form sulfate groups (i.e., ‒SO4
-2), the 

introduction of negative charges and repulsion forces gave a great stability of the CNCs 

suspension. In contrast, a ζ-potential values < ±30 mV are the lower threshold for instable 

colloidal dispersions, which most likely will collapse over time, as uncharged hydrochloric acid-

derived CNCs wil tend to restore the pristine H-bonding pattern. 

Although in recent years low environmental impact approaches (e.g., enzymatic hydrolysis) 

have been proposed (Rovera et al., 2018), acid hydrolysis still remains the most commonly 

used and faster method to obtain cellulose nanocrystals (Habibi et al., 2010). As reported by 

Rovera et al. in 2018, cellulose chains are arranged in elementary fibrils, where the cellulose 

fibrils are organized in both highly ordered (crystalline) and disordered (amorphous-like) 

domains. The crystalline domains are made of crystal units (known as cellulose nanocrystals) 

of different size and shape depending on the source (Rovera et al., 2018). All the agro-wastes-

derived CNCs owned both a needle-like and a ‘repotting’/spherical-shaped morphology, as 

reported by Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) images (Figure 1 and Figure 2). As shown in 

Figure 1 and Figure 2, a well defined and narrowly-distributed size was observed for CNCs, 

extracted using of sulfuric acid. Therefore, by means of sulfuric acid-mediated hydrolysis, the 

ultimate AFM results exhibited a CNCs length ratio in the amount of ~600 nm, ~180 nm and 

~150 nm for garlic stalks, corncob and giant cane cut-up derived CNCs, respectively. In 

particular, the size of the CNCs from garlic stalks appeared slightly bigger than both corncob 

and giant cane-derived CNCs, varying from ~450 nm to ~750 nm (Figure 1 a and b). The 

dimension of CNCs from corncob and giant cane-derived CNCs varied from ~160 nm to ~220 

nm (Figure 1 c) and ~150 nm to ~180 nm (Figure 1 d), respectively. Conversely, acid 

hydrolysis by means of hydrochloric acid provided a ‘repotting’ shaped CNCs, which had a 

length higher than the sulfuric acid-mediated CNCs. In particular, as reported in Figure 2, the 

dimension of the CNCs from garlic stalks-derived cellulose follows the same trend in size 

distribution as sulfuric acid-derived CNCs, which had an overall size distribution that is bigger 

than both corncob and giant cane-derived CNCs, and in the amount of > ~2 µm (Figure 1 a). 

Differently, the size of CNCs from corncob and giant cane-derived CNCs obtained using of 

hydrochloric acid varied from ~1 µm to ~ 1.5 µm (Figure 1 b) and ~600 nm to ~850 nm (Figure 

1 c), respectively. The reduction in size was also confirmed via a particle-size analysis. As 

reported in literature, although the inadequacy of the dynamic light scattering (DLS) technique 

in determining the absolute size distribution of non-spherical particles is well-known, the 
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purpose of this analysis was aimed to compare the acid-derived CNCs in term of size 

distribution (i.e., families-richness) (Rovera et al., 2018). 
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Figure 1: Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) images of garlic stalk (a and b), corncob (c) and 

giant cane cut-up (d) -derived CNCs extracted by means of sulfuric acid.  
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Figure 2: Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) images of garlic stalk (a), corncob (b) and giant 

cane cut-up (c) -derived CNCs extracted by means of hydrochloric acid.  

 

As shown in Figure 3, the nano-sized-CNCs from sulfuric acid-mediated agro-wastes derived 

cellulose were characterized by the presence of two main families. In particular, in corncob 

and giant cane cut-up agro-wastes-derived CNCs, the biggest peak in intensity was centered 

at ~120-150 nm, while the less intense was centered at ~500 nm. CNCs from garlic stalks 

exhibited a biggest peak in intensity centered at ~700 nm, while a less intense peak was 

centered at ~150 nm. Following the same trend as sulfuric acid-mediated hydrolysis, 

information on the size distribution of the agro-wastes-derived CNCs from hydrochloric acid, 

provided a two-sized families. In particular, similarly to what has been detected by means of 

AFM analysis, in corncob and giant cane cut-up agro-wastes-derived CNCs, the biggest peak 

in intensity was centered at ~900-1,200 nm, while the less intense was centered at ~260 nm. 

CNCs from garlic stalks exhibited a biggest peak in intensity centered at ~1.8 µm, while a less 

intense peak was centered at ~630 nm (Figure 4). Therefore, both AFM and size distribution 

analyses suggested that the hydrolytic process of waste-derived cellulose provided a 

polydisperse size distribution of CNCs population, while a good correlation was obtained from 

both analyses. 

Figure 3: Dynamic Light Scattering (DLS) size distribution analysis of sulfuric acid-derived 

CNCs from giant cane (⸺), corncob (⸺) and garlic stalks (⸺) agro-wastes derived 

cellulose. 
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Figure 4: Dynamic Light Scattering (DLS) size distribution analysis of hydrochloric acid-

derived CNCs from giant cane (⸺), corncob (⸺) and garlic stalks (⸺) agro-wastes 

derived cellulose. 

 

4.2.4.2. Process optimization on giant cane-derived cellulose by means of sulfuric 

acid as chemical approach 

To investigate the possibility to optimize the process in terms of both the hydrolytic conditions 

and the size distribution behavior of the final CNCs dispersion, a process optimization in CNCs 

extraction by means of the chemical method (i.e., sulfuric acid-mediated hydrolysis) on giant 

cane-derived cellulose was performed. In particular, as reported in Table 1, six different 

extractive conditions were tested and the chemical grade of sulfuric acid, as well as the time 

and temperature of the process, were investigated. As reported in Table 1, the final yields of 

the process for each run varied considerably depending on the conditions. In particular, when 

‘harsh’ conditions were used (i.e., from run 6 to run 8), a decrease in the final dry yield in the 

amount of 40.87% to 30.46% was detected. This was probably due to an intense and 

prolonged hydrolysis of sulfuric acid on giant cane-derived cellulose that hydrolyzed the 

crystalline domains of cellulose, thus producing a decrease in the final yields. By using a high 

temperature during the process (i.e., run 5), the CNCs dispersion was brownish, making it not 

usable for the subsequent application.Conversely, when using mild hydrolytic conditions (i.e., 
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from run 1 to run 4), an apparent increment in the dry yield was noticed (with values from 

52.25% to > 75%). These conditions did not allowed to perfectly hydrolyze the amorphous 

domains of cellulose, which is still ‘attached’ after the hydrolytic process on newly-formed 

CNCs. The changes in the hydrolytic conditions was also reflected in the size distribution of 

the CNCs dispersion. In particular, as reported in Figure 5, a clear variation in the CNCs size 

distribution from sulfuric acid-mediated hydrolysis within the different hydrolytic conditions is 

reported in Table 1. In particular, when ‘harsh’ conditions were used (i.e., from run 6 to run 8), 

a decrease in both the size distribution and homogeneity of the CNCs dispersion compared to 

the original top-down sulfuric acid-mediated procedure was detected. With this regard, the 

presence of a single-peak in intensity centered at ~80 nm, 150 nm and 250 nm for run 7, run 

8 and run 6, respectively, was detected (panel a). In contrast, by using mild hydrolytic 

conditions (i.e., run 1, 2 and 5), an increment in the size distribution of the CNCs was noticed. 

In particular, the presence of a single-peak in intensity centered at ~1.2 µm, ~1.8 µm and ~1.9 

µm for run 5, run 1 and run 2, respectively, was detected (panel b). Nevertheless, in run 3 and 

run 4, it was not possible to analyze the size distribution, due to the size of the newly-formed 

CNCs above the upper instrumental detection limit (i.e., > 5 µm). In light of these results related 

to the hydrolytic process optimization, through a modification of the hydrolytic settings in the 

top-down process of cellulose, it was possible to change both the production yield of the 

process and, especially, the size of the CNCs, the latter being a crucial parameter in view of 

further application requirements. 
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Figure 5: Dynamic Light Scattering (DLS) size distribution analysis of sulfuric acid-derived 

CNCs from giant cane agro-waste derived cellulose after the hydrolytic process optimization. 

In particular, run 1 (⸺), run 2 (⸺), run 5 (⸺), run 6 (⸺), run 7 (⸺) and run 8 (⸺) 

size distribution families, are displayed. 

 

4.2.4.3. Enzymatic hydrolysis of giant cane-derived cellulose as a green and 

environmental-friendly process 

To develop a sustainable top-down process in the CNCs generation of giant cane-derived 

cellulose, an enzymatic hydrolysis by means of cellulases has been proposed. In particular, 

following the same procedure reported by Rovera et al. (2018 and 2021), five different 

enzyme/cellulose mixtures were used (see Table 2) (Rovera et al., 2018; Rovera et al., 2021). 

Turbidity experiments were carried out to investigate the enzymatic hydrolysis of giant cane-

derived cellulose. As previously reported, a decrease in turbidity (i.e., an increase in 

transmittance) over time was a consequence of the size reduction of the cellulosic fibrils down 

to the nanoscale level, which reduced the light scattering in the aqueous solution (Rovera et 

al., 2018; Rovera et al., 2021). As shown in Figure 6, the turbidity decreased (i.e., the 

transmittance increased) for all the enzyme/cellulose ratios until an apparent steady state was 

reached; this clearly demonstrates that the rate of the process decreased over time, which is 

a typical feature of cellulose hydrolysis (Hall et al., 2011). However, different patterns were 

detected among the transmittance-versus-time curves, depending on the enzyme 
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concentration in the hydrolytic reaction. In particular, for the lowest enzyme/cellulose ratios 

(i.e., samples 1:4 and 1:3), the turbidity experiments reached the stability (i.e., the plateau 

phase) of the reaction after approx. 30 h, and where the enzymatic reaction was less 

pronounced than the samples with the higher content of enzyme. On the opposite, when the 

enzymatic concentration increased further (samples 1:2, 1:1 and 2:1), the spectrophotometric 

pattern completely changed. More specifically, the enzymatic reaction exhibited a logarithmic 

kinetics type pattern, according to what has been reported by Rovera et al. (2018) on bacterial 

cellulose substrate (Rovera et al., 2018). In particular, in 1:2 sample, the turbidity experiments 

reached the stability (i.e., the plateau phase) after approx. 60 h while, in samples 1:1 and 2:1, 

the stability of the reaction was reached after approx. 40 h. In 1:1 and 2:1 samples, the pattern 

of the curves was characterized by an initial climbing phase, followed by a steady state 

behavior where the reaction reached the stability. To confirm the different effects of the 

enzyme/cellulose mixture behavior, a high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) 

analysis was used to determine the amount of cellobiose and glucose as final products of the 

enzymatic hydrolysis of cellulose (i.e., after 75 h). As reported before, it is expected that the 

more effective the hydrolysis reaction, the higher the amount of cellobiose and glucose that 

will be produced (Rovera et al., 2018). 

 

Figure 6: Enzymatic hydrolysis of giant cane-derived cellulose in the presence of cellulose 

enzyme and operating by means of five different enzyme/cellulose ratios. 
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The result of the HPLC analysis was reported in Table 3. More specifically, the concentrations 

of cellobiose and glucose varied oppositely as a function of the enzyme/cellulose ratio and, 

more specifically, the disaccharide concentration decreased as the ratio increased, whereas 

the hexose concentration increased monotonically as the amount of enzyme increased, 

confirming what was observed in a recent work (Rovera et al., 2018). In other words, while the 

concentration of cellobiose increased with the concentration of the cellulosic substrate (i.e., 

giant cane-derived cellulose), the conversion of cellobiose into glucose by the β-glucosidases 

was higher for the mixtures that were richer in enzymes. The yield of the process at the end of 

the enzymatic reaction, was reported in Table 3. In particular, the final dry yield varies 

proportionally and depending on the enzyme/cellulose ratio used, as the intense hydrolyzing 

process (i.e., 1:2, 1:1 and 2:1 ratios) exhibited high impact in terms of the final yield at the end 

of the process. Moreover, especially when low concentration of enzyme was used, the 

amorphous domains of giant cane-derived cellulose was not completely hydrolyzed, which was 

still ‘attached’ after the hydrolytic process on newly-formed CNCs and thus, affecting in the 

final yield calculation. 

 

Table 3: Cellobiose and glucose concentrations at the end of the hydrolytic reaction (75 h) of 

giant cane-derived cellulose mediated by cellulase, at different enzyme/cellulose ratio. The 

results are expressed as mean values (standard deviations). The superscripts refer to 

statistically significant differences within and between groups (p < 0.05). The dry yield of the 

process is also displayed. 

 

 

Formulation 

(enzyme/cellulose – w/w) 
Cellobiose (g L-1) Glucose (g L-1) Yield of the Process (%) 

1:4 0.48±0.05A 2.74±0.01D 63.98±1.34I 

1:3 0.39±0.01B 3.06±0.03E 57.42±2.01L 

1:2 0.14±0.01C 4.07±0.03F 52.49±1.98M 

1:1 N.D. 4.12±0.01F 49.21±1.10M 

2:1 N.D. 4.49±0.17G 37.73±1.23N 
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In order to gain information on the morphological and size distribution features of the enzyme-

derived CNCs, both AFM and DLS analyses were performed. As reported in Figure 7 (panel 

a and b), AFM images exhibited a needle-shaped morphology of the hydrolyzed CNCs, with a 

size distribution that was higher than the acids-derived process. In particular, a size distribution 

ranging from 600 nm to 900 nm in 2:1 sample, and ~ 2.5 µm in 1:1 sample, were detected. 

Similar results were also obtained by means of DLS analysis, where a single-peaks in intensity 

centered at ~900 nm, ~2.50 µm and ~4.21 µm for 2:1, 1:1 and 1:2 mixtures respectively, were 

detected (Figure 7, panel c). Contrarily, it was not possible to determine the size distribution 

of CNCs coming from 1:4 and 1:3 samples, due to the CNCs size distribution above the 

instrumental detection. 

 

Figure 7: AFM images and Dynamic Light Scattering (DLS) size distribution analysis of 

enzymatic-derived CNCs from giant cane agro-waste derived cellulose after the hydrolytic 

process. In particular, AFM images represents the 2:1 (a) and 1:1 (b) enzymes/cellulose 
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mixtures, while DLS analysis displayed the size distribution families of 2:1 (⸺), 1:1 (⸺) 

and 1:2 (⸺) enzymes/cellulose mixtures (c). 

 

4.2.4.4. Comparison between giant cane-derived CNCs and bacterial cellulose 

nanocrystals (BCNCs) 

To compare both the morphological features and the yield of the process, a comparison with 

BCNCs produced by acetic acid bacteria was performed. Following the same hydrolytic 

conditions of acid-mediated hydrolysis of giant cane-derived cellulose reported before (see the 

section 2.1 of this chapter), the hydrolysis of BCNCs provided an overall process yield in the 

amount of 69.83%±3.94 and 51.61%±1.51 when hydrochloric and sulfuric acids were used, 

respectively. Especially for the chemical hydrolysis mediated by hydrochloric acid, a 

substantial increase in the production yield was detected (69.83%±3.94 vs 53.24%±2.65) in 

BCNCs while, for sulfuric acid-mediated hydrolysis, the result in yield was slightly higher in 

BCNCs samples than CNCs from giant cane-derived cellulose, as previously reported 

(51.61%±1.51 vs 42.50%±0.81). In light of these results, the difference in yield can be ascribed 

to the different partition between amorphous and crystalline domains of the celluloses used. In 

fact, as previously reported, the Cr.I. of bacterial cellulose is greater than plant-based cellulose, 

varying from 85% to 90% for bacterial cellulose vs 65% to 75% for plant-based cellulose (~75% 

of giant cane-derived cellulose). On the other hand, with regard to the difference in 

morphological features between BCNCs and CNCs from giant-cane derived cellulose, both 

TEM, AFM and DLS analyses have been performed on BCNCs dispersion. As reported in 

Figure 8, the morphological features of BCNCs is in line with giant-cane derived CNCs, that 

is, a needle-shaped and rod-like cellulose nanocrystals were found, even though a more 

elongated and tapered shape was detected in BCNCs dispersions (Figure 8 a, b and c). 

Moreover, the size distribution of BCNCs exhibited a similarity with DLS experiment performed 

on giant cane-derived CNCs, although a marginal increase in BCNCs dimension was detected 

in both sulfuric and hydrochloric acids-mediated hydrolysis. More specifically, as reported in 

Figure 8 d, a size distribution in the amount of ~240 nm and ~1.8 µm were detected in sulfuric 

and hydrochloric acids-mediated hydrolysis, respectively. In contrast, in giant cane-derived 

CNCs, using the same hydrolytic procedure, ~150 nm and ~900-1.2 µm (biggest peak) were 

detected in sulfuric and hydrochloric acids-mediated hydrolysis, respectively (see information 

above-reported for detail). Finally, with regard to the comparison in the enzymatic hydrolysis 

of cellulose between giant cane-derived cellulose and bacterial cellulose, the enzymatic 

kinetics evolution obtained in giant-cane-derived cellulose was perfectly in line with what has 

been previously obtained by Rovera et al. in 2018 on bacterial cellulose as cellulosic substrate. 

In particular, when high enzyme concentrations were used (i.e., formulations 1:2, 1:1 and 2:1) 
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within the mixture, a logarithmic-like kinetics type pattern was observed. On the contrary, when 

low enzyme/cellulose ratio was used, an exponential-like kinetics type pattern was observed 

in 1:3 and 1:4 formulations. Therefore, both the glucose and cellobiose content at the end of 

the enzymatic reaction reflected also the results obtained with giant cane-derived cellulose, 

and the final amount of both the monomer and dimer (i.e., g × L-1) were in line with the 

hydrolysis of bacterial cellulose (Rovera et al., 2018). 

 

Figure 8: Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images of needle-like BCNCs 

suspension after hydrochloric acid (a and c) and sulfuric acid (b) -mediated hydrolyses of 

bacterial cellulose. Size distribution intensity obtained by dynamic light scattering (DLS) 

measurements of hydrolyzed BC using hydrochloric (⸺) and sulfuric acids (⸺) (d). 
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4.2.5. Conclusions 

Cellulose obtained from the previously mentioned garlic stalk, corncob and giant cane cut-up 

agro-waste feedstocks, was used in the second chapter of the thesis in order to produce 

cellulose nanocrystals (CNCs) as organic nanofiller. By means of both chemical and enzymatic 

top-down approaches, it was possible to produce a whiskers-like CNCs. In particular, sulfuric 

and hydrochloric acids were extensively used in all the agro-wastes-derived cellulose as a 

‘traditional’ inorganic agent while, a process optimization in CNCs extraction on giant cane cut-

up derived cellulose, was performed. Moreover, cellulase enzyme was used in order to make 

the hydrolytic process on giant cane cut-up derived cellulose more ‘environmental friendly’ 

than acids. In all the extracted CNCs, both TGA analysis and ζ-potential evaluation were 

performed, as well as the morphological features by means of Dynamic Light Scattering (DLS) 

and Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) were analyzed. Based on the cellulose sources and the 

hydrolytic conditions, the length of the whisker-like CNCs varying proportionally from ~100 nm 

up to >2 µm, while the final dry yield ranging from ~30% to ~50% dry. In addition, enzymatic 

hydrolysis of giant cane-derived cellulose has been performed, varying also the ratios between 

cellulose and the enzyme used. The polydisperse size distribution of the enzyme-derived 

CNCs owned an overall dimensional range considerably higher than the acidic approaches. In 

particular, a size distribution in the amount of 600 nm to 900 nm in 2:1 sample, and ~ 2.5 µm 

in 1:1 sample, were detected (Figure 7).  High-Performance Liquid Chromatography (HPLC) 

analysis was also performed in giant cane-derived CNCs in order to detect eventually the 

presence of monomers (i.e., glucose) and dimers (i.e., cellobiose) at the end of the enzymatic 

reaction. Thus, the analysis underlined the presence of both glucose and cellobiose molecules 

that vary proportionally at the end of the hydrolytic reaction (Table 3). The physiochemical 

features of giant cane-derived CNCs (both acids and enzyme-mediated) with pure bacterial 

CNCs were also compared in terms of size distribution, yield and enzymatic kinetics behavior, 

where it was highlighted a pronounced similarities between the two source of cellulose on the 

results obtained. 
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4.3. Chapter 3: Enzymatic hydrolysis of (bacterial) cellulose in the presence of a non-

catalytic cerato-platanin protein 

 

4.3.1. Abstract  

Due to the time-consuming behavior of the enzymatic hydrolysis on cellulose, an expansin-like 

cerato-platanin (CP) protein as a pre-treatment of cellulose, was used. To this regard, 

cellulases from Trichoderma reesei were used as hydrolyzing agent using different 

enzyme/bacterial cellulose formulations. Turbidity experiments revealed that for the higher 

enzyme concentrations, the enzymatic hydrolysis of bacterial cellulose (BC) showed similar 

hydrolysis kinetics and was not dependent of the CP. However, at higher BC concentrations, 

the hydrolysis of BC was hindered by the non-catalytic protein, as confirmed by the lower 

content of cellobiose and glucose in the presence of CP. Light scattering experiments showed 

that the addition of CP led to an increase of the BC particle size from (445 nm – 630 nm) to 

(890 nm – 1.26 µm) in formulation 1:1, which was also corroborated by atomic force 

microscopy and transmission electron microscopy analyses. 
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4.3.2. Introduction 

Cerato-platanins are proteins produced exclusively by fungi and belong to a protein family 

discovered 20 years ago (Cerato platanin family―CPF)1. They are the most abundant proteins 

found in the cultural filtrate of several phytopathogenic fungi, in which they play a role in plant-

pathogen interactions2–4. They are secreted during infection, and it has been hypothesized that 

they can facilitate pathogen penetration through their polysaccharides’ weakening activity5. To 

date, why fungi produce cerato-platanin family proteins is still unknow: they are presents in the 

fungal cell walls suggesting that they may be involved in fungal growth and development 

possibly acting as expansins in the fungal cell wall6. On the other hand, several experimental 

data indicated that they are secreted in different conditions and that fungal mutant with 

impaired expression Cerato-platanins reduced their pathogenicity supporting a role for cerato-

platanins in virulence2. From a biochemical point of view, the main distinctive trait of CPF 

members is the presence of four cysteines in a conserved region forming two disulfide bridges, 

which give these proteins extreme stability at high temperatures and in acidic media2,7. They 

are characterized by a single domain of 105-134 amino acids with a double ψβ-barrel fold, 

similar to that of plant and bacterial expansins known to be involved in wall-loosening activity7,8. 

In particular, expansin-like activity on cellulosic materials has been described as for C. platani 

cerato-platanin, the first identified member of the family; along with M. perniciosa MpCP2, and 

F. graminearum FgCPPs8–10. These proteins can loosen plant cellulose in a concentration-

dependent manner through a non-lytic mechanism, making them particularly interesting for 

biotechnological uses. By site-directed mutagenesis experiments has been demonstrated that 

the expansin-like activity of CP depends both on net charge of the protein surface and ability 

to weakly bind cellulose11,12. Interestingly, it has been shown recently that members of CPF 

are able to enhance fungal cellulase activity on different substrates, such as plant cellulose 

and plant cellulose derivatives (e.g., filter paper and carboxymethyl cellulose)10,12. Moreover, 

recently it has been demonstrated that the ThCP from T. harzianum is able to to valorize 

lignocellulosic Agri-food Wastes13. Bacterial cellulose (BC) produced by acetic bacteria has 

gained much attention due to its outstanding properties in fabricating multi-functional nano-

biomaterials14. When compared with other conventional natural or synthesized counterparts, 

BC performs better in areas such as biomedicine, functional devices, water treatment, 

nanofillers, etc., for its superior chemical purity, crystallinity, biocompatibility, and ultrafine 

network architecture15,16. Cellulose produced by Komagataeibacter xylinum 

(Acetobacteraceae family), in particular, is devoid of other components found in cellulose 

derived from plants, such as lignin, hemicellulose, and pectin. In addition, the spatial 

arrangement of the pre-microfibril aggregation provides a high crystallinity up to 84–89 %17, 

while the data varies from 40 to 60 % for plant cellulose18. Furthermore, BC isolation and 
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purification are relatively simple in that they do not require energy- or chemical-intensive 

processes19. Not only native BC, but also BC derivatives have found widespread use for 

several applications. Bacterial cellulose nanocrystals (BCNCs), in particular, obtained from a 

top-down process (e.g., physical, chemical, or physicochemical processes) of BC, have 

gathered much attention in the materials community that does not appear to be relenting20,21. 

The size of cellulose nanocrystals depends on the source as well as on the hydrolysis 

conditions. The high rigidity of the cellulose nanocrystals combined with the high tensile 

strength (~7.6 GPa)22, high length-diameter ratio (L d-1 – nm: 2-100)23, relatively high specific 

surface area (~13 m2 g-1)24, and biodegradability, make the BCNCs an excellent alternative 

to the reinforcing inorganic fillers (e.g., clays) used in polymeric materials. The most commonly 

employed method to obtain cellulose nanocrystals from the parental macro-sized cellulose 

fibers is acid hydrolysis, which commonly uses sulfuric and hydrochloric acids21. As an 

alternative route, the enzymatic hydrolysis of cellulosic materials mediated by cellulases has 

shown the potential to achieve higher yields, higher selectivity, lower energy costs, and milder 

operating conditions than chemical processes. However, extended hydrolysis time and a 

relatively high number of enzymes make the overall process economically unviable25. The 

degradation kinetics of the amorphous regions of cellulose by cellulases depends, among 

other factors, on the degree of crystallinity of the substrate; therefore, finding a method that 

can somehow limit the shielding effect of the crystalline phase is crucial for a rapid enzymatic 

attack. To make the amorphous regions readily available, several pre-treatments have been 

proposed, such as catalyzed and uncatalyzed steam explosion, liquid hot water pre-treatment, 

mechanical comminution, high-energy radiation, acid, alkaline, ammonia fiber/freeze 

explosion, ionic liquids, and biological pre-treatments26. Among the biological pre-treatments, 

the use of proteins (e.g., plant expansins) able to loosen and disrupt the non-covalent bonding 

networks of polysaccharide cell walls represents one of the most attractive ways to reduce 

manufacturing costs by increasing the activity of cellulolytic enzymes. Moreover, the addition 

of cellulose-binding domains (CBDs) from cellulases in cellulose-rich materials, were 

successfully used as a biological pre-treatment step in the glucose conversion process of the 

fibrous substrate, making it less recalcitrant for the subsequent enzymatic hydrolysis27. Similar 

results were also obtained combining the effect of white rot fungi and liquid hot water as a 

biomass pre-treatment28. As reported in literature, when compared with the other cited 

methods (e.g., high energy radiation, alkaline or acid methods), biological pre-treatments 

exhibit extra benefits being considered both an environmental friendly (mainly due to the 

limited energy consumption) and an economically viable process29. The objective of the third 

chapter of the thesis was to test the expansin-like activity of CP on the enzymatic hydrolysis 

of BC mediated by the cellulases from Trichoderma reesei. The goal of this study is to explore 

the use of CP as a pre-treatment to promote the overall hydrolysis kinetics of BC. To this 
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regard, we decided to use BC instead of plant cellulose because the two cellulosic substrates 

share some similarities in its structural features, e.g. their water insolubility, high purity and 

high crystallinity, as well as to the absence of a preferred orientation of the cellulose fibers in 

either the plant or BC samples. Moreover, to the best of our knowledge, the assessment of the 

expansin-like activity of Cerato-platanins on cellulose of bacterial origin has never been 

reported before. The effect of the CP was assessed by comparing the physicochemical 

properties of raw BC with the newly formed BCNCs in terms of size distribution, sugar content, 

and structural organization.  

 

4.3.3. Experimental Plan 

 

4.3.3.1. Cerato-platanin production and purification 

CP purification was performed as reported in Luti et al. in 201635, with some modifications. 

Briefly, the protein was produced in P. pastoris, recovered from the cultural filtrate, and loaded 

into a HiLoad 16/600 Superdex 200pg column through an FPLC system (AKTA Pure, GE), 

using sodium acetate 50 mM pH 5.0 and NaCl 150 mM as buffers. This method allows the 

purification of about 200 mg of pure protein starting from 1L of cultured medium.  

 

4.3.3.2. Production of the macro-sized bacterial cellulose 

BC was produced by static fermentation using Komagataeibacter sucrofermentans DSM 

15973 (Leibniz Institute DSMZ-German Collection of Microorganisms and Cell Cultures, 

Braunschweig Germany) in 630 × 430 × 115 mm3 rectangular polypropylene trays: 4 L of 

Hestrin and Schramm (HS) medium (glucose: 20 g/L; peptone: 5 g/L; yeast extract: 5 g/L; 

Na2HPO4: 2.7 g/L; citric acid: 1.15 g/L; pH 6.0) were inoculated with 0.5 L of pre-culture (HS 

medium, 2-L Erlenmeyer flask, growth for 48 h at 30 °C, 150 rpm). After 7 days at 30 °C, the 

resulting BC pellicles were removed from the cultural medium, washed with deionized water, 

and boiled in an alkaline solution (NaOH 1M) for 30 min to remove the residual bacterial cells. 

After extensive washing with distilled water until neutrality, the cellulosic material was 

homogenized for 15 min with an Ultra-turrax® T25 Basic homogenizer (Ika-Werke, Stanfen, 

Germany) at 12,000 rpm and finally freeze-dried at -55 °C and 0.63 mbar for 24 h using an 

ALPHA 1-2 LDplus freeze dryer (Martin Christ, Osterode am Harz, Germany). All the chemicals 

involved in the production of bacterial cellulose were purchased from Signa-Aldrich (Sigma 

Aldrich, Milano). 
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4.3.3.3. Enzymatic hydrolysis of bacterial cellulose 

To evaluate the boosting effect of the CP on the degradation of BC, the enzymatic hydrolysis 

of the cellulosic substrate was performed using cellulase enzyme with and without the addition 

of the non-catalytic CP. Following the procedure reported by Rovera et al. in 2018, a stock of 

BC in water was prepared by adding 12 g of freeze-dried BC to 88 mL of distilled water. Then, 

1 g of the dispersion was added to 30 mL of sodium acetate/acetic acid buffer solution, 0.1 M, 

pH 5. The dispersion was homogenized using an Ultra-turrax® T25 Basic homogenizer (Ika-

Werke, Stanfen, Germany) at 8,000 rpm for 5 min and then kept in an incubator at 55 ± 1 °C 

overnight to facilitate the diffusion of water molecules into the cellulosic network, hence 

promoting an even degradation of the amorphous regions upon adding the enzymatic mixture. 

When the CP was added, the same procedure as above was employed, with the exception of 

the amounts used. In particular, the initial dispersion of BC was prepared by adding 12 g of 

freeze-dried BC to 88 mL of distilled water. Then, 1 g of the stock dispersion was added to 

24.17 mL of sodium acetate/acetic acid buffer solution, 0.1 M, pH 5 and 5.83 mL of CP buffer 

solution containing the non-catalytic protein at a final concentration of 153 µM. As reported 

above, the dispersion was then kept in an incubator at 55 ± 1 °C overnight (18 h) before the 

addition of the enzyme. The enzymatic hydrolysis was performed using cellulase from 

Trichoderma reesei (ATCC26921) (Sigma Aldrich, Milano). The lyophilized powder (Sigma 

Aldrich, Milano, enzymatic activity ~6.5 U/mg solid) was dissolved in water to a stock 

concentration of 5 mg/mL (~ 100 µM) and the digestion was performed at 55 ± 1 °C for a 

minimum of 2 h and a maximum of 166 h both with and without CP, using an initial stock 

solution of the enzyme in water (5 mg/mL). As previously reported by Rovera et al. in 2018, 

cellulase from Trichoderma reesei includes a variety of enzymes that attach selectively the 

cellulose binding sites among cellulosic backbone. In  particular, i) endo-1,4-β-glucanases 

(EGs) enzyme, which target cellulose chains in random locations away from the chain ends, 

quickly degrade the amorphous regions of the cellulose chains to produce smaller cellulose 

fragments, ii) exoglucanases or cellobiohydrolases (CBHs) enzyme, which degrade cellulose 

by splitting off molecules from both ends of the chain, thus producing cellobiose dimers, 

included short crystalline regions of cellulose and iii) β-glucosidases enzyme, which hydrolyze 

the cellobiose units that are produced during the EG and CBH attacks, turning them into 

glucose22. Four different mixtures were eventually prepared (Table 1) by varying the amount 

of the enzyme and keeping the amount of BC and CP buffer solution (where used) constant 

throughout the experiments (2.74 g of a BC dispersion with a concentration of ~15 wt%). For 

the experiments with CP, the amount of this protein was kept at 153 µM so to maintain constant 

the ratio between CP and BC. After the enzymatic hydrolysis (both with and without the addition 
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of CP), BCNCs were left in the original enzyme-rich water-based dispersions at room 

temperature for 24 h before further characterization. 

 

Table 1: Cellulase/BC mixture (w/w) with the related amount (µg) of cellulase and 

corresponding enzymatic units (U). 

Cellulasea / BCb (w/w) Cellulasea (µg) Enzyme Unit (U) 

0.25:1 28 1 

0.33:1 37 2 

0.5:1 56 3 

1:1 113 4 

aPrepared from a starting aqueous solution (5 mg/g; see main text for details). bPrepared from 

a starting aqueous dispersion (12% by weight; see main text for details). 

 

4.3.3.4. Analyses 

The evolution of the enzymatic hydrolysis was monitored at 2-h intervals in turbidity 

experiments25, over a temporal window of 166 h. Spectrophotometric measurements were 

performed using a Lambda 25 spectrophotometer (Perkin Elmer, Waltham, MA, USA) at 

wavelengths between 380 nm and 800 nm in transmittance mode. For each sample, the area 

under the transmittance spectrum was calculated by means of PerkinElmerUV WinLab 

software (version 6.0.4.0738) and plotted over time.Cellobiose and glucose, as possible 

ultimate products of the enzymatic process, were quantified using high-performance liquid 

chromatography (HPLC). The supernatant obtained from the centrifugation of the enzyme/BC 

mixture (which was itself obtained after 166 h of hydrolysis) underwent an initial centrifugation 

at 4,000 rpm (2,630 ×g) for 15 min. Subsequently, an additional centrifugation was performed 

at 14,000 rpm (9,205 ×g) for 5 min, in order to completely remove the residual particles that 

were still present in the supernatant. The HPLC analysis was performed using a Merck Hitachi 

L-7100 system with an Aminex HPX-87P column (300 mm × 7.8 mm; Biorad Laboratories, 

Hercules, CA, USA) and an evaporative light-scattering detector (Sedex 75; Sedere, Alfortville, 

France; conditions: He 3.5 bar, 50 °C). The analysis was carried out at 60 °C using water (0.5 

mL min-1) as the eluent. 

Information on the size distribution of BCNCs was obtained through photon correlation 

spectroscopy using a dynamic light-scattering Nanotrac Flex in-situ analyzer (Microtrac Inc., 
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USA). Analyses were carried out at 25 °C, with a stabilization time of 60 s, and using the 

viscosity of water (v = 0.8872 cP) and refractive index (n = 1.330) as reference values. The 

size distribution of the particles was calculated using the software Flex (Microtrac Inc., USA) 

and supported by the nonnegative least squares algorithm. 

AFM experiments were performed using a Nanoscope V Multimode (Bruker, Karlsruhe, 

Germany) in tapping mode after dropping 10 μL of 1:10 diluted BCNC dispersion onto a mica 

substrate. The images were collected at a resolution of 512 × 512 pixels using silicon tips 

(force constant, 3 N m-1; resonance frequency, ~ 75 kHz). 

A transmission electron microscope (TEM) (LEO 912 AB energy-filtering, operating at 80 kV; 

Zeiss, Oberkochen, Germany) was used to capture images of the BCNCs at 100,000× 

magnification. Digital images were recorded with a ProScan 1K Slow- Scan CCD camera 

(ProScan, Scheuring, Germany). Samples for the TEM analyses were prepared according to 

the negative staining technique by drop-casting a few microliters of dispersion onto a glow-

discharged Formvar-coated Cu grid (400-mesh) and letting the samples rest for 1−2 min, then 

blotting the excess of suspension and contrasting with uranyl acetate. 

Information about the crystalline polymorphs and crystallinity index (CI) of both cellulosic 

substrates, i.e. BC and the control, a Whatman grade 3MM filter paper (Whatman-GE 

Healthcare, Maidstone, UK), was gathered using wide-angle X-ray scattering (WAXS). 2D 

WAXS data was collected using a Xenocs Xeuss 2.0 X-ray instrument operating with a Cu K  

source (λ = 1.54 Å). Initially, 2D WAXS data (over a 2θ range of 18-46o) was collected on a 

Pilatus 100K detector system, which was calibrated with silver behenate. The WAXS detector 

was positioned in an evacuated chamber at a distance of 162 mm from the sample position. 

The cellulose samples were positioned vertically in the evacuated sample chamber, and the 

2D WAXS was obtained with a data acquisition time of 120 s. Then, 2D WAXS data (over a 2θ 

range of 10-34o) was collected on a Pilatus 300K detector system (calibrated with silver 

behenate), at a sample-to-detector distance of 230 mm and a data acquisition time of 300 s. 

All of the WAXS data was normalized for sample thickness, transmission, and background 

scattering. X-ray data reduction and analysis were performed using the Xeuss 2.0 instrument 

data processing and analysis software. The 2D WAXS data was reduced to 1D scattering 

profiles of intensity (I) versus scattering angle 2θ by sector averaging around the beam stop 

by a fixed angle and radius.. The Cr.I. for BC and Whatman filter paper was estimated using 

the Segal method36. The height ratio between the (200) peak (I200) and the amorphous content 

intensity at 2θ = 18o (Iam) was determined, and the percentage of CI was then calculated by 

way of the following equation (eq. 1): 
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In addition to this, the crystallite size D (width), which is perpendicular to the (200) peak, was 

determined from the Scherrer equation37 (eq. 2): 
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where the λ is the X-ray wavelength, L is determined from the full width at half maximum 

(FWHM) determined from a Gaussian peak fit of the (200) peak, and θ is the scattering angle. 

 

4.3.3.4.1 Data analysis 

Data were analyzed using Statgraphics Plus 4.0 software (STSC, Rockville, MD, USA), and a 

one-way analysis of variance was used to check for differences among samples. The 

significance level (p) was fixed at 0.05. Unless otherwise stated, all the analyses were 

performed in triplicate. 

 

4.3.4. Results and Discussion 

 

4.3.4.1. Effect of cerato-platanin protein on the enzymatic hydrolysis of bacterial cellulose 

Turbidity experiments were used to investigate the extent of the enzymatic hydrolysis of BC 

both in the presence and in the absence of CP. Previous work showed that a decrease in 

turbidity (i.e., an increase in transmittance) over time was a consequence of the size reduction 

of the BC fibrils down to the nanoscale level, which reduced the light scattering in the BC 

aqueous solution25. As shown in Figure 1 (a‒d), the turbidity decreased (i.e., the 

transmittance increased) for all the enzyme/BC ratios until an apparent steady state was 

reached; this clearly demonstrates that the rate of the process decreased over time, which is 

a typical feature of cellulose hydrolysis27. However, different patterns were detected among 

the transmittance-versus-time curves, depending on the enzyme concentration and the 

presence of CP in the hydrolytic reaction. For the lowest enzyme/BC ratios (i.e., samples 1:1 

and 0.5:1), the turbidity experiments led to a similar trend with and without the CP (Figure 1a 

and b). When the BC concentration increased further (samples 0.33:1 and 0.25:1), the 

spectrophotometric pattern changed greatly in the presence or absence of CP. More 

specifically, for sample 0.33:1 (Figure 1c), the addition of the non-catalytic protein on the 
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overall hydrolysis process of BC yielded an apparent delay; that is, the kinetics of the hydrolytic 

reaction slowed down. Nevertheless, the final transmittance value (which is an indication of 

the overall extent of hydrolysis) was comparable between the two operating conditions (with 

or without CP). When the amount of BC was brought to its maximum (i.e., enzyme/BC 

concentration = 0.25:1), two completely distinct curves were obtained in the presence or in the 

absence of CP. In particular, the transmittance values arising from the enzymatic hydrolysis in 

the presence of CP were located at lower levels throughout the investigated temporal window 

(166 h) (Figure 1d). Overall, the turbidity experiments suggest that the addition of CP did not 

bring any significant boosting effect on the hydrolysis process of the cellulosic substrate. 

Rather, it seemed to have an inhibitory effect for the highest enzyme/BC ratio (i.e., 0.25:1) 

while relenting the overall hydrolytic process for the enzyme/BC ratio 0.33:1. Quantitatively, 

this is clearly shown by the fact that, in both formulations of 0.33:1 and 0.25:1, the maximum 

enzymatic activity was reached after 49 h and 76 h, respectively, in the absence of the non-

catalytic protein. However, in the presence of CP, the maximum hydrolytic activity peak was 

centered at ~145 h in both samples. The apparent inhibitory effect of CP can be plausibly 

explained in terms of both competition for the binding sites on the cellulose backbone and lack 

of affinity of CP toward the BC backbone. In other words, cellulase and CP simultaneously 

attack the same sites displaced on cellulose molecules, with the CP hindering the enzymatic 

hydrolysis of cellulase because of steric hindrance. The fact that the inhibitory effect was 

observed for the lowest amounts of cellulase (0.25:1 and 0.33:1 formulations) seems to 

support the above considerations, that is, the limiting effect of CP was more intense when the 

competition for the binding sites on the BC backbone was lower. At the same time, CP did not 

play any activity on the BC skeleton. Under this scenario, the enzymatic hydrolysis rate 

mediated by cellulase clearly decreased and relented over time. This effect was not obvious 

for the formulations 1:1 and 0.5:1 probably because the much higher concentration of cellulase 

prevailed over the CP, limiting any possible inhibitory effect. Unfortunately, it has not been 

possible to support the above hypothesis by experimental evidence because the CP linkages 

with the bacterial cellulose binding sites are not stable, as also confirmed by a previous work 

on CP and plant cellulose2,11,12, 30. Hence, the transient nature of the CP/BC interactions are 

very difficult to detect by conventional techniques, being real-time approaches more 

appropriate. 
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Figure 1: Evolution of turbidity (expressed as the area under the transmittance spectra) during 

166 h of hydrolysis for the enzyme/BC ratios 1:1 (a), 0.5:1 (b), 0.33:1 (c), and 0.25:1 (d), with 

(‒□‒) and without (‒○‒) cerato-platanin protein. 

 

4.3.4.2. Cellobiose and glucose quantification 

The high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) analysis was used to determine the 

amount of cellobiose and glucose as final products of the enzymatic hydrolysis of BC. It is 

expected that the more effective the hydrolysis reaction, the higher the amount of cellobiose 

and glucose that will be produced. The results of the HPLC analysis are reported in Table 2. 

The concentrations of cellobiose and glucose varied oppositely as a function of the enzyme/BC 

ratio, both in the presence and absence of CP. More specifically, the disaccharide 

concentration decreased as the ratio increased, whereas the hexose concentration increased 

monotonically as the amount of enzyme increased, confirming what was observed in a recent 

work25. In other words, while the concentration of cellobiose increased with the concentration 

of the cellulosic substrate (i.e., BC), the conversion of cellobiose into glucose by the β-
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glucosidases was higher for the mixtures that were richer in enzymes. In the presence of the 

non-catalytic protein, the concentration of both cellobiose and glucose was lower in 

comparison with the samples without CP for all the enzyme/BC ratios. This observation 

supports the findings arising from the turbidity experiments; that is, the non-catalytic protein 

has an inhibitory effect on the enzymatic hydrolysis of BC probably due to a partial perturbation 

by steric hindrance of the linkage between cellulase and the β-1,4 binding site on the cellulosic 

backbone. 

 

Table 2: Cellobiose and glucose concentrations at the end of the hydrolytic reaction (166 h) of 

BC mediated by cellulase, in the presence and in the absence of CP protein for different 

enzyme/BC ratios. The results are expressed as mean values (standard deviations). The 

superscripts refer to statistically significant differences within and between groups (p < 0.05). 

Formulation 

(Cellulase / BC 

(w/w)) 

Cellobiose (g/L)  Glucose (g/L) 

no CP protein with CP protein  no CP protein with CP protein 

0.25:1 1.54 (± 0.04)A 1.15 (±0.12)E  2.25 (± 0.12)A 1.48 (±0.13)E 

0.33:1 1.40 (± 0.04)B 1.03 (±0.15)F  2.66 (± 0.04)B 2.15 (±0.01)F 

0.5:1 1.19 (± 0.03)C 0.81 (±0.03)G  3.43 (± 0.12)C 2.58 (±0.31)G 

1:1 0.34 (± 0.02)D 0.29 (±0.02)H  4.18 (± 0.23)D 2.95 (±0.28)H 

 

 

4.3.4.3. Morphological characterization of bacterial cellulose nanocrystals 

Particle-size analysis provided additional confirmation of the limiting role of the CP on the 

hydrolysis kinetics of BC mediated by cellulase. As depicted in Figure 2, a progressive 

reduction in size was observed as the enzyme/BC ratio increased (i.e., moving from the 0.25:1 

formulation to the 1:1 formulation), both in the presence and in the absence of the non-catalytic 

protein. However, for all four enzyme/BC ratios, a clear shift toward lower sizes was observed 

for the formulations that did not include the CP. In particular, for the highest enzyme 

concentration (formulation 1:1, Figure 2 a), ~ 58 % of the hydrolysate had an average size 

within the range of 890 nm – 1.26 µm in the presence of CP, whereas this range decreased to 

445 nm – 630 nm for ~ 40 % of the hydrolysate without CP. As the concentration of the enzyme 

decreased (formulation 0.5:1, Figure 2 b), the above ranges increased to 1.5 µm – 2.12 µm 

for ~ 97% of the hydrolysate and 630 nm – 890 nm for ~ 50 % of the hydrolysate with and 

without CP, respectively. In the case of formulation 0.33:1 (Figure 2 c), ~ 77 % of the 
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hydrolysate had an average size within the range of 2.12 µm – 3 µm in the presence of the CP 

and 1.5 µm – 2.12 µm for ~ 75 % of the hydrolysate without CP. Finally, the lowest enzyme/BC 

ratio (formulation 0.25:1, Figure 2 d) had an average size range of 3 µm – 4.24 µm for ~ 82 % 

of the hydrolysate obtained in the presence of CP, whereas ~ 74 % of the hydrolysate obtained 

in the absence of CP was within the range of 2.12 µm – 3 µm. It is also worth mentioning that 

the main peak of the particle size plot associated with the enzymatic hydrolysis of BC in the 

absence of CP was always broader compared to the main peak obtained for the formulations 

that included the non-catalytic protein. This observation confirmed that the enzymatic 

hydrolysis of BC is a heterogeneous process, giving rise to a large polydispersity of BC-derived 

nanoparticles25. To corroborate the best performing reduction in size of BC without CP, both 

AFM and TEM images were collected (Figure 3). As shown in Figure 3 a, in the presence of 

CP, longer fibers and entangled patches were observed, whereas needle-like morphologies 

(approaching those typical for cellulose nanocrystals) were detected when the CP was not 

used (Figure 3 b). TEM observations confirmed the same trend, with fibrous morphology and 

larger sizes (especially in terms of width) in the presence of CP (Figure 3 c); thinner 

morphologies and individual nanocrystals were seen in the absence of CP (Figure 3 d). These 

observations seem to suggest that the erosion of the BC fibers due to the enzymatic attack 

was less pronounced in the presence of CP, thus supporting the finding that the enzymatic 

attack was less effective when the CP was used. Both TEM and AFM images confirmed the 

dimensional shift detected by the DLS analysis, that is, the length of BCNCs varied 

proportionally depending on the enzymatic concentrations, both in the presence and in the 

absence of CP. For example, in the presence of the CP, the length of the BCNCs varied from 

~1 µm to ~3 µm (~60 nm width). On the opposite, without CP, the length of the BCNCs varied 

from ~0.8 µm to ~2 µm (~40 nm width) for the 0.25:1 enzyme/BC ratio (Figure 3a and 3b). 

Similar results were also obtained by TEM analysis, whereby a mean width value of ~70 nm 

and ~55 nm was obtained with and without the presence of CP, respectively (Figure 3c and 

d), thus supporting the polydispersity of the BCNCs obtained by enzymatic hydrolysis. 
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Figure 2: Size-distribution intensity plot of hydrolyzed BC after 166 h, using dynamic light 

scattering, for the 1:1 (a), 0.5:1 (b), 0.33:1 (c), and 0.25:1 (d) enzyme/BC ratios, with (—) and 

without (—) the non-catalytic protein. The particle size at the main intensity peaks is also 

shown. 
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Figure 3: AFM (a-b) height images and TEM (c-d) images of BC for the enzyme/BC ratio 0.25:1 

after 166 h hydrolysis with (a and c) and without (b and d) cerato-platanin protein. 

 

4.3.4.4. Comparison with the previous literature 

As demonstrated in this work, the CP did not play a role in the enhancement of the enzymatic 

hydrolysis of BC mediated by fungal cellulases. Therefore, this result is in contrast with the 

previous literature. On one hand, it has been demonstrated that Cerato-platanins show 

increased enzymatic activity on cellulose and cellulose derivatives, such as filter paper9,10,12 

and carboxymethyl cellulose10, respectively. This effect was attributed to the expansin-like 

behavior of CPF members, which could loosen the cellulosic network in a non-catalytic 

manner, thus enhancing the attack of cellulases by making the cellulosic substrate more 

accessible. On the other hand, the same expansin-like behavior of Cerato-platanins was not 

observed on other polysaccharides such as chitin, 1,3-β-glucan, xylan, and pectin10. This 

behavior was explained by the Cerato-platanins’ lack of compatibility with these 

polysaccharides; that is, these proteins are able to interact with cellulose but not with other 

polysaccharide substrates. 
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4.3.4.5. Possible explanation of the CP’s behavior toward BC 

To gain a deeper understanding of the CP’s behavior toward BC, we have compared BC with 

another cellulosic substrate as far as their structural properties are concerned. Among others, 

we selected Whatman grade 3MM filter paper as a control, because it shares some similarities 

with BC, being water insoluble and having high purity, high crystallinity, and the same chemical 

composition. Moreover, the Whatman filter paper was successfully used as a substrate to test 

the expansin-like activity of Cerato-platanins9,10,12. Therefore, we performed 2D WAXS 

experiments on both the dried BC and filter paper. To determine if the cellulose samples had 

any preferred orientation induced from processing, 2D WAXS patterns were obtained, which 

are shown in Figure 4. Here, the crystalline Bragg peaks are shown as complete rings in the 

WAXS patterns, indicating no preferred orientation of the cellulose fibers in either the Whatman 

filter paper or BC samples. To further characterize the WAXS, 1D profiles were obtained from 

the 2D patterns, which are shown in Figure 5. The 1D WAXS profiles, although similar, exhibit 

some differences. In Figure 5a, the main peaks are indexed as (1-10), (110), (102), and (200), 

which are typical of the cellulose I polymorph in both samples. The (102) peak is prominent in 

the 1D WAXS profiles, which is indicative of cellulose I with no preferred orientation, as 

established from the 2D WAXS in Figure 428. These X-ray profiles were further compared with 

those calculated for cellulose I, which has two distinct crystalline forms; cellulose I (triclinic), 

the dominant form in bacteria, and cellulose I (monoclinic)29,30, a predominant polymorph 

present in higher plants. The two peaks centered at 15° (1-10) and 16.6° (110) in the filter 

paper profile are attributed to the cellulose I crystal form. These peaks shift toward slightly 

lower and higher angles, respectively, in the BC pattern (Figure 5a), and are attributed to the 

cellulose I28,29 In addition, the peak at 35.4°, again characteristic of the crystal form of 

cellulose I, is visible in both 1D profiles but is weaker in the BC profile (Figure 5b)28. It should 

also be noted that the 1D X-ray profile of BC (Figure 5a) exhibited two unexpected peaks at 

29° and 32.5°. In consideration of the production process of BC and excluding any external 

contamination, we are prone to associate these peaks to residues of NaOH crystals used to 

remove the cells of Komagataeibacter sucrofermentans from the cellulose mat obtained after 

the fermentation. A quantitative analysis of the 1D X-ray profiles gives information on the 

crystallite size and crystallinity index (Cr.I.), which are important properties to consider in 

cellulose applications such as enzyme digestibility29. The Cr.I. values (calculated via Eq. 2), 

for the filter paper and BC were 81% and 75%, respectively. Similarly, the crystallite size 

(calculated using Equation 2) for the filter paper and BC were 6.8 nm and 6.6 nm, respectively. 

The crystallinity and crystallite size of the filter paper was high because it was made from 

cotton linters, which is one of the purest forms of cellulose31. BC cellulose is also known to 

have a high crystallinity and crystal size, so the results are in accordance with other reports on 
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these types of cellulose31.32. The two polymorphs of cellulose I have two varying lattice 

structures and different hydrogen bonding patterns, which governs the stability and properties 

of these polymorphs2. Therefore, a first consequence is that such different structural features 

might have played a role in the lack of activity of the CP in the presence of BC, probably due 

to lack of affinity of the protein for the BC binding sites. In this regard, the most accredited 

hypothesis related to the mechanism of action of expansins-like protein, consists in the 

destruction of hydrogen bonds between cellulose polymers. The intimate 

biochemistry/chemistry reasons, however, should be further elucidated. 

 

 

 

Figure 4: 2D WAXS patterns of Whatman filter paper cellulose (a) and BC (b). 
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Figure 5: 1D WAXS diffraction patterns of BC (—) and Whatman filter paper (—) in the 2θ 

range of 10°–34° (a) and 19°–46° (b) (Miller indices are reported between parentheses). 
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4.3.5. Conclusions 

In the third chapter of the thesis, the expansin-like activity of CP during the enzymatic 

hydrolysis of bacterial cellulose was investigated, taking the advantage of the high similarity in 

structural and chemical features of the cellulosic substrate than giant cane-derived cellulose. 

We found that CP did not play an enhancing effect on the hydrolytic activity of cellulases by 

Trichoderma reesei. Rather, at the lowest enzyme/BC ratios, the simultaneous presence of the 

CP protein in the formulation seemed to hinder the activity of the cellulases, probably due to a 

competition for the binding sites on the cellulose backbone and lack of affinity of the protein 

for BC. Although in literature similar studies on the effect of CP on plant cellulose have been 

reported (Quarantin et al., 2019; Luti et al., 2020) (and therefore showing slight 'synergistic' 

effects with cellulases enzyme on the process), the process parameter such as the 

concentrations and the enzyme ratios of the mixtures used differs from what has been done 

here. Anyway, it has been plausibly the presence of slight structural differences between BC 

and cellulose from plants and therefore, further investigation is necessary to clarify the 

biochemistry/chemistry reasons in depth. For example, the divergence in hydrogen bonds 

conformation between bacterial and plant-derived celluloses, may affected in term of different 

CP activity on these substrates. 
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Chapter 4: CNCs/nanocomposite coatings preparation for plastic and bioplastic food 

packaging substrates 

 

4.4.1. Abstract 

CNCs were used as organic nanofiller to form a bionanocomposite coating on plastics 

(polyethylene terephthalate – PET and biaxially oriented polypropylene – BOPP) and 

bioplastics (polylactic acid – PLA and starch-based compound – Mater-Bi) suitable for food 

packaging applications, where the main biopolymer phase is represented by animal gelatin, 

chitosan and pullulan. The final coated packaging films exhibited enhanced oxygen barrier, 

surface and optical properties, which can expand the use of plastics and bioplastics for food 

packaging applications. The ultimate oxygen transmission rate (OTR) in all the coated films in 

dry condition (i.e., at 0% of relative humidity), dramatically improved after the deposition of the 

CNCs-based bionanocomposite lacquers. Moreover, due to the pronounced difference in size 

distribution and morphological features between giant-cane derived CNCs and BCNCs, both 

the characterization and the overall performance evaluation of a cellulose 

nanocrystals/pullulan-based nanocomposite coating on PET-coated films, were also 

preliminary compared.  
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4.4.2. Introduction 

In the last years, an exciting and growing interest on a wide range of green materials 

development, have been widely reviewed (Gama et al., 2012, Gopi et al., 2017; Lichtfouse et 

al., 2013; Liu et al., 2015; Preston et al., 2013). Within bio-inspired nanomaterials, cellulose 

nanocrystals (CNCs) possess outstanding proprieties, mainly related to the purity of cellulose’s 

molecule and its easily application publications (Cherpinski et al., 2018; Chowdhury et al., 

2019; Fotie et al., 2017; Fukuzumi et al., 2009; Fujisawa et al., 2011; Herrera et al., 2016; 

Mascheroni et al., 2016; Rodionova et al., 2012; Rampazzo et al., 2017; Rovera et al., 2020; 

Vartiainen et al., 2018; Tyagi et al., 2019). As reported in the previous chapters, by isolating 

the crystalline phase from the amorphous domains, CNCs are intended as a viable alternative 

to inorganic/mineral based reinforcing nanobuilding blocks (NBBs), for the generation of 

polymer nanocomposites with superior performance (e.g., mechanical, gas barrier, and 

thermal performance) (Rovera et al., 2018). In generals, NBBs can be used in order to impart 

extra benefits such as mechanical strength, low density, transparency and reinforcing effects 

(Uysal Unalan et al., 2016). Theoretically, as reported by Park et al.  (2019), nanofillers at only 

less than 1 wt.% guarantee mechanical reinforcement for their homogeneous dispersion in a 

matrix (Park et al., 2019). Thus, preserving also both high transparency and biocompatibility, 

organic NBBs could be a suitable solution for high-performance packaging applications. As 

recently reported, cellulose nanocrystals have been successfully incorporated as a 

reinforcement phase in nanocomposites in order to improve both tensile strength and thermal 

stability of biopolymer (e.g., in polylactic acid) (Azeredoa et al., 2017; Cho and Park, 2011; 

Huq et al., 2012). Moreover, CNCs have also been used in order to provide extra-benefits in 

UV barrier properties, antimicrobial activity for active nanocomposite film, and gas barrier 

proprieties enhancement (Fotie et al., 2017; Fukuzumi et al., 2009; Martínez-Sanz et al., 2013; 

Salari et al., 2018). Over years, different source of cellulose nanocrystals has been used as 

organic nanofiller and nanocomposite applications in order to impart extra benefit when applied 

e.g., in food packaging field. For example, Salari et al. (2018) developed a chitosan based 

active nanocomposite based on bacterial cellulose nanocrystals (BCNCs) and silver 

nanoparticles (AgNPs) and used to prepare chitosan base nanocomposite films. Thanks to the 

use of both BCNCs and AgNPs added in the main biopolymeric phase, the authors reported 

that an appreciably reinforcing behavior of the chitosan matrix and an improvement of the UV 

barrier properties of nanocomposite films, were detected. Moreover, by adding nanocrystals 

and/or nanoparticles within chitosan film, the improvement of both physical and mechanical 

properties of the chitosan-based nanocomposite films due to the filling effect, was noticed 

(Salari et al., 2018). Silvério et al. (2013) used cellulose from corncob agro-waste as an organic 

source to obtain nanocrystals by acid hydrolysis, aimed to develop new material suitable to be 
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a reinforcement agent in the manufacture of nanocomposites. When CNCs were applied as 

reinforced agent in polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) composites, the ultimate tensile strength increased 

proportionally depending on the CNCs-loaded concentration (Silvério et al., 2013). The aim of 

the last chapter of the PhD thesis was to evaluate the effect of the presence of CNCs from 

giant cane cut-up agro-wasteas organic nanofiller in the generation of bionanocomposite 

dispersions, which were used to obtain a food packaging materials with outstanding 

performance, especially in terms of oxygen barrier. To reach this goal, a combination in 

concentration of gelatin, chitosan and pullulan, and CNCs, were used for each 

bionanocomposite formulations. As hypothesis, by modulating the concentration of both 

biopolymers and CNCs involved, different output regard to the overall performance of the 

coated food packaging films (e.g., barrier proprieties), may can be attributed. To this regard, 

four different food packaging materials have been tested and analyzed after the deposition of 

the nanocomposite formulations, which were lacquered by means of coating technology. In 

particular, a petrol-based polyethylene terephthalate (PET) and a biaxially oriented 

polypropylene (BOPP) films were tested as a common food packaging materials that is largely 

used Worldwide, while polylactic acid (PLA) and a starch-based biopolymer (trade name: 

Mater-Bi) materials were tested as an emerging and innovative materials, and where its usage 

is going to grow faster than petrol-based materials in the next years. When bionanocomposite 

formulations have been laid on the surface of the cited materials, both optical, gas barrier and 

surface features were evaluated. In particular, the oxygen transmission rate (OTR) at different 

relative humidity (R.H.) (i.e., from 0% R.H. to 80% R.H.) was performed as gas barrier analysis 

evaluation, while haze and roughness analyses were performed as surface and optical 

characterization. Moreover, the film thickness analysis was done in order to quantify the 

amount of the lacquer on the coated films. Due to the pronounced difference in size distribution 

and morphological features between giant-cane derived CNCs and bacterial cellulose 

nanocrystals previously reported, both the characterization and the overall performance 

evaluation of a cellulose nanocrystals/pullulan-based nanocomposite coating on PET-coated 

films, were also preliminary compared. 

 

4.4.3. Experimental Plan 

 

4.4.3.1. Bionanocomposite coatings preparation 

As previously reported, the animal protein gelatin, as well as chitosan and pullulan 

polysaccharides, were used as main biopolymeric phase in the nanocomposite coating 

formulation. In particular, pullulan powder (PI-20 grade, Mw ~ 200 KDa), was purchased from 
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Hayashibara Biochemical Laboratories Inc. (Okayama, Japan), animal pig gelatin powder GXA 

F6 PVV (260 bloom) was purchased from Prodotti Gianni (Milan, Italy), while technical grade 

chitosan ‘chitoclear’ was kindly provided by Giusto Faravelli S.p.A. (Milan, Italy), and which 

were used as biopolymeric phase. According to Table 1, different combination in concentration 

of both the biopolymeric phase and CNCs, were used. Regard to the preparation of the 

bionanocomposite coating formulations, the following procedures were performed, depend on 

the biopolymer used: i) pullulan in water or in CNCs-rich water-based dispersion were mixed 

at 25 °C for 30 min under gentle stirring (800 rpm); ii) gelatin in water or in CNCs-rich water-

based dispersion were mixed at 55 °C for 1 h under gentle stirring (800 rpm); iii) chitosan in 

water enriched with 1M HCl (0.20% v/v of the total) or in CNCs-rich water-based dispersion 

enriched with 1M HCl (0.20% v/v of the total) were mixed at 25 °C for 30 min under gentle 

stirring (800 rpm). Subsequentially, bionanocomposite dispersions were laid on i) a one-side 

corona-treated 12.0±0.5 µm thick Arya-A410 (JBF RAK LLC, Ras Al Khaimah, United Arab 

Emirates) polyethylene terephthalate (PET) film kindly provided by SAES Coated Films S.p.A. 

(Roncello, Italy), ii) a 27.0±0.5 μm thick biaxially-oriented polypropylene (BOPP) (Taghleef 

Industries, Dubai, UAE), iii) a 25.0±0.5 μm thick Mater-Bi (Novamont SpA, Turin, Italy), and iv) 

a 25.0±0.5 µm thick polylactic acid (PLA) (NatureWorks LLC, Minnesota, United States). An 

aliquot (~3 mL) of nanocomposites dispersion was placed on the chemical treated side of 

rectangular (24×18 cm2) PET specimen, previously placed on an automatic film applicator 

(TQC Sheen Instruments, Capelleaan den IJssel, Netherlands). The coating process was 

carried out according to the ASTM D823-07-Practice C at a constant speed of 150 mm × min-

1, using a horizontal steel rod with an engraved pattern, which yielded final coatings of 

comparable nominal dry thickness of ≈1 µm. Water evaporation was achieved using a constant 

and perpendicular flux of mild air (25.0±0.3 °C for 3 min) at a distance of 40 cm from the 

applicator (Rovera et al., 2020; Uysal Unalan et al., 2016). In order to improve the adhesion 

performance of the lacquer on the substrate, a 0.5% v/v diluted MFP2300.E primer 

(Michelman, Inc, Cincinnati, United States) was used on the BOPP and PLA substrates by 

means of a horizontal steel rod with an engraved pattern, which yielded final coatings of 

comparable nominal dry thickness of ≈0.05 µm, before the application of the nanocomposite 

coatings. 
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Table 1: Different combination in concentration of both polysaccharides and giant cane-

derived CNCs used for bionanocomposite formulation. 

 

Biopolymer 
Concentration 

(dry wt.%) 

Filler content 
(dry wt.%, 

pH=7) 

Biopolymers 

Gelatin Pullulan Chitosan 

1.5 / ● / ● 

1.5 0.35 ● / ● 

1.5 0.70 ● / ● 

1.5 1 ● / ● 

3 / ● ● ● 

3 0.35 ● ● ● 

3 0.70 ● ● ● 

3 1 ● ● ● 

6 / ● ● / 

6 0.35 ● ● / 

6 0.70 ● ● / 

6 1 ● ● / 

10 / ● ● / 

10 0.35 ● ● / 

10 0.70 ● ● / 

10 1 ● ● / 

 

 

4.4.3.2. BCNCs-based bionanocomposite coating preparation using pullulan as main 

biopolymeric phase  

 

In order to compared different sources of cellulose nanocrystals when subsequently applied in 

a bionanocomposite coating formulation, both BCNCs and CNCs from giant cane were 

eventually used for such purpose. In particular, BCNCs were prepared starting from bacterial 

cellulose produced by static fermentation using Komagataeibacter sucrofermentans DSM 

15973 strain. The procedure of the production follows what has reported in chapter 1 (in 

Materials & Methods section). As same, the production of BCNCs reflects what has been done 

for the extraction of CNCs from giant cane-derived cellulose (section 2.1 of this chapter). 

Briefly, CNCs and BCNCs were prepared by adding 12 g of freeze-dried BC in 88 mL of distilled 

water. Then, 1 g of the stock dispersion was added in 15 g of sulfuric acid (H2SO4), 58 vol% 

reagent grade (Sigma-Aldrich, Milan, Italy), or in 15 g of hydrochloric acid (HCl), 33 vol% 

reagent grade (Sigma-Aldrich, Milan, Italy). In order to promote the penetration of the acid 

inside the cellulosic structure, cellulose-based dispersion was mixed by means of an Ultra-

turrax® T25 basic (Ika-Werke, Stanfen, Germany) at 8,000 rpm for 5 min before hydrolysis. 

The chemical hydrolytic process with sulfuric acid, was performed under gentle magnetic 
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stirring at 55±1 °C, for 2 h, while the hydrolytic process by means of hydrochloric acid, was 

performed under gentle magnetic stirring at 60±1 °C, for 4 h. The extraction was terminated by 

adding 14 mL cold distilled water and centrifuged at 10,000 rpm (12,298 rcf or g-force) for 15 

min, four times. Between each centrifugation cycles, cellulose nanocrystals were collected at 

the bottom of the centrifuge tubes, as a pellet: the acidic supernatant was removed and 

replaced with fresh distilled water, followed by pellet redispersion using an Ultra-turrax® T25 

basic (Ika-Werke, Stanfen, Germany) as high-shear mixer, 3,000 rpm for 3 min. Finally, a 

further purification was performed by using a dialysis tube against deionized water, until the 

effluent remained at neutral pH (Molecular Weight cut off 12,000) (Sigma-Aldrich, Milan, Italy). 

Following the same procedure above-reported, pullulan powder (PI-20 grade, Mw ~ 200 KDa), 

purchased from Hayashibara Biochemical Laboratories Inc. (Okayama, Japan) was used as 

biopolymer phase. Acid-derived BCNCs and pullulan in water were mixed at 25 °C for 30 min 

under gentle stirring (800 rpm). In particular, 10 wt.% of pullulan powder and 0.70 wt.% (dry 

basis) of both sulfuric and hydrochloric acid BCNCs, were used. Bionanocomposite 

dispersions were laid on a one-side corona-treated 12.0±0.5 µm thick Arya-A410 (JBF RAK 

LLC, Ras Al Khaimah, United Arab Emirates) polyethylene terephthalate (PET) film kindly 

provided by SAES Coated Films S.p.A. (Roncello, Italy). 

 

4.4.3.3. Analyses 

The optical properties of both bare and coated films used in this chapter, were evaluated in 

terms of haze, which allow to detect surface irregularities or bulk defects, measuring the light 

scattered by the sample. As reported before, haze is linked to the “see-through” capability—

the ability of a material to distinctly display an item (e.g., food products) behind it (Uysal Unalan 

et al., 2016). Haze was quantified according to ASTM D 1003-00 by means of a Lambda 50 

spectrophotometer (Perkin Elmer, Waltham, USA), coupled with an integrative sphere (150 

mm diameter) able to trap the amount of the incident light (ƛ= 780–380 nm) diffused by the 

sample. The estimation of the diffracted radiation was calculated by the following equation (eq. 

1): 

𝐻𝑎𝑧𝑒 (%) ∶  {(
𝑇4

𝑇2
) − (

𝑇3

𝑇1
)} × 100 

 

where T1 represented the incident radiation, T2 the overall transmittance of the sample, T3 

the emitted radiation by the instrument, and T4 the emitted radiation both the instrument and 

the sample. Four replicates were made for each uncoated, pullulan-coated and 

BCNCs/pullulan-coated film samples. Cross-sections and surfaces tomography of both 
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uncoated and coated PET films were examined with a Leo 1430 scanning electron microscopy 

(SEM) (Zeiss, Oberkochen, Germany) to gather data on the overall thickness after the final 

coating deposition. Surface test specimens were mounted with carbon tape on stubs. Cross-

sectioned samples were cut into thin pieces with a scalpel and mounted on a thin specimen 

split-mount holder to examine the cross-section. Before being inserted into the microscope, 

the samples were sputter coated with gold to a thickness of approximately 10 nm using an 

Agar High Resolution Sputter Coater (model 208RH) equipped with a gold target/Agar 

thickness monitor controller. Moreover, an optical microscope Nikon Eclipse ME600 Inspection 

Microscope optical microscope (Nikon Instruments, Sesto Fiorentino, Italy) equipped with a 

Nikon DS-Fi3 digital camera (Nikon Instruments, Sesto Fiorentino, Italy) using both at ×10, ×20 

and ×50 of magnification, was used for determined the coating thickness thought the cross-

section analysis of the substrates used. Images were captured by NIS-Element software 

(Nikon Instruments, Sesto Fiorentino, Italy). Roughness analysis was done by using a ToscaTM 

400 Atomic Force Microscopy (Anton Paar, Graz, Austria) instrument, in non-contact mode 

and after dropping ~100 µl of diluted CNCs water dispersion (~0.1 mg/mL) onto a mica disc 

substrate (Ted Pella Inc., Redding, California). The images were collected with a resolution of 

4488 × 3543 pixels with silicon tips (force constant 40 N/m, resonance frequency 300 kHz). 

Dimensional calculations and images editing were conducted using Tosca Analysis Software 

(version 7.30, Anton Paar, Graz, Austria). The oxygen barrier properties of bare, biopolymers-

coated and CNCs/biopolymers-coated materials were assessed using a MultiPerm 

permeability analyzer (Permtech Srl, Lucca, Italy) equipped with an electrochemical sensor. 

This instrument works according to the isostatic method, which is based on the establishment 

of the same total pressure on both sides of the specimen (i.e., the film). A 50 cm2 surface 

sample is placed between two semi-chambers where an inert gas (usually nitrogen) is 

continuously flushed. After an initial conditioning step for the sample, the test gas is then 

flushed. The test gas will thus permeate across the sample and be carried to the detector by 

the inert gas. The partial pressure of the test gas is kept constant throughout the analysis to 

ensure the same driving force at any given time. The oxygen transmission rate (OTR, mL·m-

2·24·h-1) data were determined according to the ASTM standard method D3985 (0% R.H.) and 

ASTM F1927 (50%, 65% and 80% R.H.), with a carrier flow (N2) of 10 mL·min-1, and at 1 

atmosphere oxygen partial pressure difference on the two sides of the specimen. Analyses 

were carried out with the coated side of each sample facing the upper semi-chamber into which 

the humid test gas (oxygen) was flushed. For all analyses, the final values result from three 

replicate measurements. 
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4.4.3.3.1. Data Analysis 

Data were analyzed using Statgraphics Plus 4.0 software (STSC, Rockville, MD, USA), and a 

one-way analysis of variance was used to check for differences among samples. The 

significance level (p) was fixed at 0.05. Unless otherwise stated, all the analyses were 

performed in triplicate. 

 

4.4.4. Results and Discussion 

 

4.4.4.1. Bionanocomposite water-based coating deposition using animal gelatin, pullulan 

and chitosan as main biopolymeric phase 

Giant-cane derived CNCs were used as organic nanofiller for the generation of 

bionanocomposite dispersions, which were used to obtain food packaging materials with 

outstanding performance, especially in terms of oxygen barrier. To this goal, as reported in 

Table 1, a combination of both biopolymeric phase (i.e. by using animal gelatin, pullulan and 

chitosan) and CNCs at different dry concentrations were used in order to increase the OTR 

values of the bare PET film. In particular, in gelatin-rich biopolymeric samples, the dry 

concentration of gelatin varying from 1.5 wt.% to 10 wt.% while, due to the high and/or low 

viscosity of the water-based bionanocomposite in both chitosan and pullulan-rich biopolymeric 

samples, the effective dry concentration used were from 1.5 wt.% to 3 wt.% and from 3 wt.% 

to 10 wt.%, respectively (Table 1). The ultimate oxygen transmission rate (OTR) of the PET 

films dramatically improved after the deposition of all the bionanocomposite coatings used, as 

depicted in Table 2. In particular, at 0% R.H., in both gelatin and chitosan-based coating 

formulation, the OTR of the bare PET film (≈120 mL m-2·24 h-1) decreased of more than two 

orders of magnitude (OTR <1 mL m-2·24 h-1) in all the coated samples while, in pullulan-based 

coating formulation, an OTR <5 mL m-2·24 h-1 was reached by matching both high 

concentration of pullulan and CNCs. Moreover, in gelatin-based samples, by using both high 

concentration of biopolymer and CNCs (i.e., 6% and 10% of loaded gelatin, and 0.70% and 

1% of loaded CNCs – dry percentage), the coated films exhibited excellent barrier proprieties 

even at 50% R.H. and, in particular, an OTR values below 5 mL m-2·24 h-1 was detected. As 

same, at 50% R.H., in chitosan-based samples, the OTR values by using both high 

concentration of biopolymer and CNCs (i.e., 3% of loaded gelatin, and 1% of loaded CNCs – 

dry percentage) allowed to obtain an OTR value in the amount of 10 mL m-2·24 h-1. On the 

contrary, the benefits arising from the deposition of the coating layer disappeared at 65% and 

80% R.H. in all the samples coated, due to the plasticizing effect of the water molecules 

adsorbed by the surface and bulk of the plastic substrate. Moreover, due to the hydrophilic 
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nature of the coating, water molecules interfered negatively with the adhesion properties of the 

coating, promoting its separation from the PET substrate (Uysal Unalan et al., 2016). This 

behavior has been extensively explained, in terms of water molecules’ competing for the polar 

groups (predominantly hydroxyl groups) displaced along both the biopolymer and filler 

backbones and taking part in intermolecular hydrogen bonding (Rovera et al., 2020a; Uysal 

Unalan et al., 2016). Therefore, the results were in line with previous studies carry out on 

pullulan (Cozzolino et al., 2014; Farris et al., 2014) and nanocrystals (Rampazzo et al., 2017) 

-based coatings on a PET substrate. Anyway, the final OTR performance coming from 

bionanocomposite as coating, was good as commercially available solutions e.g., PET coated 

with ethylene(vinyl alcohol), poly(vinyl alcohol), and polyvinylidene chloride at 0% R.H.. As 

reported in Table 2, the performance of the coated PET films was also related to the thickness 

of the coating layer, due to the high concentration of the biopolymeric phase, which varying 

proportionally depends on both the dry concentration of the biopolymer and CNCs used. To 

this regard, both optical microscopy and SEM analyses were performed in order to determine 

the coating thickness thought a cross-section analysis (Table 2 and Figure 1). Regard to the 

optical proprieties of the coated films, as reported in literature, a haze values within 3% 

threshold deemed necessary to warrant a suitable display of the item behind the plastic film 

(Introzzi et al., 2012; Uysal Unalan et al., 2016). To this regard, in all the formulation made by 

pullulan and chitosan as main biopolymeric phase, the bionanocomposite PET coated films 

exhibited a haze value below the 3% threshold value, while the presence of CNCs seemed to 

not affect negatively the optical proprieties of the coated films. Nevertheless, in gelatin-based 

samples, the haze analysis exhibited acceptable values (i.e., < 3%) when the concentration of 

the biopolymer used was below 6% while, in all the samples, as in pullulan and chitosan-based 

coated films, the presence of CNCs seemed to not affect negatively the optical proprieties of 

the coated films. In general, the benefits arising from the deposition of the bionanocomposite 

coating does not impair the overall optical property, rather than a slightly improvement has 

been observed. 
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Table 2: Characterization of the bionanocomposite coatings when laid on a PET film in terms 

of coating thickness, OTR and haze parameters. Different superscripts within a group (i.e., 

within each parameter) denote a statistically significant difference (p < 0.05). Error around the 

mean value represents the standard deviation. N.D.: below the instrument detection limit 

(<0.001 mL×m-2×24h-1). 

 

Biopolymer 
Filler 

content 
(dry 

wt.%) 

Dry coating 
thickness 

(µm) 

Oxygen Transmission Rate (OTR) 
mL×m-2×24h-1 

Haze (%) 
Type Dry wt.% 0% R.H. 50% R.H. 65% R.H. 80% R.H. 

Gelatin 

Uncoated / / 129.23±0.81a 121.98±1.25a 115.10±0.98A 109.47±2.32A 2.30±0.08b 

1.5 / 1.04±0.23d 0.204±0.02D 45.10±0.56c 100.97±2.90A 112.71±2.89A 2.36±0.03c 

1.5 0.35 1.17±0.11d 0.161±0.01D 30.25±0.34c 99.61±2.21b 110.20±2.61A 2.21±0.08c 

1.5 0.70 1.25±0.21c 0.082±0.01D 20.08±0.76C 102.61±1.98A 110.52±3.01A 2.17±0.12d 

1.5 1 1.37±0.19c 0.035±0.01D 18.65±1.09C 99.98±1.75b 109.65±2.81A 2.05±0.09d 

3 / 1.86±0.19c 0.061±0.01D 14.01±0.78C 97.87±1.12b 110.72±3.12A 3.05±0.11ab 

3 0.35 1.92±0.25c 0.014±0.01D 16.06±0.23C 96.85±1.56b 111.30±2.91A 2.98±0.15b 

3 0.70 2.08±0.32bc 0.013±0.01D 12.27±0.91C 91.55±1.89b 110.13±2.89A 2.78±0.21b 

3 1 2.12±0.28bc N.D. 9.14±1.01d 89.94±1.73b 105.50±2.65A 2.70±0.26b 

6 / 2.08±0.45bc N.D. 9.49±0.67d 88.18±1.10b 110.88±2.90A 4.03±0.05a 

6 0.35 2.17±0.10bc N.D. 4.62±0.43d 83.90±1.67b 109.16±2.77A 3.89±0.14ab 

6 0.70 2.54±0.28b N.D. 2.39±0.78d 65.87±1.89B 109.90±2.56A 3.77±0.20ab 

6 1 2.67±0.54b N.D. 1.94±0.09d 41.42±1.13c 83.79±2.34b 3.45±0.17ab 

10 / 3.43±0.22ab N.D. 1.87±0.12d 59.92±1.65B 85.02±1.89b 4.65±0.09a 

10 0.35 3.61±0.43ab N.D. 1.76±0.23d 53.48±1.49B 91.11±2.19b 4.59±0.17a 

10 0.70 3.77±0.51a N.D. 1.54±0.19d 45.90±1.13c 88.69±1.78b 4.48±0.21a 

10 1 3.79±0.38a N.D. 1.65±0.10d 42.05±1.98c 85.32±2.05b 4.41±0.28a 

Pullulan 

3 / 1.66± 0.98c 21.09±0.89C 65.98±3.01B 106.36±2.78A 107.56±2.34A 2.29±0.12c 

3 0.35 1.69± 0.58c 19.97±1.07C 55.01±0.78B 104.78±1.65A 108.65±1.98A 2.27±0.87c 

3 0.70 2.01±0.18bc 18.56±0.18C 53.98±1.77B 105.54±2.89A 109.76±2.79A 2.26±0.65c 

3 1 2.09±0.23bc 15.43±0.75C 50.34±1.21B 104.43±2.56A 106.01±3.88A 2.25±0.10c 

6 / 2.13±0.78bc 8.34±0.11d 36.90±2.01c 97.76±1.99A 106.34±2.98A 2.20±0.32c 

6 0.35 2.21±0.13bc 7.78±0.21d 33.78±1.07c 98.86±2.25A 105.45±1.78A 2.18±0.56d 

6 0.70 2.28±0.36bc 6.34±0.28d 30.61±1.45c 95.09±2.98A 101.67±2.78A 2.18±0.11d 

6 1 2.29±0.87bc 6.28±0.15d 29.01±1.19c 94.01±1.88A 102.21±3.01A 2.16±0.76d 

10 / 2.30± 1.25bc 6.11±0.28d 28.87±1.01c 98.78±1.54A 100.73±3.88A 2.12±0.23d 

10 0.35 2.32± 0.15bc 4.87±0.14d 26.32±0.98c 96.98±1.21A 99.67±2.57A 2.10±0.68d 

10 0.70 2.33± 0.23bc 2.26±0.09d 25.78±0.45c 95.78±1.98A 100.98±3.01A 2.09±0.23d 

10 1 2.34± 0.45bc 2.09±0.21d 25.34±0.85c 93.65±1.51A 98.10±3.23A 2.07±0.87d 

Chitosan 

1.5 / 2.25± 0.45bc 2.05±0.06d 40.76±1.34c 104.58±1.76A 105.47±1.45A 2.41±0.12cd 

1.5 0.35 2.27± 0.21bc 0.985±0.02D 36.12±1.68c 102.45±2.31A 104.89±1.58A 2.40±0.19cd 

1.5 0.70 2.31± 0.98bc 0.213±0.08D 33.98±1.05c 103.98±2.19A 103.75±1.23A 2.39±0.10cd 

1.5 1 2.32± 0.77bc 0.010±0.01D 31.06±1.65c 102.21±1.56A 103.01±1.10A 2.38±0.25cd 

3 / 3.09± 0.15ab 1.23±0.07D 16.89±0.96C 103.67±1.21A 102.99±1.56A 2.49±0.39cd 

3 0.35 3.11± 0.78ab 0.070±0.01D 14.64±0.25C 102.45±2.01A 101.34±1.98A 2.47±0.54cd 

3 0.70 3.13±0.65ab 0.010±0.01D 10.98±0.34C 100.78±1.54A 100.02±1.61A 2.45±0.31cd 

3 1 3.15± 0.45ab N.D. 10.65±0.76C 99.23±1.21A 99.56±1.19A 2.44±0.15cd 
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4.4.4.2. Chitosan and gelatin-based bionanocomposite coatings on plastics and 

bioplastics: coated films characterization 

Based on the results obtained by using different type of bionanocomposite coatings when laid 

on a PET film, the most promising formulations which gave mainly the best results in terms of 

oxygen barrier, have been also applied on BOPP, PLA and Mater-Bi food packaging 

substrates. In particular, as reported in Table 3, the 3 wt.% chitosan-based bionanocomposite 

loaded with 1 wt.% of CNCs, and the 6 wt.% gelatin-based bionanocomposite loaded with 1 

wt.% of CNCs formulations, were evaluated in terms of oxygen barrier at different R.H.. Unlike 

PET film, the original oxygen barrier performance of the BOPP, PLA and Mater-Bi films was 

represented by a poor barrier materials, which possesses an initial OTR value above >150 mL 

m-2·24 h-1. Based on the results reported in Table 3, in all the coated samples, the gelatin-

based bionanocomposite coating exhibited a superior barrier performance than the chitosan-

based bionanocomposite coating in terms of OTR, in both dry and wet conditions. In particular, 

at 0% R.H., all the coated films exhibited excellent oxygen barrier performance, with OTR 

values below 2 mL m-2·24 h-1 while, even at 50% R.H., the gelatin-based bionanocomposite 

formulation exhibited very good oxygen barrier proprieties (i.e., OTR values below 9 mL m-2·24 

h-1) in all the substrates lacquered. Otherwise, at 65% and 80% R.H., the same behaviour of 

the PET coated films was observed by increasing the R.H. during the analysis and thus, the 

loss of barrier was observed in all the coated samples, replacing the OTR value of the bare 

substrate. Regard to the optical proprieties of the coated films, the haze value of both the 

BOPP and PLA coated films was in line with the PET film by using the same bionanocomposite 

formulation, while Mater-Bi coated films exhibited haze value much higher than the 3% 

threshold, thus making its subsequent application in food packaging field not possible. In order 

to understand better the surface modification after the deposition of the bionanocomposite 

coating formulation, a roughness analysis was also performed on all the materials used. In 

particular, the analysis was aimed to eventually investigate the differences in roughness of the 

substrates lacquered, due to the presence of CNCs or its absence, and maintaining fixed the 

loaded biopolymeric phase. To this regard, all the analyses were carried out on a 6 wt.% 

gelatin-based bionanocomposite coating, eventually loaded with 1 wt.% of CNCs. As reported 

in Figure 1, by AFM analysis, a peak-valley analysis in a non-contact mode, was performed. 

This analysis underlined that the presence of the biopolymeric layer, in this case gelatin, affects 

the final roughness of the coated substrate, emphasizing the original roughness value of the 

uncoated substrates. Concurrently, the presence of CNCs within the bionanocomposite 

coating formulation, exhibited a filling effect of the biopolymeric phase. In particular, in PET 

and Mater-Bi samples, a slight improvement of the final roughness values was detected while, 

on the opposite, in BOPP and PLA samples the final roughness slight increased (Table 4). As 
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same, SEM analysis was performed on a 6 wt.% gelatin-based bionanocomposite PET coated 

film, both with and without the presence of a 1 wt.% giant cane-derived CNCs. Clearly, in 

Figure 2, it is possible to depicted that the presence of CNCs within the bionanocomposite 

coating formulation affect the final surface roughness of the material after the deposition of the 

bionanocomposite coating layer. Moreover, especially at ×10k and ×25k magnification, the 

presence of CNCs were widely visible on the surface of the coating.  

 

Table 3: Coating thickness, OTR and haze parameters of different type of food packaging 

materials after the deposition of a gelatin and chitosan-based bionanocomposite coating. 

Different superscripts within a group (i.e., within each parameter) denote a statistically 

significant difference (p < 0.05). Error around the mean value represents the standard 

deviation. N.D.: below the instrument detection limit (<0.001 mL×m-2×24h-1). 

 

Substrate 

Biopolymer 
Filler 

content 
(dry 

wt.%) 

Dry coating 
thickness 

(µm) 

Oxygen Transmission Rate (OTR) 
mL×m-2×24h-1 

Haze (%) 

Type 
Dry 

wt.% 
0% R.H. 50% R.H. 65% R.H. 80% R.H. 

PET 

Uncoated / / / 129.23±0.81a 121.98±1.25a 115.10±0.98a 109.47±2.32a 2.30±0.08b 

Gelatin 6 1 2.67±0.54b N.D. 1.94±0.09d 41.42±1.13c 83.79±2.34b 3.45±0.17ab 

Chitosan 3 1 3.15±0.45c N.D. 10.65±0.76g 99.23±1.21A 99.56±1.19A 2.44±0.15bc 

BOPP 

Uncoated / / / > 2,000i > 2,000i > 2,000i > 1,500i 2.67±0.23bcd 

Gelatin 6 1 2.01±0.36f 0.089±0.01aa 8.85±0.54g 176.44±2.31a 1055.72±2.45i 3.27±0.38ab 

Chitosan 3 1 2.98±0.21bc N.D. 687.78±2.34o 1144.21±3.17i > 1,500i 2.49±0.23bc 

PLA 

Uncoated / / / 380.22±2.87l 374.67±3.01l 372.43±2.87l 370.12±3.12l 2.42±0.19bc 

Gelatin 6 1 1.85±0.38f N.D. 2.46±0.51p 73.01±1.15b 318.22±2.87l 3.05±0.16abc 

Chitosan 3 1 2.76±0.19b 1.53±0.54p 242.97±1.34g 327.61±2.67b 361.73.15±3.29l 2.17±0.43b 

Mater-Bi 

Uncoated / / / 948.29±2.45m 845.12±5.46m 820.65±3.76n 756.09±6.78n 13.09±0.67h 

Gelatin 6 1 2.51±0.28b N.D. 9.02±0.38g 152.74±2.68a 598.72±2.45o 12.34±0.18h 

Chitosan 3 1 3.11±0.32e N.D. 175.25±1.98a 513.92±3.87o 639.51±3.05o 12.78±0.56h 
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Figure 1: SEM image related to a cross-section of a PET 3 wt.% gelatin-based 

bionanocomposite coated film loaded with 1 wt.% giant cane-derived CNCs. 
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Figure 2: AFM images of the bionanocomposite coated films loaded with 6 wt.% gelatin-

based and 1 wt.% of CNCs (see Table 4 for details). 

 

 

Figure 3: SEM images related to the surface of the 6 wt.% gelatin-based bionanocomposite 

coated PET film, with (a) and without (b) the presence of 1 wt.% of giant cane-derived CNCs. 
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Table 4: Roughness values of the coated films according to ISO 25178. Different superscripts 

within a group (i.e., within each parameter) denote a statistically significant difference (p < 

0.05). 

 

 

4.4.4.3. Comparison between bacterial and giant cane-derived CNCs -rich 

bionanocomposite coating when laid on a PET film 

As reported in Chapter 2, an appreciable difference between bacterial and giant cane-derived 

CNCs, mainly in terms of morphological and size distribution features, was observed. 

Therefore, in order to eventually appreciate differences as a results of their application, a 

comparison between bacterial and giant cane-derived CNCs bionanocomposite coating 

loaded with a pullulan as main biopolymeric phase, was performed. In particular, in Table 5 

was reported the haze values of both bare polyethylene terephthalate (PET) and CNC or 

BCNCs/pullulan bionanocomposite coated PET films, as well as the OTR values both in dry 

(i.e., at 0% R.H.) and wet (i.e., at 80% R.H.) conditions. Both in BCNCs and giant cane CNCs 

-based coatings, the benefits arising from the deposition of the bionanocomposite coating does 

not impair the overall optical property, whereas an appreciable improvement has been 

observed. According with the pullulan/giant cane CNCs-based coating formulation above 

reported, the ultimate oxygen barrier performance of coated PET dramatically improved even 

further in both BCNCs/pullulan bionanocomposite coating (i.e., pullulan loaded with BCNCs 

suspension from hydrochloric and sulfuric acids), which decreased more than three times 

when compared to PET/pullulan coated film (Table 5). As previously reported by Unalan et al. 

(2016) and Rovera et al. (2020a), because of the lower surface area of 1D nanoparticles (as 

BCNCs), the interface effects result predominant over the tortuous path phenomenon, relative 

to 2D nanoparticles (e.g., platy nanofillers such as graphene and montmorillonite), which 

eventually makes cellulose nanocrystals less efficient as physical impedance to the 

Substrate Sample ID 
Biopolymer & CNCs contents 

(dry, %) 
Maen Roughness (µm) – 

ISO 25178 

PET 

a uncoated 0.012±0.001a 

a1 6 wt.% biopolymer, no CNCs 0.028±0.003c 

a2 6wt.% biopolymer, 1% CNCs 0.022±0.004b  

BOPP 

b uncoated 0.010±0.001a 

b1 6 wt.% biopolymer, no CNCs 0.018±0.005b 

b2 6wt.% biopolymer, 1% CNCs 0.025±0.002c 

PLA 

c uncoated 0.019±0.001b 

c1 6 wt.% biopolymer, no CNCs 0.031±0.004d 

c2 6wt.% biopolymer, 1% CNCs 0.037±0.009e 

Mater-Bi 

d uncoated 0.021±0.001b 

d1 6 wt.% biopolymer, no CNCs 0.032±0.003d 

d2 6wt.% biopolymer, 1% CNCs 0.025±0.007c 
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permeation of oxygen (Rovera et al., 2020a; Uysal Unalan et al., 2016). In dry condition (0% 

relative humidity - R.H.), both oxygen transmission rate (OTR) values measured also for 

BCNCs/pullulan bionanocomposite coated films were significantly below of the uncoated PET 

film, while a further reduction in OTR values of more than three and four times than pullulan-

coated PET film, were observed in hydrochloric acid-derived BCNCs/pullulan 

bionanocomposite and sulfuric acid-derived BCNCs/pullulan bionanocomposite coated films, 

respectively. 

 

Table 5: Haze and oxygen transmission rate (OTR) data at 0% relative humidity (R.H.) and 

80% R.H. for uncoated poly(ethylene terephthalate) (PET) film, PET coated with pullulan and 

PET coated with giant cane-derived CNCs and BCNCs/pullulan bionanocomposite coatings. 

Different superscripts within a group (i.e., within each parameter) denote a statistically 

significant difference (p < 0.05). Error around the mean value represents the standard 

deviation. 

 

 

 

4.4.5. Coclusions 

In this chapter, CNCs from giant cane-derived cellulose were used as organic nanofiller in 

order to generate a new class of bionanocomposite coating, where the main biopolymeric 

phase was represented by animal gelatin, chitosan and pullulan. Bionanocomposite coatings 

were laid on plastics (polyethylene terephthalate – PET and biaxially oriented polypropylene – 

BOPP) and bioplastics (polylactic acid – PLA and starch-based compound – Mater-Bi) suitable 

for food packaging applications. The final coated packaging films exhibited enhanced oxygen 

barrier, surface and optical properties, which can expand the use of plastics and bioplastics 

for food packaging applications. In particular, both in chitosan and gelatin-rich 

Filler content 
OTR (mL·m-2·24 h-1) 

Haze (%) 
0% R.H. 80% R.H. 

PET 120.31±2.1a 109.51±1.7A 2.30±0.14d 

PET / pullulan 6.21±0.8b 100.73±3.23A 2.12±0.19e 

PET/pullulan/hydrochloric 
acid-derived BCNCs 

2.57±0.34c 94.83±2.14B 2.02±0.15f 

PET/pullulan/sulfuric acid-
derived CNCs 

1.77±0.42c 87.21±2.71B 2.00±0.14f 

PET/pullulan/hydrochloric 
acid-derived BCNCs 

2.06±0.34c 97.17±1.98B 2.03±0.10f 

PET/pullulan/sulfuric acid-
derived CNCs 

2.26±0.09c 100.98±3.01B 2.09±0.23e 
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bionanocomposite coatings, an extraordinary oxygen transmission rate in dry condition (i.e., 

at 0% R.H.) in the amount of < 0.5 mL m-2·24 h-1 was found in all the materials used, especially 

when both high concentration of the biopolymeric phase and CNCs were used. The role of 

giant cane-derived CNCs when added in the main biopolymeric phase, has been widely shown 

in Table 2 where, when a CNCs-rich gelatin-based bionanocomposite coatings were laid on a 

PET films, even at 50% R.H., the coated films exhibited excellent barrier proprieties (i.e., OTR 

values below 5 mL m-2·24 h-1) due to the tortuous and strong linkage between the polymeric 

phase and the organic nanofiller (i.e., CNCs). Nevertheless, the increasing of R.H. up to 80% 

caused the total loss of the barrier performance in all the bionanocomposite films due to the 

plasticizing effect of the coating layer and thus, indicating the intrinsic limitation in the design 

of high-performing materials. Both AFM and SEM topography analyses exhibited a planar 

pattern when the bionanocomposite coatings formulation were laid on the bare films, as the 

final roughness values were marginally affected (Figure 2, Figure 3 and Table 4). Moreover, 

in all the coated films, the presence of CNCs did not affect significantly the final roughness of 

the lacquered substrate, while a ‘filling’ effect were depicted in all the bionanocomposite 

coating when laid on PET, BOPP, PLA and Mater-Bi substrates. Regard to the optical 

proprieties of the coated films, haze analysis exhibited acceptable value when both pullulan 

and chitosan were used as main biopolymeric phase, while the high concentration of gelatin 

(i.e., more than 6 wt.%) affect negatively the final haze value of the coated films. Therefore, 

the presence of CNCs within the bionanocomposite formulation seemed to not affect the final 

haze values. Unlike PET, BOPP and PLA materials, the Mater-Bi substrate exhibited off-spec. 

features when used for food packaging application purposes mainly due to the limited ‘see-

through’ capability of the final lacquered substrate (i.e., haze > 3% threshold) and thus, limiting 

its usage in food packaging sector (Table 3). When giant cane-derived CNCs were compared 

with BCNCs counterpart, in both BCNCs and giant cane CNCs -based coatings the benefits 

arising from the deposition of the bionanocomposite coating does not impair the overall optical 

property, whereas an appreciable improvement has been observed. According with the 

pullulan/giant cane CNCs-based coating formulation above reported, the ultimate oxygen 

barrier performance of coated PET dramatically improved even further in both BCNCs/pullulan 

bionanocomposite coating (i.e., pullulan loaded with cellulose nanocrystals suspension from 

hydrochloric and sulfuric acids), which decreased more than three times when compared to 

PET/pullulan coated film. Therefore, even thought the size distribution between giant cane-

derived CNCs and BCNCs were different, the final proprieties of the PET coated films did not 

exhibited particular differences between them. 
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5. GENERAL CONCLUSIONS 

 

In the present PhD thesis, the lignocellulosic agro-wastes corncob and garlic stalk, as well as 

the invasive species giant cane (Arundo donax L.), were initially used for cellulose extraction 

purposes. Over years, lignocellulosic wastes exhibited a great potential for high added-value 

molecules generation e.g., for cellulose extraction (Jayaramudu et al., 2013; Reddy et al., 

2018; Moreno et al., 2019; Mondal et al., 2015). Due to its outstanding proprieties, cellulose 

could be used in many different applications, such as nanocomposite, biomedical, cosmetic, 

aerospace, packaging and food additives industries. To this regard, a straightforward and soft-

chemical extractive procedure was developed for the subsequent valorization into high-value 

added cellulose molecule (i.e., cellulose). Due to the high cellulose content in all the original 

biomasses used, it was possible to achieve an overall extraction dry yields greater than 35 

wt.% in all the samples that were tested. Moreover, in order to verify the purity and the grade 

of the extracted cellulose, a 13C CP MAS NMR, Cr.I. and ATR/FT-IR analyses were performed. 

In particular, the achievement of an extraordinary high-quality grade cellulose, was 

successfully demonstrated in Figure 3 and Figure 4 of Chapter 1, while all the analyses 

underlined a high similarity on the chemical structure between agro-waste-derived cellulose 

and bacterial cellulose (BC), as pure cellulose counterparts. Furthermore, on giant cane cut-

up agro-waste feedstock, six different extractive conditions were tested as a process 

optimization aimed to enhance the usage of both the chemicals involved and the timing of the 

extractive process, as reported in Table 2 of Chapter 1. The results demonstrated the feasibility 

to increase the ‘environmental-friendly’ behavior of the process in cellulose extraction from the 

original lignocellulosic agro-waste, by reducing the impact on each steps (Table 3, Chapter 1). 

However, both the final quality and grade of the extracted cellulose have not been affected. 

Cellulose obtained from the previously mentioned garlic stalk, corncob and giant cane cut-up 

agro-waste feedstocks, was used in order to produce cellulose nanocrystals (CNCs) as organic 

nanofiller. By means of both chemical and enzymatic top-down approaches, it was possible to 

produce a whiskers-like CNCs. In particular, sulfuric and hydrochloric acids were extensively 

used in all the agro-wastes-derived cellulose as a ‘traditional’ inorganic agent while, a process 

optimization in CNCs extraction on giant cane cut-up derived cellulose, was performed. 

Moreover, cellulase enzyme was used in order to make the hydrolytic process on giant cane 

cut-up derived cellulose more ‘environmental friendly’ than acids. In all the extracted CNCs, 

both TGA analysis and ζ-potential evaluation were performed, as well as the morphological 

features by means of Dynamic Light Scattering (DLS) and Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) 

were analyzed. Based on the cellulose sources and the hydrolytic conditions, the length of the 

whisker-like CNCs varying proportionally from ~100 nm up to >2 µm, while the final dry yield 
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ranging from ~30% to ~50% dry. In addition, enzymatic hydrolysis of giant cane-derived 

cellulose has been performed, varying also the ratios between cellulose and the enzyme used. 

The polydisperse size distribution of the enzyme-derived CNCs owned an overall dimensional 

range considerably higher than the acidic approaches. In particular, a size distribution in the 

amount of 600 nm to 900 nm in 2:1 sample, and ~ 2.5 µm in 1:1 sample, were detected (Figure 

7, Chapter 2).  High-Performance Liquid Chromatography (HPLC) analysis was also performed 

in giant cane-derived CNCs in order to detect eventually the presence of monomers (i.e., 

glucose) and dimers (i.e., cellobiose) at the end of the enzymatic reaction. Thus, the analysis 

underlined the presence of both glucose and cellobiose molecules that vary proportionally at 

the end of the hydrolytic reaction (Table 3, Chapter 2). The physiochemical features of giant 

cane-derived CNCs (both acids and enzyme-mediated) with pure bacterial CNCs were also 

compared in terms of size distribution, yield and enzymatic kinetics behavior, where it was 

highlighted a pronounced similarities between the two source of cellulose on the results 

obtained. In the last years, enzymatic hydrolysis of cellulose attracts increasing interest not 

only for the production of bioethanol but also for more recent uses, such as obtaining cellulose 

nanoparticles (i.e., cellulose nanocrystals) that can be used as reinforcing agents for a wide 

range of materials and applications. Concurrently, many efforts have been put in finding 

alternative biotechnological and green routes that can be used as pre-treatments for the 

enhancement of cellulolytic enzymes’ digestion, with the goal of reducing the overall production 

costs. To this regard, the expansin-like activity of CP during the enzymatic hydrolysis of 

bacterial cellulose was investigated, taking the advantage of the high similarity in structural 

and chemical features of the cellulosic substrate than giant cane-derived cellulose. We found 

that CP did not play an enhancing effect on the hydrolytic activity of cellulases by Trichoderma 

reesei. Rather, at the lowest enzyme/BC ratios, the simultaneous presence of the CP protein 

in the formulation seemed to hinder the activity of the cellulases, probably due to a competition 

for the binding sites on the cellulose backbone and lack of affinity of the protein for BC. 

Although in literature similar studies on the effect of CP on plant cellulose have been reported 

(Quarantin et al., 2019; Luti et al., 2020) (and therefore showing slight 'synergistic' effects with 

cellulases enzyme on the process), the process parameter such as the concentrations and the 

enzyme ratios of the mixtures used differs from what has been done here. Anyway, as reported 

in Chapter 3, it has been plausibly the presence of slight structural differences between BC 

and cellulose from plants and therefore, further investigation is necessary to clarify the 

biochemistry/chemistry reasons in depth. For example, the divergence in hydrogen bonds 

conformation between bacterial and plant-derived celluloses, may affected in term of different 

CP activity on these substrates. Therefore, as previously mentioned, according also to what is 

reported in literature, the testing of CP protein on giant cane cut-up derived cellulose in order 
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to boost the enzymatic reaction mediated by cellulases by using the same parameters reported 

in Chapter 3, will be represent an upcoming priority. 

The fascinating and board-spectrum features of cellulose nanocrystals, as well as their 

bionanocomposites generation in food packaging industries, have been widely reviewed in 

literature (Gama et al., 2012; Azeredoa et al., 2017; Liu et al., 2015; Preston et al., 2013). In 

contrast to the environmental-friendly production strategies to produce CNCs, acid hydrolysis 

represents the most commonly employed and easily method to obtain nanocrystals, where 

sulfuric and hydrochloric acids have been extensively used for its preparation nowadays 

(Huang et al., 2014). CNCs from giant cane-derived cellulose were used as organic nanofiller 

in order to generate a new class of bionanocomposite coating, where the main biopolymeric 

phase was represented by animal gelatin, chitosan and pullulan. Bionanocomposite coatings 

were laid on plastics (polyethylene terephthalate – PET and biaxially oriented polypropylene – 

BOPP) and bioplastics (polylactic acid – PLA and starch-based compound – Mater-Bi) suitable 

for food packaging applications. The final coated packaging films exhibited enhanced oxygen 

barrier, surface and optical properties, which can expand the use of plastics and bioplastics 

for food packaging applications. In particular, both in chitosan and gelatin-rich 

bionanocomposite coatings, an extraordinary oxygen transmission rate in dry condition (i.e., 

at 0% R.H.) in the amount of < 0.5 mL m-2·24 h-1 was found in all the materials used, especially 

when both high concentration of the biopolymeric phase and CNCs were used. The role of 

giant cane-derived CNCs when added in the main biopolymeric phase, has been widely shown 

in Table 2 of Chapter 4 where, when a CNCs-rich gelatin-based bionanocomposite coatings 

were laid on a PET films, even at 50% R.H., the coated films exhibited excellent barrier 

proprieties (i.e., OTR values below 5 mL m-2·24 h-1) due to the tortuous and strong linkage 

between the polymeric phase and the organic nanofiller (i.e., CNCs). Nevertheless, the 

increasing of R.H. up to 80% caused the total loss of the barrier performance in all the 

bionanocomposite films due to the plasticizing effect of the coating layer and thus, indicating 

the intrinsic limitation in the design of high-performing materials. Both AFM and SEM 

topography analyses exhibited a planar pattern when the bionanocomposite coatings 

formulation were laid on the bare films, as the final roughness values were marginally affected. 

Moreover, in all the coated films, the presence of CNCs did not affect significantly the final 

roughness of the lacquered substrate, while a ‘filling’ effect were depicted in all the 

bionanocomposite coating when laid on PET, BOPP, PLA and Mater-Bi substrates. Regard to 

the optical proprieties of the coated films, haze analysis exhibited acceptable value when both 

pullulan and chitosan were used as main biopolymeric phase, while the high concentration of 

gelatin (i.e., more than 6 wt.%) affect negatively the final haze value of the coated films. 

Therefore, the presence of CNCs within the bionanocomposite formulation seemed to not 

affect the final haze values. Unlike PET, BOPP and PLA materials, the Mater-Bi substrate 
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exhibited off-spec. features when used for food packaging application purposes mainly due to 

the limited ‘see-through’ capability of the final lacquered substrate (i.e., haze > 3% threshold) 

and thus, limiting its usage in food packaging sector. When giant cane-derived CNCs were 

compared with BCNCs counterpart, in both BCNCs and giant cane CNCs -based coatings the 

benefits arising from the deposition of the bionanocomposite coating does not impair the 

overall optical property, whereas an appreciable improvement has been observed. According 

with the pullulan/giant cane CNCs-based coating formulation above reported, the ultimate 

oxygen barrier performance of coated PET dramatically improved even further in both 

BCNCs/pullulan bionanocomposite coating (i.e., pullulan loaded with cellulose nanocrystals 

suspension from hydrochloric and sulfuric acids), which decreased more than three times 

when compared to PET/pullulan coated film. Therefore, even thought the size distribution 

between giant cane-derived CNCs and BCNCs were different, the final proprieties of the PET 

coated films did not exhibited particular differences between them. 

 

6. IMPLICATIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS 

 

As reported in Chapter 4, due to the intrinsic limitation in the water-sensitive behavior of the 

bionanocomposite coating formulations in the design of a high-performing materials intended 

for food packaging applications, some considerations related to their application in the food 

packaging sector, are required. Above all, the bionanocomposite coating should be protected 

from the humidity by means of a ‘sandwich conformation’, due to the hydrophilic nature of the 

coting layer. To this sense, the bionanocomposite coatings developed are intended for 

lamination-only application with polyolefins (e.g., polyethylene and polypropylene), that are 

excellent barrier against water molecule. For example, a sealable ‘PET/coating/tie/polyolefins’ 

and/or the monomaterial and sealable ‘polyolefins/coating/tie/polyolefins’ conformations, may 

represents a viable solution for its subsequent application in the food packaging field. 

Nevertheless, the addition of an inorganic part within the bionanocomposite coating in the 

manufacturing of a hybrid coating, should be necessary if the above-reported packaging 

conformation did not used for high relative humidity and water resistance achievements, while 

maintaining uncharged the oxygen barrier performance. 

Although nanotechnology and nanotechnological solutions have shown immense 

potential in the food packaging sector in the last years i.e., by the development of high oxygen 

barrier coatings as a way to face the environment impact of packaging materials (e.g., by 

reducing the upstream amount of plastics or improving the final performance of plastics from 

renewable resources), some issues related to their application, have been to taken into 

account. In particular, the current EU regulation (specifically Reg. 10/2011) clearly states that 

the use of nanomaterials is restricted to case-by-case assessments and unfortunately, to date, 
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the use of bionanocomposite in the food packaging field, is not allowed. In addition, the ‘go-to-

market’ of these solutions is still far from the industrial application and commercialization 

mainly due, for example, to the highly costs and to the tough production process (several steps 

are required). To this regard, although some elements of the bionanocomposite coatings (e.g., 

biopolymer) are widely available and affordable in the market, the production of cellulose (and 

subsequently the nanocrystals) and its usage in large volumes, may represent a limitation 

today. To this regard, the next steps of the work done so far, includes the process optimization 

and scale-up in pilot and pre-industrial plants of both the extraction of cellulose and CNCs. 

Moreover, it is important also to consider the supply chain of the lignocellulosic agro-wastes, 

that should be always available, thus escaping in shortage issues (e.g., by the seasonality of 

the lignocellulosic agro-wastes). Regard to the extraction processes of cellulose and CNCs, 

the removal of the chemicals involved within the process represents an upcoming priority. In 

particular, this will be addressed both by the use of hemicellulases enzyme in order to replace 

the use of NaOH during the hemicelluloses extraction from agro-wastes, as well as by the 

changes of the chlorine-based process used in the Chapter 1 for lignin removal with, for 

example, ligninase enzyme or a chlorine-free chemical process. 
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